COMBI-PLAYERS
Head-to-Head Tests of Three Affordable CD/Videodisc Players

ROOM ACOUSTICS
How to Get Better Sound Without Moving

MARSHALL CRENSHAW
Retro-Rocker

TEST REPORTS
Technics CD Player
Harman Kardon Receiver
Parasound Preamplifier
Infinity Speaker System
Presenting The Distinctive Acoustics Of Seven Different Environments In One Distinctive CD Carousel Changer.
Why accept a machine that can only change your discs, when you can own one that will also change your acoustic environment? Introducing the CDP-C87ES, a 5-disc carousel changer with Digital Signal Processing (DSP). Thanks to DSP equalization and DSP reverb, this remarkable CD Changer can actually replicate the acoustic environment appropriate for just about any music. So you can hear Haydn in a Hall, a chorale in a Church, and a Stratocaster® in a Stadium. Which gives even the most familiar CD's a newfound richness of ambience and texture.

And once you choose the right environment for a CD, store it in the CDP-C87ES Custom File™ memory. The changer will then automatically recall your programmed environment every time you play that disc.

Sony engineers can count among their distinguished inventions the CD carousel, the CD player, even the CD itself. It's no surprise then, that the C87ES and its fellow DSP changers, the C77ES and C67ES also incorporate an advanced complementary HDLC™ converter system. It overcomes low-level non-linearity—the number one sonic shortcoming in CD players. So the sound of these changers is not only rich, it's refined.

Sony ES matches this technological enlightenment with an enlightened three-year limited warranty on parts and labor. See your authorized ES dealer for details. To find that dealer, call 201-930-7156 during East Coast business hours. And discover that in music at least, you really can improve the environment.

It's the Digital Masterpiece Collection, featuring the very best music from American Gramaphone, GRP, Telarc, and Windham Hill. This offer is only available from your authorized ES dealer, who can provide you with all the details.
Surround Sound decoders and acoustic environment simulators are supposed to give you a heightened sense of reality when you’re listening to music or watching a movie. Unfortunately, most of their effects circuitry robs the original performance of fidelity.

That’s why Denon created the AVC-3020 Surround Amplifier and the AVR-810 and AVR-610 Surround Receivers. Their special Dolby® Pro-Logic® Surround Sound processor outperforms all previous analog or digital decoding circuitry in terms of delivering true high fidelity. You’ll hear greater dynamic range, more channel separation, lower distortion and precise low level steering—the ability to place sounds exactly where the director intended them.

Remember, without high fidelity, there can be no “reality.” And what’s the point of a Surround Sound system, if it doesn’t sound real?

Call 1-800-365-8774

For Product Information

DENON
The first name in digital audio.

Dolby and the double-D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.

Denon America, Inc., 222 New Road Parsippany, New Jersey 07054 (201) 575-7810
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Sony is celebrating 1992, the 10th anniversary of the CD, with a red hot offer.

Buy any Sony Discman® Portable CD Player or Sony Portable CD/Radio/Cassette Recorder between December 27, 1991 and April 5, 1992 and Sony will pick up the tab for up to 3 hot CD titles. So start shopping around for your new Sony portable CD player.

To receive your FREE CDs, mail this coupon postmarked no later than May 5, 1992 along with the bar code (with the model number listed from the carton of your Sony CD Portable Player, or Sony Portable CD/Radio/Cassette Recorder — those models beginning with D 8, D 9, D 24, D 66, D -303, D -66, D -35, D -T66, D -8028, D -18011, D -T24, D -66, D -202, D -101, D -101, D -O8K, D -808K) to

Sony Corporation of America
Attention: Hot CD Offer
P.O. Box 1147, Terre Haute, Indiana 47809

Serialnumbers

To verify your Sony Discman or Sony Portable CD/Radio/Cassette Recorder model, check your model number on the chart below to see how many hit CDs you're entitled to:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY 1</th>
<th>CATEGORY 2</th>
<th>CATEGORY 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D 23</td>
<td>D-101</td>
<td>D-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-202</td>
<td>D-303</td>
<td>D-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-24</td>
<td>D-33</td>
<td>D-35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-66</td>
<td>D-38</td>
<td>D-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-80K</td>
<td>D-100</td>
<td>D-101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-808K</td>
<td>D-170</td>
<td>D-175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-420</td>
<td>D-175</td>
<td>D-175</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of CDs you receive depends on which Sony Portable CD Player you decide to buy.

We think free CDs for our portable CD players is a great way to celebrate a decade of music excellence. With Sony. The Leader in Digital Audio."
WE MAKE SOUND LOOK GREAT PERIOD.

Introducing audio solutions for discriminating tastes.

Period™ loudspeakers

Experience them yourself.

CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SHOW
LVCC — Booth 1050 — (South Hall — Upstairs)
Some on-screen TV and VCR menu systems utilize all upper case letters that are hard to read, mysterious instructions, or strange, meaningless abbreviations that you have to be psychic to understand.
When Mitsubishi created the concept of Home Theater, we figured it didn't make sense for people to sit down in front of the most incredible sights and sounds television could offer, only to focus most of their attention on making the thing work.

We wanted our technical expertise to enhance the experience, not to complicate it. To work for good, not evil.

This year, we're introducing one of the most remarkable examples of our philosophy to date.

An advanced on-screen operating system called ViewPoint which, using our latest interface technology, lets you control your Home Theater System without distracting from the enjoyment you bought it for.

The System is so elegantly simple, two buttons are all you need to operate it.

The on-screen information is displayed in upper and lower case letters for better readability, and communicates in a familiar language: English.

That means fewer abbreviations to decipher. Functions like "Time Set" and "Ch Prog" become "Set the clock" and "Memorize channels."

For more complex operations, a logical question-and-answer format guides you through.

Our unique point-and-click interface allows you to simply point to the on-screen item you need. While a P.I.P window lets you monitor the TV picture as you use any of the menu features.

ViewPoint is available with many of our big screen TV's, our 31" and 35" direct-view TV's, and three of our VCR models.

And because all Mitsubishi components are designed to integrate fully—not just from component to component, but from year to year, as far back as 1986—ViewPoint is also compatible with our previous menu systems.

So whether you're looking for a complete system, adding to an existing one, or building one a few components at a time, everything works together not only esthetically and electronically, but functionally as well.

Which is exactly what you should expect from a great Home Theater system.

At least, that's our viewpoint.
Choosing a CD Player

Daniel Kumin’s “Fast Search: How to Choose Your Next CD Player” in November was very informative, but he left out one feature that is now available only on players from Denon, a pitch control. I have perfect relative pitch, and one of my chief complaints about compact discs is that some of them are recorded noticeably off speed, such as the Beatles’ “A Hard Day’s Night.” It drives me up the wall, and I congratulate Denon for making a pitch control available on reasonably priced players.

RAYMOND J. MORAN
Fords, NJ

Daniel Kumin shrugs off indexing as a gimmick. I have seen lengthy reviews of CD players that explained rapturously a feature known as shuffle play, which to me is truly an idiotic gimmick, but never mentioned whether the player has an indexing feature. I have a couple of hundred CD’s with indexing. A lot of indexing is done stupidly, but some of it is truly valuable, and this inexpensive feature should be on any CD player.

JOHN D. ROBERTS
Willington, CT

I am interested in adding a laserdisc player to my system, and the section of Daniel Kumin’s article on combi-players really caught my eye. He mentions that “a few” manufacturers are adding the CD changer option to their combi-players. Great—but which ones?

JEFF MORIVA
Edgerton, WI

Currently there is only one such player, the Pioneer CLD-M90, but the recently discontinued Sharp MV-D100 (a threedisc changer) may still be in some stores.

“Authentic” Brahms

David Patrick Stearns’s enthusiastic review (November “Best Recordings of the Month”) of John Eliot Gardiner’s new and supposedly “authentic” recording of the Brahms German Requiem shows the reviewer’s gullible acceptance of all the nonsense that the zealots of authenticity have been attempting to spread in recent years.

We have really carried things to absurd lengths in insisting upon the use of period instruments in Brahms of all composers. What next? An “authentic” performance of Strauss tone poems or of Stravinsky’s early ballet scores?

Unlike Mr. Stearns, I have never found modern-instrument performances of the German Requiem to be “turgid” or “bloated.” And how do we know that Brahms would not have been delighted by some of these “inauthentic” performances if he could hear them?

ROBERT BERGER
Levittown, NY

Data Compression

Ken Pohlmann’s November “Signals” column, “Cn U Rl Ths Sntnc?,” confuses data compression with data reduction. Data compression does not decrease in any way the amount of information present in the recording, but it does allow it to fit into less space. Data reduction is a collection of techniques to take out information that isn’t important to the end result. Data reduction is used in the Mini Disc and Digital Compact Cassette formats.

Data compression is not much used in audio recording because the algorithms take too long to run. Data-reduced recordings don’t need time-consuming restorative algorithms, and they can thus be played back in “real time,” which is the only acceptable way.

KENNETH H. FLEISCHER
Los Angeles, CA

In fact, DCC achieves its 4:1 data shrinkage through a combination of data reduction and data compression. Mini Disc gets approximately 5:1 shrinkage, but we don’t know enough about the details of the system yet to say whether anything other than data reduction is involved. In common parlance, where extreme precision is not essential, the term “data compression” covers both types of shrinkage.

Truncated Applause

In his November review of Telarc’s “The Legendary Oscar Peterson Trio Live at the Blue Note,” Chris Albertson referred to “inconsiderate editing” that cut the applause abruptly at the ends of the tracks. I edited this recording, and besides a fade up in the beginning [of the concert] and a fade down at the end, there was absolutely no cutting done.

ELAINE MARTONE
Vice President, Telarc
Cleveland, OH

Chris Albertson replies: I listened to the CD again, twice, and heard no abrupt cuts. Apparently the effect was a glitch in the machine I used the first time (a different one). My profuse apologies.

Speaker Placement

I am very disappointed by your response to the question regarding speaker placement posed by Mark Bianco in October “Letters.” Personally, I was appalled by the way the Infinity 9 Kappas were installed by Mr. and Mrs. Jay (August “Systems”). The 9 Kappas have a rear-firing tweeter and super tweeter. Building them into a cabinet totally precludes rear radiation, and it will also adversely affect the forward-firing drivers by altering their frequency response, their vertical and horizontal dispersion, and their ability to create a sense of depth. It will also provide very poor stereo imaging and increase localization of the speakers—problems compounded by the speakers being too close together. They are also far too high above the floor, which will cause a serious loss of high frequencies unless the Jays listen perched on stools 4½ feet tall. And because the speakers are not placed on the floor as the designers intended, there are likely to be some unpleasant resonances. I can assure you that the sonic anomalies associated with this particular installation will indeed be measurable; they will be noticeable, and they will not be pleasing.

In any event, “hiding” a speaker with the performance and beauty of the Infinity 9 Kappa is an audio sacrilege. If people want to bury their speakers in a custom cabinet, that is their business, but they should be informed up front that they are quite likely burying the edge in performance they paid big bucks to get.

DAVE BEAUCHAMP
Monterey, IN

In response to Mark Bianco’s letter in October, you state that speakers do not generate heat. Not so! Any device converts some of the energy it receives to heat. The typical speaker dissipates a 99 percent of its electrical energy input as heat. It is because of the large ratio of cabinet surface area to average input that a speaker cabinet doesn’t feel hot.

RICHARD L. COLE
Ann Arbor, MI

Perhaps we should have said that speakers do not generate significant amounts of heat. Considering that 99 percent of the time a speaker’s power input is likely to be less than 25 watts, even 99 percent inefficiency is not going to generate much heat.

Correction

The address given for Sota Industries in December “New Products,” page 17, is no longer correct. The company is now at 13718 8th Marquette Dr., Romeoville, IL 60441.

We welcome your letters. Please address correspondence to Editor, STEREO REVIEW, 1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. You should include your address and telephone number for verification. Letters may be edited for clarity and length.
Perhaps the best way to explain the New Philips Compact Disc Interactive System is to explain what it's not.

What you're looking at is not a CD. Well, not exactly. It's actually a new kind of CD called a CD-I. You've probably already read that CD-I's were coming. And you probably already know that CD-I stands for Compact Disc Interactive. What you may not know is that just one 5" disc can contain the combined works of Shakespeare, Dickens and Mark Twain. It can bring to life the paintings and photographs of the great museums of the world. And it can enable your children to exercise their creativity by using television as an interactive educational tool. CD-I technology is not like anything you've seen or heard before. And the possibilities it creates are, truly, limited only by your imagination.

PHILIPS
PHILIPS PRESENTS THE IMAGINATION MACHINE.

And this is definitely not your normal, everyday CD player.

THE INVENTOR OF CD TECHNOLOGY INTRODUCES A WHOLE NEW WAY OF LOOKING AT TELEVISION.

When the engineers at Philips figured out how to turn an audio signal into a series of digital impulses, a format was born that provided an everlasting alternative to the LP. Of course, what can be done to an audio signal can be done to a video signal as well. Thus, the advent of CD-I. A combination of both technologies, the Imagination Machine is greater than the sum of its parts. As a CD player, it provides stunning musical clarity thanks to Philips "Bitstream processing." And, as a CD-I player, it creates an exciting new world of interactive audio/video, animated graphics and text. A world you can manipulate and control.

THE IMAGINATION MACHINE CREATES AN INTERACTIVE REALITY.

Imagine taking your family on a leisurely stroll through the back rooms of the Smithsonian. Imagine hearing an ABC golf announcer comment on the great chip shot you just made from your easy chair. Imagine it's Saturday morning and, instead of watching cartoons, your kids are creating their own.
With the Imagination Machine, TV is not something you watch. It's something you experience.

The Imagination Machine creates, in 21st-century language, an "audio/video reality." Just slide in a CD-I disc, point and click the unique "thumbstick remote" and you're in control. For the first time in the history of television, you plot the course. You call the shots.

**IT'LL TEACH, ENTERTAIN, AND INVOLVE FOR YEARS TO COME.**

As the leading developer of CD-I titles, Philips is working closely with the world's most renowned publishing and entertainment groups such as Rand McNally, Time-Life and ABC Sports. And in 1992, through an agreement with Kodak, you'll even be able to create your own CD-I family albums.

The educational and entertainment opportunities for your family are not to be believed.

**TAKE YOUR IMAGINATION FOR A SPIN.**

To let you sample this amazing technology in action, we've set up an Imagination Machine demonstration kiosk at an electronics dealer near you. And, for a limited time, we're offering a special introductory package of two free CD-I titles, one free audio CD, and coupons toward Photo CD Sampler and CD+Graphics discs with your Imagination Machine purchase.

The Imagination Machine from Philips. It's not like anything you've experienced before. For the name of the Philips dealer nearest you, simply call **1-800-223-7772.**
Infinity

Infinity's new Renaissance speaker series includes the Model 80 (far right and near left) and Model 90 (center). Both have woofers using the new Infinity/Watkins dual-voice-coil system and a proprietary injection-molded-graphite (IMG) polypropylene cone. The 10-inch woofer in the Model 90 is complemented by a 6-inch mid-bass driver and Infinity's planar EMIM midrange and planar EMIT tweeter. The Model 80 has an 8-inch woofer, the EMIM midrange, and the EMIT tweeter. Frequency response is rated as 35 to 45,000 Hz ± 3 dB for the Model 80, 27 to 45,000 Hz ± 3 dB for the Model 90. Both have a rated sensitivity of 87 dB and a nominal impedance of 4 ohms. Dimensions are 15 x 41 1/2 x 11 inches for the Model 80, 17 x 49 x 12 1/2 inches for the Model 90. They are available finished in blonde oak or black ash, or in high-gloss black lacquer for $600 a pair extra. Prices: Model 80, $2,000 a pair; Model 90, $3,200 a pair. Infinity, Dept. SR, 9409 Owensmouth Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311.

Aiwa

Aiwa's HD-S100 portable digital audio tape recorder features 1-bit digital-to-analog conversion and includes the Serial Copy Management System, which permits first-generation digital copies of digital recordings. It has a three-motor drive mechanism, optical and coaxial digital inputs, and optical digital outputs, as well as analog inputs and outputs—including a microphone input with three attenuation settings. There are dual recording-level controls and a function-hold switch. Dimensions are 3 3/8 x 1 3/4 x 6 1/4 inches and weight just over 1 pound without the rechargeable battery pack. A wired remote control is supplied. Price: $950. Aiwa America, Dept. SR, 800 Corporate Dr., Mahwah, NJ 07430.

Hafler

The Model 945 preamplifier/tuner, part of Hafler's new 9000 series of components, features pure Class A circuitry including all-discrete JFET (junction field-effect transistor) line amplifiers, which are said to have "tube-like" sonic qualities. The FM section has high-linearity RF and IF stages, eighteen station presets, and a multiplex filter to eliminate 19-kHz stereo pilot-signal artifacts. The preamp section has defeatable tone controls, a relay-muted line amplifier, and inputs for three audio/video sources, two tape decks, and a CD player. An infrared remote control is supplied. The Model 945 carries Hafler's seven-year warranty. Finish is black on the 17-inch-wide version, silver on the 19-inch rack-mountable version. Price: $600 for either version. Rockford Corp. Hafler Division, Dept. SR, 613 S. Rockford Dr., Tempe, AZ 85281.
IT'S WILD.

FIRST, TAKE THE PIONEER® MULTI-PLAY CD CHANGER WITH ITS 6-DISC MAGAZINE CARTRIDGES.

HOOK IT UP TO THE PIONEER MULTI-PLAY 6-CASSETTE CHANGER WITH ITS CD SYNCHRO FEATURE.

NOW YOU'VE GOT A SERIOUS SETUP FOR TAPING 6 CDs ONTO 6 CASSETTES AUTOMATICALLY.

PUSH ONE BUTTON AND YOU'RE OUT OF CONTROL.

Call 1-800-421-3006, ext. 223, for the dealer nearest you.

Pioneer, the leader in multi-play, offers CD synchro recording and 6-disc cartridges that are compatible with our car CD changer. CD player includes offer for free additional 6-disc magazine.
Monitor Audio

The Monitor Audio Studio 20 infinite-baffle speaker system uses a 6½-inch woofer whose ceramic-coated, aluminum-alloy cone is said to offer rigidity and self-damping properties over its entire operating range. The 2-inch dome tweeter is made from an aluminum alloy that is gold-anodized to insure correct stiffness and damping. Frequency response is given as 30 to 30,000 Hz ± 3 dB, sensitivity as 88.5 dB. Nominal impedance is 8 ohms. The Studio 20 can be biwired. Its medium-density-fiberboard cabinets are veneered both inside and outside to reduce warpage over time. Finishes include rosewood, black ash, oak, walnut, and black lacquer. Dimensions are 32 x 8 x 10 inches, and weight is 35 pounds. Price: $5,000 a pair. Distributed by Kevro International, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 1355, Buffalo, NY 14205.

Technics

The Technics SL-PD807 front-loading carousel CD changer has several unique programming features. It can play the first tracks from all of the five loaded discs consecutively, followed by all the second tracks, the third tracks, and so on. Spiral Random Play randomly selects one track from each disc in sequence, then returns to the first disc and repeats the process. The SL-PD807 can also play a random selection of tracks all from one disc. Up to thirty-two tracks can be programmed, and a track, a disc, or a programmed sequence can be repeated. Technical features include the Technics MASH 1-bit digital-to-analog converter and a digitally controlled servo system that automatically adjusts the laser position to compensate for warps, scratches, or other disc irregularities. Price: $280. Technics, Dept. SR, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094.

Pioneer

Part of Pioneer’s PET line of outdoor speaker/lighting systems, the two-way acoustic-suspension CSL-1000 has a 6½-inch woofer and two 3½-inch tweeters. The polypropylene driver cones have radial carbon-fiber reinforcements and styrene butadiene rubber surrounds, features that are said to protect them from weather. Bandwidth is given as 35 to 25,000 Hz and sensitivity as 86 dB. Nominal impedance is 8 ohms. The low-voltage lamp is said to be long lasting and inexpensive to operate. The CSL-1000 measures 9½ x 35½ x 9½ inches and weighs about 60 pounds. Made of an acrylic polymer resin, the enclosure is available in Summer Dusk, Midnight Granite, and Desert Sandstone finishes. Price: $999 each. Pioneer Electronics Technology, Dept. SR, 1800 West Holt Ave., Pomona, CA 91768.

Alphasonik

The Alphasonik FA-100 car power amplifier has an internal cooling fan that forces air through the entire heat sink. It is rated at 50 watts per channel rms into 4 ohms and is said to be stable down to 1 ohm in stereo. Total harmonic distortion is given as 0.01 percent. Input sensitivity is variable from 100 millivolts to 1 volt. The low-profile extended shell conceals all wiring and electrical connections for clean installation. The FA-100 has gold-plated RCA inputs, gold-plated speaker and power terminals for use with larger-diameter wire, a power on/off LED, and Alphasonik's variable Permatect circuitry to protect against speaker shorts, abnormal loads, or overheating. It measures 8½ x 2½ x 10¼ inches. Price: $295. Alphasonik, Dept. SR, 701 Heinz Ave., Berkeley, CA 94710.
OWN YOUR FAVORITE MOVIES ON LASERDISC.
3 LASERDISCS $1 EACH.

Here's a great way to build a collection of your favorite movies on laserdiscs! Just write in the numbers of the 3 laserdiscs you want for $1.00 each, plus shipping and handling. In exchange, you simply agree to buy two more laserdiscs in the next year, at regular Club prices (currently as low as $29.95, plus shipping and handling)—and you may cancel membership at any time after doing so.

Every four weeks (up to 13 times a year), you’ll receive a Club mailing, reviewing our Director’s Selection—plus scores of alternate choices, including many lower-priced laserdiscs. And you may also receive Special Selection mailings up to four times a year. (That’s up to 17 buying opportunities a year.)

You buy only what you want—when you want it! If you want the Director’s Selection, or nothing—it will be sent automatically. If you prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, just mail the response card always provided by the date specified. And you’ll always have 14 days to decide; if not, you may return the selection at our expense.

There’s a money-saving Bonus Plan. If you continue your membership after fulfilling your obligation, you’ll be eligible for our generous bonus plan. It enables you to enjoy great savings on the movies you want—for as long as you decide to remain a member.

And there’s a 10-day risk-free trial. We’ll send details of the Club’s operation with your introductory package. If not satisfied, return everything within 10 days for a full refund and no further obligation.

For fastest service, use your credit card and our toll-free number.

Call 24 hours a day: 1-800-538-2233;

COLUMBIA HOUSE LASERDISC CLUB

For fastest service, use your credit card.

COLUMBIA HOUSE Laserdisc Club
Dpt. FZA P.O. Box 1112
Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1112

Yes, please enroll me under the terms outlined in this advertisement. As a member, I need buy only 2 more selections, at regular Club prices, within the coming year.

Send me these 3 laserdiscs for $1.00 each plus $1.50 each for shipping and handling (total $7.50).

Please Check How Paying:
[ ] By Check or Money Order
[ ] By Visa
[ ] By Mastercard
[ ] By AMEX
[ ] By Diners Club

[ ] Charge my introductory laserdiscs

Fax: 765-234-4244

Signature:

Date:____/____/____

Acct. No.

Expiration Date

Address

State

Zip

Phone No.

Membership is transferable and Columbia House Laserdisc Club reserves the right to reject or cancel any membership. Offer limited to continental U.S. (excluding Alaska). Applicable sales tax has added to all orders.

© 1992, The Columbia House Company

1400 N. Frintridge Avenue, Terre Haute, IN 47811-1112

© Letterbox

1-800-538-2233
SELDOM is a loudspeaker sculpted so soundly for the home environment as to suggest perfect harmony. JAMO SILHOUETTE is a three-way bass reflex floor standing speaker with two independent 5 1/2" bass drivers complemented by a 1" dome tweeter. Comfortable with power input up to 120 watts. SILHOUETTE is soothing to the eye while indulging to the ears with a truly dynamic range of sound. In black or white finishes. Bravol Jamo!

FORGET EVERYTHING YOU'VE HEARD TILL NOW.
NEW PRODUCTS

Bose

The Bose Acoustic Wave Music System Series II includes a compact disc player, an AM/FM radio, and built-in biamped loudspeakers with factory-set equalization. The white molded-plastic enclosure has champagne-gold trim and recessed handles for portability. The system weighs 15 pounds, and a padded carrying case with shoulder strap is optional. It can run from house current or D-cells; a rechargeable battery pack and an adaptor to power it from a vehicle’s cigarette lighter are available as options. Other options include a microphone for sing-along or PA use. The Acoustic Wave Music System is sold factory-direct only with a fourteen-day free home trial. Price: $997. Bose, Dept. SR, The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701; (800) 282-2673.

Sony

The Sony TC-C5 carousel five-cassette changer offers up to 7 1/2 hours of uninterrupted playback or recording. The deck uses the same heads and three-motor drive system found in Sony’s high-end decks. Features include “all rewind” (automatically rewinds all five tapes simultaneously), “quick auto reverse,” and “relay play/relay record” (continuous playback or recording of both sides of as many as five tapes). The TC-C5 and a compatible Sony CD player can be synchronized to facilitate disc dubbing. The playback order of the five cassettes can be programmed, “shuffle play” selects a random order. Among other features of the changer are Dolby B and Dolby C noise reduction, Dolby HX Pro headroom extension, and supplied remote control. Price: $400. Sony, Dept. SR, Sony Dr., Park Ridge, NJ 07656.

MTX Soundcraftsmen

The Pro-Control Two preamplifier from MTX Soundcraftsmen features digital CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) switching, which is said to provide noise- and distortion-free operation. It has inputs for a compact disc player, tuner, turntable, videocassette recorder, laserdisc player, and tape deck. Total harmonic and intermodulation distortion are rated as less than 0.008 percent, and signal-to-noise ratio for high-level inputs is rated as 100 dB. The tone controls have turnover frequencies of 100 and 10,000 Hz, and the volume control is sealed and tapered to operate over a 300-degree rotation. The rear panel has one switched and one unswitched AC outlet. Price: $329. MTX Soundcraftsmen, Dept. SR, 555 W. Lamm Rd., Freeport, IL 61032.

B&W Loudspeakers

The B&W Matrix 803 speaker has a vented 7-inch woofer with a Cobex cone, a 7-inch midrange driver with a Kevlar cone, and an unenclosed 1-inch ferro-fluid-cooled metal-dome tweeter. Like other speakers in B&W’s 800 Series, the Model 803 incorporates an electronic high-pass alignment filter. Frequency response is given as 23 to 22,000 Hz –6 dB, sensitivity as 90 dB, and nominal impedance as 8 ohms. The floor-standing speaker measures 40 x 11 1/4 x 13 1/4 inches and weighs 58 pounds. It is available finished in black-ash, natural-oak, rosewood, or walnut veneer or semi-gloss black or white. Price: $3,300 a pair. B&W Loudspeakers, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240.

All product information is provided by the manufacturers and does not represent the results of tests or evaluations by STEREO REVIEW. Suggested retail prices were current as of press time but are subject to change without notice.
HOW SONY AUDIO TAPE CAN HELP YOU WIN A TRIP TO LONDON'S HOTTEST CONCERT.

Play Sony Recording Media's "Off to London" instant win game and you could win the grand prize—an eight day trip for four to the Prince's Trust concert in London, England. Complete with concert tickets, backstage passes, theater and dinner vouchers, Pierre Cardin luggage, a Sony camcorder and $2,000 spending money.

Look for your chance to win this and other valuable prizes in specially marked "Off to London" Sony audio and videotapes.

And all non-prize game pieces will earn you up to 400 Power Points for the innovative Sony Recording Media "Frequent Buyer" program. Power Points come in packages of Sony audio tape and videotape, and are redeemable for valuable and exciting prizes.

So enter the sweepstakes where everybody wins something.

A V I D O  Q & A

by Ian G. Masters

Dolby VCR

Q My receiver has a built-in Dolby Pro Logic decoder. To use it, do I need a VCR that has Dolby as well? Travis Dean

Dexter, MO

A No. When applied to a VCR, "Dolby" normally means Dolby B noise reduction rather than Dolby Surround Sound. The noise reduction is used on the conventional linear soundtrack of the videotape, and its presence usually means that the VCR doesn't offer AFM (or hi-fi) sound. Although the surround decoder can be used with any Dolby Surround-encoded stereo soundtrack (tracks that are not hi-fi are almost always mono, by the way), it delivers its best only with a high-quality audio signal such as VHS Hi-Fi, which doesn't need extra noise reduction.

Even better would be digital sound, and a method of adding it to videotapes is in the works. It already exists with video-discs, of course, the majority of which are released with digital audio.

Vintage System

Q I am assembling a vintage audio system based on a single JBL Hartsfield horn reflector I inherited. My amplifier is also a classic, although stereo, putting out 19 watts per channel. The preamp has an extra L + R output, so it seems to me that I can still use my stereo sources, although they will be audible only in mono, but I would like to use both my amplifier channels to drive the Hartsfield to take advantage of the extra power. How should I go about it? Alex Cozac

Ariel, Israel

A Some stereo amplifiers permit "bridging" or "strapping" of their outputs to produce a mono signal that is, typically, somewhat greater than the sum of the two original channels. But the facility has to be designed into the amplifier; if you try it with a model that doesn't provide for bridging, it's likely to be damaged. The owner's manual of your amplifier should tell you whether or not bridging is a possibility. If it doesn't address the topic (or if you don't have the manual), assume you can't do it.

In any event, it may not be necessary. The output specifications for even quite old high-end amps would have assumed that both channels were driven; by using only one, you should be able to develop a bit more than its rated output in that channel. Even if you could double the power, that would only give you a 3-dB advantage, which would only just be audible. Fortunately, you needn't worry too much about extra power. Those old horn speakers could produce far more volume than you would ever want from only a few watts.

Surround CD's

Q Many ordinary CD's seem to have ambience information that my surround-sound decoder extracts very distinctly. Do some compact discs actually have rear-channel material encoded on them, or am I just receiving a nice side effect of the Dolby Surround system? Jack Mangold

Largo, FL

A A few CD's are encoded with Dolby Surround, notably several movie music compilations by Henry Mancini on RCA, but they are very rare. Practically all stereo recordings have at least some out-of-phase material on them, however, and that's what the Dolby Surround decoder detects and feeds to the ambience channels. Unlike encoded discs, in which carefully controlled and precise amounts of out-of-phase material are mixed with the main signal, in a conventional recording the left-minus-right information is more or less accidental. No one has predetermined just what will be extracted when you listen to such a disc through your Dolby Surround decoder, but the effects can be very enjoyable and sometimes quite dramatic.

Compression and Expansion

Q I understand that a compressor makes loud sounds softer and soft sounds louder, and I know that an expander does the opposite, making louds louder and softs softer. I have been told that I should use both in my system, back to back. If the two devices cancel each other, what's the point of using them at all? W. Ramos

Bronx, NY

A A compressor can be useful in a home or car system for reducing the dynamic range of such wide-range sources as compact discs so the pianissimo passages don't disappear in noisy environments. An expander may be able to restore the dynamics of programs that have been overly compressed in the frequency range for which it is intended. If you have a question about hi-fi, send it to Q & A, STEREO REVIEW, 1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. Sorry, only questions chosen for publication can be answered.
CD’S HAVE FINALLY MET THEIR MATCH.

Our engineers stretched their thinking and found a way to solve one of the biggest problems in CD recording. Either too little tape or too much tape.

That’s why Sony invented CDit™ audio tape in four perfect lengths to match your CD’s: 54, 74, 94, and 100 minute tapes.

CDit II cassettes for full fidelity, high-bias recording, and CDit IV cassettes for the higher music power of metal tape.

So if you want to record CD’s, CDit.
recording or broadcasting process. Both devices require a light touch, however, as overuse can make merely flawed sound become truly unpleasant, especially since you never really know how much processing has been applied at the other end.

The use of compression and expansion together can be helpful in situations where a noisy recording or transmission medium, such as analog tape, is being used in between. The various forms of Dolby noise reduction, in fact, are frequency-dependent compression/expansion systems. But there’s not normally any good reason to run the output of a compressor directly to the input of an expander, or vice versa.

**Powered Antenna**

Q I use an indoor powered FM antenna, which sounds good and is capable of removing practically all the background noise on most stations. Are there any practical or theoretical disadvantages to using an antenna of this sort?

RICHARD ALLYN KEITH Sepulveda, CA

There are no real disadvantages, in the sense that such an antenna might somehow degrade the signal. As you have found, the amplification does a good job of cleaning up noise on marginal FM signals. But there are limitations: Below a certain threshold, a powered antenna will simply amplify the noise along with the desired signal. The only remedy for that is height, and that is usually best achieved with a rooftop antenna.

**Channel Orientation**

Q I have been told that when you connect speakers, the left and right channels should be correct when you have your back to the electronics, but I’ve also been informed that you should face them. Which is it?

JOHN ATWATER Bethel Park, PA

Most people prefer to set up their systems so that moving the balance control from left to right, say, will shift the image from left to right when they’re sitting in the best listening position. If the electronics are along the back wall, this means that facing it and turning the knob to the right will shift the balance to the left for the operator—until he turns around and faces the speakers. If that is an unpleasant sensation for you, then by all means wire your speakers in reverse, but the sound stage will be reversed as well. If you listen to classical music, you’ll find the first sound on the right rather than the left, unless you switch all of your source cables too.

---

**Definitive Technology Authorized Dealers**

"Definitive's Revolutionary Bipolar BP 10 & BP 20 Are an Extraordinary Sonic Triumph."

"Definitive Technology has hit the bull's eye . . . truly outstanding."

Stereo Review

Leading experts agree that Definitive Technology’s revolutionary BP 10 and BP 20 are two of the world’s finest loudspeakers and are sonically superior to systems which sell for many times their modest cost. These advanced technology bipolar (front and rear) radiating systems combine the lush spacious soundstaging, life-like depth-of-field, razor-sharp resolution and pinpoint 3-D imaging of the finest dipolar panel loudspeakers with extended (below 20 Hz) bass response, high efficiency, wide dynamic range and easy-to-position convenience.

"Perfect for musical reproduction and the finest home theatre systems."

Visit your nearest Definitive dealer and experience the dramatic sonic superiority of these truly extraordinary loudspeakers.

Definitive Technology

11805 Valley Heights Drive • Baltimore, Maryland 21117
See dealer list on facing page. (301) 363-7148
Before we built a CD changer to play 6 hours a day, we built a CD transport to play 24 hours a day.

Many people think building a CD player and a CD changer is the same. Not Denon. Denon engineers recognize that people who buy CD changers usually play them for longer periods of time.

Thus, Denon set out to build the most reliable CD transport possible, using experience gained from designing the Denon DN-900 Series CD Cart* machines. These professional CD players operate day and night, day in and day out, in thousands of radio stations throughout the world.

The essence of the Denon CD Carousel Changer transport is its absolute simplicity; fewer parts mean less to go wrong. To the DCM-Series' fine transport design, Denon added its legendary digital audio quality. The DCM-320 and DCM-420 have dual 18-bit D/A converters to bring out fine musical detail. The DCM-520 employs Denon's remarkable dual 20-bit LAMBDA D/A converters for ultra-high resolution with ultra-low noise and distortion.

Then, Denon added convenience features such as remote control, random and repeat play modes, the ability to change four of the five discs while the fifth continues to play, and bi-directional carousel rotation for quickest disc access.

Before you choose any changer, get to the heart of the matter—the transport mechanism itself. Then, the one thing you won't have to change is your changer.
For The Record

Equipment to play your LP's—the fourth in a series on the practical business of buying audio equipment

The inclusion of record-playing equipment in a high-quality audio system is no longer a given as the compact disc, less delicate and more convenient, takes over. But LP's are capable of extremely high performance under the right conditions (and there is a significant faction within the audio world that even now considers the sound of vinyl superior to that of digital discs and tapes). In any event, there is still a considerable selection of turntables and cartridges available, although it is certainly dwindling.

Whether you need vinyl capability or not, and what specific equipment is right for you, depends on a number of factors. If you have only a small number of favorite LP's, for instance, it may make sense to copy them onto cassettes and then abandon vinyl altogether. In that case, you probably already have a turntable of some sort, and it can be used to make the transfer (although a new cartridge may be a good investment, even for just the dubbing process).

If your record collection is large, however, copying all of it may be impractical; it would almost certainly involve some sacrifice in quality, too, unless you were to use a digital recording system, so maintaining record-playing equipment is probably the best policy. That may mean upgrading only parts of it—the stylus, say, or the whole cartridge—but in many cases your best bet is to trash what you have now and upgrade to equipment that's as good as you can afford while there's still a fairly wide variety to choose from. And since both your equipment and vinyl recordings will become increasingly irreplaceable, they should be cared for in that light.

WHAT MATTERS
Squeezing a high-quality audio signal from a piece of molded plastic is an improbable process, fraught with difficulty, so perhaps it's fair to suggest that everything having to do with the record-playing chain matters. But in reality, only a few things vary enough to weigh in a buying decision.

• MECHANICS. The equipment that plays records is almost entirely mechanical, electricity coming into play only to drive the motor and at the last stage, where the physical motion of the stylus is turned into an audio signal. It stands to reason, then, that mechanical performance should be your first concern. Speed irregularities—wow and flutter—are not un-
common in turntables, so you should look for specs between 0.1 percent (which is sometimes audible) and 0.05 percent (which rarely is). Whatever the numbers, check things out by playing a record that contains sustained piano notes; if they sound slightly sour, as if the piano needed tuning, there's too much flutter.

Mechanical vibration from the motor can sometimes creep into the output signal in the form of rumble. If you can hear it during soft passages or the quiet sections between tracks (or the silent grooves on a test disc, if you have one), there's obviously a problem. Even if you can't hear the rumble, however, it still has the capacity to use up precious amplifier watts. Often it will show up on your cassette deck's meters when you make a recording, or even on your amplifier's output indicators during quiet passages. It's even possible to see rumble by taking the grille cloth off a speaker and watching the woofer silently move in and out. Likewise, isolation from external vibrations can be checked by gently tapping the turntable base and the table it sits on and listening to (or watching) the results. All these hands-on trials can be performed in the store before you buy a turntable.

- RECORD SUPPORT. At first glance, it may seem reasonable to keep contact with a record's surface to an absolute minimum. That's probably true when it comes to potential surface damage, but firm support is needed under the whole playing area for best performance. If an LP is allowed to flap in the breeze, it will easily pick up airborne vibrations, including what's coming out of your speakers, and these will be conducted to the phono cartridge. The cartridge can't distinguish between groove undulations and disc vibration, so whatever the record picks up from the air will be amplified, leading to extraneous noises or, in the worst cases, acoustic feedback. The solution is to support a record in the playing area but not at the raised edge or label. If the mat on the turntable you want to buy doesn't do this, replacement mats are available that will, but they are useless with platters that provide support at only a few points.

- ARM/CARTRIDGE BEHAVIOR. The usual audio criteria—flat frequency response, low distortion, and so forth—do apply to record players, but because electromechanical devices tend to produce greater errors than purely electronic ones, cartridge makers publish few specs, so you have to rely largely on your own experimentation when you're shopping. Try playing a record with a fortissimo ending that occurs in the inner grooves of a disc; if the cartridge can handle that, it will probably be able to track anything (but beware—if it can't track the test passage it might damage your record). Also equip yourself with a severely warped record (not hard to find), and check it out in the store. Make sure that the arm/cartridge combination is exactly what you are considering, be-

---

**THE LINGO**

It may be that record-playing terminology, like the equipment it describes, will vanish shortly from the audio lexicon, but as long as turntables and cartridges are available, these phrases will retain their importance.

DIRECT OR BELT DRIVE. Turntables at the very top or bottom of the price spectrum usually employ a flexible belt to convey a high-speed motor's energy to the platter. In midprice models, the platter is usually mounted directly on the shaft of the motor, which is servodriven at exactly 33 1/3 or 45 rpm. Both systems work excellently; direct drive has the advantages of flexible speed control and fairly fast start-up.

CARTRIDGE AND STYLUS. A cartridge is an electromechanical device that detects the undulations of a vinyl record's grooves by means of the stylus (what our parents knew as the "needle") and converts them to a varying electrical signal. Conventional cartridges mount in a headshell with screws; some more recent models (P-mount cartridges) simply plug into the end of the tonearm.

TRACKING/TRACING. Tracking is a cartridge's ability to keep the stylus in contact with the record surface even during very high-level music, rather than leaping out of the groove and then crashing back down. Tracing is the ease with which the cartridge/stylus combo negotiates the most tortuous undulations of the groove, especially near a record's center. Problems in either area can cause immediate—and sometimes excruciating—distortion as well as permanent record damage.

MC AND MM. Moving-coil and moving-magnet cartridges are the two most common methods of turning a stylus's physical motion into an electrical signal. Moving-coil models may have had a technical edge at one time, but that's not usually so any more. Moving-magnet cartridges (often simply called "magnetic") are typically cheaper and have higher output than MC models—which means they don't need an extra stage of amplification, as most MC cartridges do—and they normally have user-replaceable stylis as well. Moving-magnet pickups also tend to have flatter high-frequency response and better tracking ability and to require less tracking force. Still, some audiophiles swear by moving coils, and some fine ones are available.

SKATING. The geometry of a pivoted tonearm causes the stylus to try to "skate" toward the center of a record, putting extra pressure on the inner groove wall and sometimes causing skipping. All such arms now apply a compensating anti-skating force to overcome this, although they vary widely in their accuracy. Skating doesn't exist with straight-line-tracking (or linear-tracking) arms.

HORIZONTAL TRACKING ANGLE ERROR. A mouthful that nobody will miss: It represents the slight difference between the recording and playback stylus/groove angle created by a pivoted tonearm. Whether this minuscule discrepancy with a properly aligned cartridge and tonearm causes any audible effects is debatable, but if it worries you, buy a linear-tracking arm, which has no such error.
TAKE ANY 8 CDs FOR $1
PLUS A CHANCE TO GET EVEN MORE MUSIC—FREE!

See details below.

TAKE ANY 8 CDs

All selections, at regular Club prices, in the next three years—and may cancel advertisement. I am enclosing check or money order for $1.86 (that’s 1c for your first 8 CDs, plus $1.85 for shipping and handling).

I agree to buy just six more selections in the next three years, at regular Club prices (currently $12.98 to $15.98, plus shipping and handling)—and you may cancel membership at any time after doing so.

Extra Music Magazine sent every four weeks (up to 13 times a year), describing the Regular Selection for your listening interest, plus hundreds of alternates. And Special Selections, do nothing—it will be sent automatically.

Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this advertisement. I am enclosing check or money order for $1.86 (that’s 1c for the 8 CDs Indicated here, plus $1.85 for shipping and handling). I agree to buy six selections, at regular Club prices, in the next three years—and may cancel membership anytime after doing so.

My main musical interest is (check one):

[ ] Hard Rock
[ ] Soft Rock
[ ] Country

[ ] Modern Rock
[ ] Light Sounds
[ ] Classical

[ ] Hip Hop
[ ] Dance Pop

[ ] Pop
[ ] Country

I am entitled to get this extra CD FREE!

Send these 8 CDs for $1.86 plus shipping and handling.

COLUMBIA HOUSE: 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave., P.O. Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129

© 1991, The Columbia House Company
cause how the two parts interact has a lot to do with their success in dealing with warps. The pickup should track the record with little or no bobbing of the stylus relative to the cartridge body and tonearm. During all of this, note how easy or awkward the turntable is to use. Like a cassette deck, a record player is something that has to be operated, so ease of use is a prime consideration. Once a given turntable passes these simple tests, spend as much time as you can simply listening to it. If you like what you hear, you needn't look any further.

WHAT DOESN'T
The turntable/tonearm/cartridge combination is made up of many disparate parts—some electrical, some mechanical—and in each case the designer has a wide range of options in accomplishing a particular goal. Which ones he chooses rarely means anything to the ultimate buyer.

• MASS. In early audio, it was an axiom that a turntable platter should be as heavy as possible so that it would act as a flywheel and smooth out speed irregularities. It's still possible to buy turntables designed with this principle in mind, but they have no monopoly on smooth rotation. Most turntables today, even modest ones, boast very good wow-and-flutter performance without huge, massive platters. They also have the advantage that most equipment shelves can hold them and that they don't take 5 minutes to get up to speed.

• AUTOMATIC FEATURES. Except perhaps for flipping an LP over, turntables can be made to do virtually anything automatically, from lifting the arm to shutting down the whole system. These features all cost money, however, and are designed to simplify a process that isn't difficult to begin with. Semiautomatic turntables don't do everything, but they probably do more than you need. The only automatic feature that's really helpful is some method of lifting the stylus at the end of a side, so your system doesn't emit an extended k'shish...k'shish...k'shish while you dash in from the next room.

• CHANNEL SEPARATION. Cartridge makers are wont to boast of high performance (or low crosstalk, the same thing), and certainly the greater the number the better. But studies have shown that there needs to be only about 20 dB of channel separation for good stereo imaging, so you shouldn't choose a cartridge on the basis of performance beyond that threshold.

• INNARDS. There are lots of different ways to construct a turntable or a cartridge, and historically some of them have yielded better performance than others. But that's rarely true today: It hardly matters how the design gets the platter to revolve or how the cartridge extracts the music from the groove and gets it to your preamplifier. There are sonic differences between different models, to be sure, but these mostly have to do with how well the components are designed and constructed rather than with things like the type of drive system or the method of transduction.

GET WITH IT
Phono equipment has probably spawned more accessories than any other component category, primarily because the records themselves are very delicate and easy to make misbehave. There are still lots of goodies on the shelves to enhance record playing, but the selection is smaller than it was even a couple of years ago, so it's a good idea to make sure what you buy will last for a long time. Buy extra quantities of cleaning liquids and other things that will be used up over time.

Priority No. 1 is a good record-cleaning system. There are machines that will do the job, but they tend to be expensive and may be overkill for many home users. A brush-and-liquid system is more than adequate for most purposes; use the brush (dry) before every playing and the liquid for major cleanups. A pint or so of the stuff should last you practically forever.

One problem with dry brushing is that it can induce a static charge on a record's surface, and this attracts dust. There are various devices designed to remove such charges, and they are good investments in the long term. Some cartridges are fitted with a carbon-fiber brush that neutralizes static as the record plays, and there are hand-held brushes as well. Anti-static guns are effective too, although they may seem pricey. Avoid so-called "antistatic" cloths and sprays, which do more harm than good.

While you can, buy a supply of plastic inner sleeves for your LP's, and make sure that each disc has one. Keep some extras on hand as replacements for the future.

Finally, a couple of optional accessories will help you check the setup of your turntable, which you should do about once a year. A small spirit level will tell you whether your table has developed a list, which can cause uneven wear or skipping; place the level on a disc on the platter and rotate it slowly by hand to make sure things are level in all directions. A stylus-pressure gauge is also useful for checking that the cartridge tracking force is correct (it's usually more accurate than a tonearm's built-in calibration).
You only get what you pay for. Right? Well, not always. Paradigm, the leader in speaker performance/value, has done the impossible - made a speaker system that is an absolute audiophile delight for an incredible $199/pair... the Titan!

What does it take to build the finest speaker at this price? Quite simply, better design execution and better materials. So, rather than typical inferior cone-type tweeters, the Titan uses a wide-dispersion dome tweeter complete with high-temperature voice-coil, aluminum former and ferrofluid damping and cooling. Instead of lesser paper-cone-type woofers, the Titan woofer uses a polypropylene cone with a high compliance suspension, high-temperature voice-coil and kapton former.

Add to this a seamless dividing network and the results are outstanding! Musical, three-dimensional, the Titan offers performance that belies its astonishing low price.

You won't find Paradigm speakers everywhere. Product this good requires the expertise of a qualified audio specialist. So, before you buy any inexpensive speaker, visit your Authorized Paradigm Dealer and listen to the amazing Titan. What you will hear is music... for a song!

For more information call 1-800-553-4355 ext. 41274 or write: AudioStream, MPO Box 2410 Niagara Falls, NY 14302. In Canada: Paradigm, 569 Fenmar Drive, Weston, ON M9L 2R6.
ANNOUNCING THE EIGHTH ANNUAL

Rodrigues Cartoon Caption Contest

YES, it’s baa-ack! The Annual Rodrigues Cartoon Caption Contest is back! Once again the editors have commissioned the artist Charles Rodrigues to supply a drawing, and we invite the readers to submit funny captions for it.

The person who sends in the caption judged to be the most amusing will receive the original drawing shown below, a cash prize of $100, and the distinction of seeing his or her name in this magazine along with the winning caption when the contest results are announced. If you win, all your audiophile friends will probably turn pea green with envy and do Rumplestiltskin imitations all the way down to the scratch-and-dent sale at Discount Stereo Exchange.

Anyone may enter, and there is no limit to the number of times you may enter, but each caption submitted must be on a separate sheet of paper that also contains the clearly legible name and address of the person who submits it. Entries that have more than one caption per page will be disqualified. All entries must be received by STEREO REVIEW no later than March 1, 1992.

In addition to members of the editorial staff of STEREO REVIEW and Rodrigues himself, the distinguished panel of judges will include the winners of the seven previous contests: Thomas Briggie, of Akron, Ohio; Michael Binyon, of Chico, California; Bruce Barstow, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Matt Mirapaull, of Evanston, Illinois; Marc Welentychik, of Richmond, Virginia; Douglas Daughthee, of Augusta, Georgia; and Kelly Mills, of Raleigh, North Carolina. (Let’s hear from the Pacific Northwest this year!) Entries will be judged on the basis of originality, appropriateness, and humor, and the decision of the judges will be final.

Humor is touchy when it deals with something you feel strongly about. Rodrigues has been poking fun at audio since this magazine’s first issue, February 1958, but he does it from inside the magic circle of the family. Now is the time for you fellow insiders to collaborate with him. What is the sargeant barking at that young recruit on the obstacle course? Go ahead. Put words in his mouth.

The winning caption (and a selection of runners up) will be published in the June or July issue. Although we plan to finish the judging by June, it has always taken until July in the past. The present economy has made us leaner and meaner, so this year we may zip through faster than before. The usual restrictions and disclaimers are printed below.

Send entries to:
Rodrigues Contest
STEREO REVIEW
1633 Broadway
New York, NY 10019

No purchase is necessary. Anyone may enter except the staff of Stereo Review and its parent company (Hachette Magazines, Inc.) and their immediate families. All entries become the property of Stereo Review, and none will be returned. If you wish to be notified of the results of the contest by mail, send a stamped self-addressed envelope to the above address.

In the unlikely event of duplicate entries, the one first received will be considered the winning entry. The names of the winner and perhaps a dozen runners-up will be published in Stereo Review and may appear in promotional literature for the magazine. Submitting an entry will be deemed consent for such use.

Stereo Review will arrange the delivery of the prize; any tax on it will be the responsibility of the winner.
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What good is Dolby Pro Logic if you're powerless to enjoy it?

In the desire to turn everyone's living room into a movie theater, more and more manufacturers are featuring Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound in their components.

But, **featuring** Dolby Pro Logic and **delivering** Dolby Pro Logic aren't necessarily the same thing. Onkyo understands this difference, unlike those manufacturers interested only in their products having the latest "hot button" regardless of how well they incorporate it.

The promise of the Dolby system lies in its ability to create an extraordinary sensory experience. One you shouldn’t be powerless to enjoy because your receiver or amplifier can’t handle the demands of dialogue, soundtrack and special effects all at the same time.

That’s why Onkyo Dolby Pro Logic components are built with a strong amplifier foundation. Every model features Low Impedance Drive power supplies, consisting of heavy duty transformers (40% larger than many of our competitors), oversized capacitors and discrete output circuits.
And because we’ve taken no sonic shortcuts, our A/V components are rated into low impedance loads down to 2 or 3 ohms. These measurements, called Dynamic Power Ratings on a spec sheet, reflect the power reserves an amplifier must have to handle peak power demands. Onkyo A/V components give you the best of both worlds—power to spare for movies, the performance of separates for music.

At Onkyo, we don’t believe in shortchanging the critical center channel either. Many of our Pro Logic A/V components have 5 separate amplifier sections, one for each channel, with the power matched between the left & right front and center channels. In this way, the relationship between the dialogue, effects, and music is in the exact proportion the director intended. If they’re not, sounds that are supposed to come towards you and envelop you lose their impact, and whispered dialogue becomes overwhelmed.

Onkyo’s home theater philosophy also takes into account the physical configuration of your home. An adjustable rear channel digital delay lets you tailor the surround effect to the size and shape of any room. For even more flexibility, our A-SV810PRO features an 8 Mode Digital Soundfield Processor, plus the ability to individually equalize the bass/mid/treble frequencies for each channel.

So, before you invest in any A/V receiver or amp, check to see how it stacks up in terms of Dynamic Power, center channel wattage, and the ability to shape the sound to your needs. Remember, a great Dolby Pro Logic experience requires more than just a logo on a faceplate.

It demands a company as dedicated as Onkyo to bring it to life.

Onkyo’s achievements in Dolby Pro Logic have been recognized by the industry through Audio Video International’s awarding their 1991 HiFi Grand Prix Awards as “Product Of The Year” to our TX-SV70PRO Pro Logic Surround Sound Receiver, A-SV810PRO Pro Logic Surround Sound Integrated Amplifier and ES-600PRO Pro Logic Surround Sound Processor.
A

LTHOUGH the Harman Kardon HK3600 stereo receiver carries a moderate 75-watt power rating, it is designed to deliver very high instantaneous currents to loudspeaker loads, enabling it to drive nearly any speaker system during brief high-level program transients. Its amplifiers, whose frequency bandwidth far exceeds the audio range, use a relatively small amount of negative feedback to minimize the possibility of transient intermodulation distortion (TIM). The designers employed discrete circuits instead of integrated circuits for maximum flexibility. Though the receiver is protected against damage from shorted speaker wiring, it does not use conventional current-limiting circuits or output relays.

The HK3600 is rated to deliver 75 watts per channel into 8- or 4-ohm loads from 20 to 20,000 Hz, both channels driven, with respective maximum distortion levels of 0.09 and 0.3 percent. A switch on the rear changes the power-supply voltage for driving low- or high-impedance speakers without risk of overheating or damaging the receiver. Depending on the switch setting, it is rated to deliver dynamic power bursts ranging from 110 watts into 8 ohms and 155 watts into 4 ohms to as much as 220 watts into 2 ohms.

The HK3600 has inputs for a magnetic phono cartridge, a CD player, and a second high-level input (marked AUX). There are tape-recording and monitoring circuits for two audio recorders, two VCR's, or one of each. The tape loops also have video input and output jacks, and there is a set of A/V input and output jacks and a video monitor output, providing considerable flexibility in connecting such video components as a TV set, videocassette player, or videodisc player.

The receiver's front panel is simple and uncluttered. The input selectors are two parallel rows of square buttons at the bottom center of the panel, the upper row identified as FUNCTION selectors and the lower row as REC OUT selectors. They allow independent selection of sources for listening and recording. Each button contains a pilot lamp (green for FUNCTION and red for REC OUT) to indicate its selection.

Small knobs across the bottom of the panel connect one or two sets of speakers and operate the bass and treble tone controls and the balance control. The large volume knob, which has a bright green index light to show its setting at a distance, is motor-driven when operated from the remote control. Above the headphone jack is a small knob marked SUBWOOFER LEVEL, which adjusts the output level (relative to the main audio level) at two subwoofer jacks on the rear apron of the receiver. This signal is suitable for driving a powered subwoofer or a passive subwoofer through an external power amplifier. It can also be used to drive a surround-sound accessory or any other device requiring a line-level signal.

The upper part of the panel contains a number of pushbuttons and the tuner.

Harman Kardon HK3600 AM/FM Receiver

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories
Cocktail hour at the Outer Banks Hunt Club, Corolla, N. Carolina, (bring plenty of ice and a bone for Gunner), and the smooth, mellow taste of George Dickel No. 12. Ain't Nothin' Better.

GEORGE DICKEL N° 12
display window. The window shows the band, frequency, preset mode and channel number, and relative signal strength (on a five-step scale). Unlike the tuner sections of most receivers, the HK3600's tuner is active only when it is selected. At other times the window display is switched off.

Each of the four buttons to the left of the display is center-pivoted. Pressing the upper half selects one of the first four preset channels, and pressing the lower half chooses from the second four presets. In addition, a SHIFT A/B button switches to a second bank of channels, for a total of sixteen presets.

Other, similarly shaped pushbuttons control the power to the receiver, disable the video circuits, activate the infrasonic filter or loudness compensation, switch to mono mode, and store station frequencies in the preset memories. To the right of the window are AM and FM band selectors, an up/down tuning button, and a button that selects the tuning mode. In the Seek-Stereo mode, a momentary press on a tuning button automatically scans in the selected direction until the tuner acquires a stereo signal of adequate strength. With the seek mode disabled, the tuning goes on only while the tuning button is depressed, the muting and stereo-demodulator circuits are disabled, and stations are heard only in mono.

On the HK3600's rear apron, in addition to the various signal input and output jacks, are jacks for connection to a system remote control for use with compatible Harman Kardon components. There are antenna binding posts for a 300- or 75-ohm FM antenna and the supplied AM wire-loop antenna, which clips onto the rear of the receiver and can be pivoted as required. The two sets of stereo speaker binding posts accept wire leads or single or double banana-plug connectors. One of the two AC outlets is switched.

The supplied wireless remote control duplicates almost all the front-panel control functions, including preset channel selection, input source (for listening only), tuning, power switching, and volume. It also has preprogrammed buttons for compatible Harman Kardon cassette decks and CD players.


**Lab Tests**

The HK3600's FM tuner section had very good sensitivity: 12 dBf mono usable sensitivity and 50-52 db quieting sensitivity of 16 dBf in mono and 40 dBf in stereo. Its noise level was low, with a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 82 dB in mono and 73.5 dB in stereo. Distortion at 65 dBf was less than 0.14 percent in mono and 0.06 percent in stereo. FM frequency response was flat within ±0.02, −0.5 dB from 20 to 15,000 Hz. Channel separation was 50 to 55 dB in the midrange, 37.5 dB at 10,000 Hz, and 40 dB at 30 Hz.

The capture ratio of 1 dB was outstanding, matching the receiver's specifications. The AM rejection was a good 66 dB, and selectivity surpassed the tuner's ratings, measuring an excellent 80 dB for alternate-channel spacing and 5.2 dB for adjacent-channel spacing. Image rejection, however, was an undistinguished 47 dB. Stereo pilot-carrier leakage was low, −64 and −66 dB, respectively, for the 19,000- and 38,000-Hz components, and hum was −68 dB, evenly divided between 60- and 120-Hz components. The AM frequency response was +4, −6 dB from 20 to 2,500 Hz.

The amplifier section's frequency response was flat within ±0.1 dB from 120 to 30,000 Hz, falling to −3 dB at 190 kHz. Output rose slightly at low frequencies, to +1.2 dB at 20 Hz. With the balance control at its center detent, the levels of the two channels differed by 0.8 dB, but their response variations were identical. The infrasonic filter reduced the output by 1.6 dB at 20 Hz, the lower limit of our measurement. Tone-control range was about +13, −12 dB at 20 and 20,000 Hz. The bass turnover frequency shifted between about 50 and 300 Hz, and the treble turnover frequency was fixed at about 2,000 Hz. The subwoofer output's response was ruled-flat (varying less than 0.1 dB overall from 20 to 20,000 Hz), and it clipped at 2.35 volts. The loudness contours, following modern research on human hearing sensitivity, boosted only the low frequencies, by a maximum of 10 dB relative to the high frequencies. RIAA phono-equalization error was +0.2, −0.4 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz.

---

**Features**

- Digital frequency-synthesis AM/FM tuner with sixteen presets
- Amplifier with high current-output capability for musical peaks into low-impedance loads
- Output-current switch for 8- or 4-ohm loads
- Inputs for CD, phono, A/V (TV, VCR, videodisc player), two tape decks (audio or video), and auxiliary
- Independent selection of sources for listening and recording
- Video monitor output
- Tape dubbing in either direction
- Bass and treble tone controls, balance control
- Drives one or two sets of speakers, switchable from front panel
- Switchable loudness compensation and infrasonic filter
- Tuner display window (visible only when tuner is selected) shows band, frequency, preset channel number, tuning mode, signal strength
- Headphone jack
- Separate adjustable line-level output for subwoofer or other device
- Wireless remote control of most receiver functions; also controls compatible Harman Kardon cassette decks and CD players
- Volume-control knob motor-driven in remote operation
- Speaker-output binding posts accept wire ends, single or dual banana plugs
- Inputs for 75- or 300-ohm FM antenna, AM wire-loop antenna
- Jacks for wired remote control of compatible components
- Two AC outlets (one switched)
Our speakers sound expensive...
The Expensive Sound of the Affordable Monitor Series

In 1972, Polk Audio created a new standard for high performance and affordability with the introduction of its original Monitor 7 loudspeaker. Audiogram Magazine said, "we were so impressed we could not believe the prices...they're a steal." Also referring to the Monitors, Musician Magazine said, "If you're shopping for stereo, our advice is not to buy speakers until you've heard the Polk's."

Today, Polk Audio furthers this tradition of offering state-of-the-art sound at affordable prices with its new Monitor Series 2 Loudspeakers. All of these affordable speakers have one thing in common - the unmistakable, exciting sound of Polk.

The original Polk Monitor 7 that started a sound revolution in 1972.

(ultra-low viscosity) magnetic fluid which enables the SL 2500 to exceed normal listening levels without loss of performance or reliability. The resulting dynamic range is dramatic, indeed unique for speakers in this price range.

The compact Monitor 4 features an all new tweeter, the SL 1500 hemispherical, 1" soft dome driver. It delivers superb definition and smooth extended response, all resulting from Polk's exhaustive testing and computer-aided design analysis.

The performance of all the Monitor Series 2 Loudspeakers at high frequencies results in a sound that is easy to listen to, hour after hour, without fatigue. And their extremely wide dispersion characteristics greatly reduce the need for critical placement within your listening room.

Better Bass Than Ever Before

The Polk Monitors have always been recognized for their exciting bass performance. The Series 2 loudspeakers sound even better. Each low frequency system was redesigned to provide deeper, more realistic bass. The 4, 4.6 and 5jr+ have greater internal cabinet volumes than the previous models, clearly making them the biggest sounding bookshelf speakers available.

Moving up to the Monitors 5, 7, 10 and 12, the bass gets deeper and fuller, each being more capable of filling larger rooms with bass energy that you can feel as well as hear.

Expensive Sound, Affordable Price

Polk's High Performance at High Frequencies

Featured in the Monitor 4.6, 5jr+, 5, 7, 10 and 12, the SL 2500 makes a major contribution to the improved performance of the Monitor Series 2. Sharing much of the technology of the incomparable SL 3000 tweeter used in the Polk flagship SRS series, the SL 2500 is a highly refined, technically advanced driver.

The voice coil, wound around an aluminum voice coil former, is cooled by an exotic ULV
There's a Polk Monitor That's Right for You

Polk offers seven Monitor Series 2 loudspeakers ranging in size, performance, and price. All feature Polk's proprietary trilaminate polymer diaphragm midbass driver for excellent transient response and reduced midrange coloration. Starting with the Model 4, each subsequent Monitor Series 2 speaker gets larger, more efficient, handles more power, has greater dynamic range and delivers better bass response. They are an excellent choice for multiple speaker systems throughout your home.

Listen to the Next Generation of Monitors

Polk Audio started a sound revolution in the early 70s with its first Monitor 7 by offering state-of-the-art sound at a reasonable price. Today, after nearly two decades of refinement, research and development, Polk has introduced an entirely new series...the Monitor Series 2. You are invited to your nearest Polk Audio dealer for a demonstration of these remarkable new loudspeakers. You will hear the expensive sound of Polk...at very affordable prices.

You will hear the next generation of loudspeakers.

polkaudio
The Speaker Specialists®
5601 Metro Drive
Baltimore, MD 21215 USA
(301) 358 - 3600
TEST REPORTS

We measured the amplifier's clipping level with both channels driven using both settings of the impedance selector and loads of 8 and 4 ohms. With the 4-ohm setting, the maximum power was 66 watts into 8 ohms and 96 watts into 4 ohms (clipping headroom of 1.07 dB). With the 8-ohm setting, the 8-ohm output was 96 watts (clipping headroom of 1.16 dB), and the 4-ohm output was 137 watts. We also checked the clipping power into 2 ohms with the 4-ohm switch setting, driving only one channel, which yielded a maximum output of 139 watts.

Dynamic power measurements (at the 8-ohm setting) were 120, 300, and 440 watts into loads of 8, 4, and 2 ohms. The 8-ohm dynamic headroom was 2 dB, and the 4-ohm dynamic headroom was 2.5 dB.

Total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD + N) at 1,000 Hz in the range of 30 to 70 watts was about 0.06 percent with any of the combinations of load impedance and switch setting. We also measured THD alone (excluding noise) by spectrum analysis of the amplifier output at 1 watt, 7.5 watts, and 75 watts output at frequencies of 1,000 Hz and 20,000 Hz. At 1 watt and 7.5 watts, the distortion was less than 0.024 percent at both frequencies, and at 75 watts both measured about 0.047 percent.

Amplifier sensitivity for a 1-watt reference output into 8 ohms was 15.5 millivolts (mV) for the CD input and 0.24 mV for the phono input. The corresponding A-weighted noise levels were -77.6 and -77.3 dB. The phono-input termination was 46,000 ohms in parallel with 95 picofarads (pF), and the phono stage overloaded at inputs between 148 and 127 mV from 20 to 20,000 Hz (referred to the 1,000-Hz gain).

Comments

The HK3600 is visually much simpler than most contemporary receivers. Its panel is not studded with closely packed buttons, but not because most of the controls are concealed behind a hinged door. They're all in full view, yet the panel is appealingly uncluttered and not at all difficult to use. Nevertheless, the HK3600 does not sacrifice much in the way of versatility or useful features.

The controls are plainly marked, and there are no cryptic abbreviations to decipher. Even the display shows only the essentials of the tuner's status, and—unlike those on almost every other receiver we have seen—it is visible only when the tuner is selected.

Despite the HK3600's basic video-related features (program selection and in/out switching), the manufacturer forborne calling it an A/V receiver. Harman Kardon has also side-stepped the amplifier horsepower race, with a sensible rating of 75 watts. Yet the HK3600's very healthy current output capabilities should make it effectively more powerful (when driving low-impedance speakers) than some far more powerful receivers. A by-product of the design philosophy behind the HK3600 is that it is a cool-running receiver; its top never got more than moderately warm under the most severe listening conditions we devised.

Another notable feature of the HK3600 is its FM tuner section, one of the best we have encountered in a receiver. Only its uninspiring image rejection keeps it from earning even higher praise, but in respect to selectivity, sensitivity, capture ratio, AM rejection, noise, and channel separation, it was a notable performer.

The HK3600 is not cheap (it heads Harman Kardon's current receiver lineup), but it delivers solid performance for its price. It is a rugged, conservatively designed, and conservatively rated product that does credit to its designers.
A New Classic

THE McINTOSH MC 7300 AMPLIFIER

Over the last 42 years, McIntosh products have achieved a worldwide reputation for engineering excellence.

Today, the same engineering excellence, the same painstaking workmanship, and the same attention to detail are evident in the MC 7300 Power Amplifier.

THE McINTOSH OUTPUT CIRCUIT

The MC 7300 output circuit uses 20 metal cased bipolar epitaxial power transistors and 4 metal cased driver transistors. The output transistors feature high $f_T$ (gain - frequency product) and large SOA (safe operating area). The power transistor characteristics, the power supply voltage used, and the output autoformer ratio have been matched for high efficiency, maximum power output with low distortion, and reliable long life operation.

THE McINTOSH AUTOTRANSFORMER

The McIntosh output circuit, superior in its performance, demands a superior method of coupling the amplifier output to the loudspeaker load. A McIntosh designed and manufactured autotransformer ensures peak performance and protection, as well as outstanding compatibility between amplifier and speaker.

McINTOSH HIGH OUTPUT CURRENT

Today's advanced loudspeaker designs have presented amplifiers with a new set of problems. Although a speaker impedance may be rated at a nominal 8 ohms, the actual load can drop to 2 ohms at certain frequencies. Some esoteric speakers may present as little as 1 ohm at certain frequencies. This presents an excessive demand for more current from an amplifier's output stage.

The MC 7300's new output stage is designed to deliver 85 amperes of peak current into low impedances with McIntosh safety and McIntosh reliability.

McINTOSH POWER GUARD™

Clipping, which looks and acts like nonsymmetrical square waves (music produces rounded waves), is caused when the amplifier is required to produce more power output (with low distortion) than it is designed to deliver. Amplifiers, when driven to clipping, can deliver up to 40% harmonic distortion - distortion that significantly decreases listening enjoyment, and increases listening fatigue. A clipped signal also produces extra distortion energy, which can damage speakers.

McIntosh precision engineering has developed the Power Guard circuit™ to prevent amplifiers from being overdriven into hard clipping; ensure that the amplifier produces its maximum output without increased distortion; and protect the speaker from excessive heating.

(*Power Guard is a patented McIntosh design, U.S. patent #4048573)

It is no accident, then, that a McIntosh amplifier is a smart investment, one that will fill your home with years of audio excitement:

- It is more reliable than other amplifiers
- It has a longer, trouble-free life than other amplifiers
- It sounds better than other amplifiers
- Its resale value is the highest of all amplifiers

For information on McIntosh products and product reviews, please send your name, address and phone number to:

McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
Department A1291
PO Box 96 East Side Station
Binghamton, NY 13904-0096

Copyright © 1991 by McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
TEST REPORTS

Technics SL-XP700 Portable CD Player

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

There has been an ongoing competition among the manufacturers of portable CD players to make them ever smaller (as happened with cassette players). Currently, the Technics SL-XP700 is probably the thinnest portable CD player—a mere 11/16 inch thick. Its other dimensions, 51/16 inches wide and 511/16 inches deep, are little more than the diameter of a disc itself. Complete with internal rechargeable nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd) batteries, the player weighs a mere 121/3 ounces.

The additional 5/8 inch of depth provides room for the controls, which consist of seven buttons, four small slide switches, and a volume wheel. A small back-lit LCD screen shows the current track number and its elapsed playing time, the mode (random play, etc.), and the charge status of the batteries.

The main controls, to the right of the display, include a button that opens the player to load or unload a disc and buttons for skip/search in either direction, repeat of the entire disc, and memory/recall (for verifying the programming). The SL-XP700 can be programmed to play up to twenty-four tracks in any order. On the left side of the player, the mode switch selects normal play, random play, or resume play (starting from the beginning of the track that was playing when the machine was last turned off). The hold switch locks out all control functions except the open button to prevent the player from accidentally being turned on or off or otherwise having its operating status changed.

The rear edge of the SL-XP700 has a jack for connecting the supplied AC adaptor, which also recharges the internal batteries, and an audio line output whose level and frequency response are not affected by the player’s controls. The AC adaptor adds 5/4 inch to the depth of the player. An optional power adaptor is available for operation from a 12-volt automobile battery via the car’s cigarette lighter. The player is supplied with a holder for two standard AA cells, which provide about twice the playing time of the Ni-Cd cells while simultaneously charging them.

The Technics SL-XP700 uses dual 18-bit digital-to-analog (D/A) converters with eight-times-oversampling digital filters, and it has a rated frequency response of 20 to 20,000 Hz +0.5, -1.5 dB. Its line output is rated as 1 volt into a 50,000-ohm load. Dynamic range is rated at more than 94 dB and signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) at more than 96 dB. The maximum headphone output is 15 milliwatts into 16 ohms.

The player comes with miniature stereo earphones that fit directly into the ear without a headband. A remote control built into their connecting cable permits adjustment of volume and several of the player’s normal operating functions, including play, power off, and fast search and track skipping in the forward direction. Also supplied is a soft protective case and an output-adaptor cable with twin phono plugs for connecting the player to a standard home amplifier or receiver. Price: $340. Technics, Dept. SR, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094.

Lab Tests

Unless otherwise stated, all our measurements were made at the line outputs. Frequency response was perfectly flat from 15 to 3,000 Hz, falling off to -1.35 dB at 20,000 Hz. Inter-channel phase shift ranged from zero at the lowest audio frequencies to -5.3 degrees at 20,000 Hz. At the headphone outputs, the frequency response was +0.6, -1.4 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz. The high-cut filter rolled off the response above 1,000 Hz, to -3.2 dB at 10,000 Hz. The S-XBS circuit boosted the bass response below 500 Hz to +11.9 dB at 45 Hz, returning to the 1,000-Hz output level at 8 Hz.

Channel separation varied from 94 dB at 100 Hz to 49 dB at 20,000 Hz. Total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD + N) was 0.034 percent from 20 to 1,000 Hz, slowly rising to a maximum of 0.1 percent at 10,000 Hz. The linearity of the D/A converters was excellent, with errors of less than 0.4 dB at levels from -60 to -90 dB.
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There's nothing scary about joining Quality Paperback Book Club. Because we don't make you commit yourself to buying a certain number of books every year. All you have to do is choose 3 books from this page, pay only $1 each, plus shipping and handling, and enjoy them.
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emphases response error was less than 0.3 dB up to 5,000 Hz and a maximum of -1.15 dB at 16,000 Hz. The wide-band noise level (A-weighted) was -99.5 dB, and the dynamic range (EIAJ) was 94.7 dB. Quantization noise was -82.3 dB.

The SL-XP700's maximum line output was just barely greater than 1 volt. Slew time from Track 1 to Track 15 of the Philips TS4 test disc was 4 seconds. The noise level was just barely greater than 1 volt. We confirmed both figures. Within a few minutes of the rated playing time, the player stopped suddenly, as though it had been shut off. The time required for recharge appeared to be slightly longer than the playing time (roughly 3 hours).

The supplied earphones sounded quite good, though they were no match for true high-fidelity headphones. Their volume was adequate.

**Comments**

The sound quality of the Technics SL-XP700, played through a home music system, was excellent. In general, it should be indistinguishable from that of a typical home CD player in the same or a slightly higher price range.

Its maximum output, however, is about 6 dB less than that of a home player (2 volts is the normal standard output from a 0-dB recorded level). If the SL-XP700 were paired with an amplifier or receiver having slightly less than normal gain, or with speakers of lower than normal sensitivity, it would be necessary to set the system volume control higher than usual. This effect is not too important, but the low level can also result in a very high volume level when you switch from the player to a tuner or another higher-level input.

It seems clear that the SL-XP700 was never designed to be played while being carried about. Not only is it very sensitive to the jarring that would be expected in such operation, but it has no provision for attaching a carrying strap, and its soft case is apparently meant primarily to protect it in a briefcase or piece of luggage. The most likely application for this component, as we see it, is in true portable (as distinguished from mobile) service. It can be carried easily during travel and would be an excellent source of music at a campsite, picnic ground, hotel, etc, or in an airplane. And it is equally suitable for home use, in a den or child's room, say, either with headphones or connected to an amplifier and a pair of loudspeakers.

It is worth noting that in respect to defect-tracking ability, the Technics SL-X700 ranks among the best CD players we have ever tested. It is an intriguing, highly sophisticated piece of equipment whose performance would have been considered unbelievable only a few years ago. And its remarkably small size and long playing time (about 6 hours with both rechargeable and alkaline batteries in place) make it a superb traveling companion.
8 compact discs or cassettes
FOR THE PRICE OF
with nothing more to buy...ever!

When you do buy your one album, we'll bill you at just ONE HALF the regular Club price.

Randy Travis: High Lonesome ( Warner Bros.) 11075
Jesse Jones: Doubt (SIRI) 46454
Bell Biv Devoe: BBD-Boot (Atlantic) 74164
Madonna: The Immaculate Collection (Sire) 54164
Van Halen: For Unlawful Carnal Knowledge ( Warner Bros.) 10016

Ratt; Ratt & Roll 8191 (Atlantic) 60088
Wilson Phillips (SBK) 09728
Carreras, Domingo, Pavarotti: 3 Tenors ( London) 35078
Tristes (Mechanic/MCA) 61594
Paule Abdul: Forever Your Girl (Virgin) 00893
Daryl Hall & John Oates: Change Of Seasons (Arista) 05543
Tony Torn Tolnay: The Revival ( Polydown) 00965
Best Of Grateful Dead: Skeletons From The Closet ( Warner Bros.) 83892
George Harrison: Best Of Dark Horse, 1976-1989 (Dark Horse) 60307
Elton John: Greatest Hits, Vol. 3 (Geffen) 34463
Dire Straits: Brothers In Arms ( Warner Bros.) 11734
Sting: Nothing Like The Sun (A&M) 73965
Syx: Edge Of The Century ( A&M) 74496
Tracy Chapman (Elektra) 33882
Yo-Yo Ma: The Four Seasons Of The Year ( Warner Bros.) 03970
Stone Cold Rhythm* ( Delicious Vinyl) 84056
Clint Black: Killin' Time ( RCA) 01112
Best Of Robert Palmer: Addictions (Island) 10819
K.T. Oslin: Love In A Small Town ( RCA) 74327
Lynnrd Skynyrd's Impossibles (MCA) 01150
Rick Astley: Free ( RCA) 53687
Black Box: Dreamland ( Warner Bros.) 84063
Whitney Houston: I'm Your Baby Tonight ( Arista) 10663
ZZ Top: Recycler ( Warner Bros.) 73959
Jon Bon Jovi: Blaze Of Glory (Mercury) 44490
Alan Jackson: Here In The Real World (Arista) 53833
Johnny Gill (Motown) 00738
Soul II Soul: Vol. II - The Collection (Beggars Banquet) (RCA) 37660
U2: The Joshua Tree ( Island) 35070
Winger: In The Heart Of The Young (Atlantic) 00320
Kiss: Smashes, Thrashes And Hits (Mercury) 00738
The Sound Of Music/ Sarkis ( RCA) 90046
Prince: And The Revolution: Purple Rain ( Warner Bros.) 60175
Metallica: Master Of Puppets (Elektra) 34552
Jethro Tull: Thick As A Brick ( Chrysalis) 00103
Ralph Tresvant (MCA) 14889
Andrew Lloyd Webber: The Premiere Collection (MCA) 53668
Technotronic: Pump Up The Jam-The Album (SBK) 34781
Amy Grant: The Collection (A&M) 44684
David Lee Roth: A Little Ain't Enough ( Warner Bros.) 10551
INXS: X (Atlantic) 64378
The Best Of The Everly Brothers ( Warner Bros.) 03826
Boy In The Hood/Dee, (Cassette) 24019
Bette Midler: Some People's Lives ( Atlantic) 53866
Divinity (Virgin) 74057
AC/DC: The Razors Edge (ATCO) 33379
Chris Isaak: Heart Shaped World (Reprise) 73738
Prince: Graffiti Bridge ( Paisley Park) 34107
B.B. King: Live At The Apollo (Sword) 24735
Brooks & Dunn: Brand New Man (Arista) 64331
Van Halen: Women And Children First ( Warner Bros.) 44473
Clen Laine: Jazz (RCA Victor) 23471
Patty Loveless: Up Against My Heart (MCA) 11141
De La Soul: De La Soul Is Dead ( Tommy Boy) 64101
Lita Ford: Siretto ( RCA) 63493
Kentucky Headhunters: Pickin' On Nashville (Mercury) 24740
Whitney Houston (Atlantic) 53431
Deep Purple: Slaves & Masters (RCA) 11145
Bruce Hornsby & The Range: A Night On The Town ( RCA) 62889
John Denver's Greatest Hits (RCA) 13777
Earl Thomas Conley: Yours Truly (RCA) 30053
Gary Burton: Cool Nights (GRP) 63552
Steve Winwood: Chronicles (Island) 34581
Kathy Mattea: A Collection Of Hits (Mercury) 10931
Corina (ATCO) 24725
Timmy T: Syntheticate (Impulse/ATCO) 92320
Classic Soul (MCA) 10842
Bing Crosby's Greatest Hits (MCA) 04709
Michael Penn: March (RCA) 83795
Reba McEntire: Rumor Has It (MCA) 44609
Restless Heart: Greatest Hits ( RCA) 24774
Led Zeppelin IV (RCA) (Atlantic) 12014
The Best Of Liberace (MCA) 04712
Bobby Brown: On My Own ( Warner Bros) 24730
Desert Rose Band: A Collection Of Hits (Jive) 24510
Billy Ocean: Greatest Hits ( Jive) 24510
MCA) 44609
Dance!...Ya Know It (Atlantic) 40381
George Jones: Greatest Hits (RCA) 10243
Ronnie Milsap: Greatest Hits (RCA) 10243
Engelbert Humperdinck: A Collection Of Hits ( RCA) 24740
The Everly Brothers: Collection Of Hits ( RCA) 10243
Barry Manilow: Greatest Hits (RCA) 24740
Bruce Hornsby & The Range: A Night On The Town (RCA) 62889
Don McLean: American Pie (RCA) 62889
Soul II Soul: Vol. II - The Collection Of Hits ( Warner Bros) 03826
The Drifters: Golden Hits (Atlantic) 03859
She Na Na: Rock & Roll Is Here To Stay (Island) 53501
Check Berry: The Great 28 (Chess) 64137
D.J. Jazzy Jeff & The Fresh Prince:base Homebase (Jive) 21073
Jenny Bui: Antibody (Memphis) 20568
Rod Stewart: Greatest Hits ( Warner Bros) 33779
Gee (Island) 53501
Meco: More Than A Yellow Rose (Lionel) 54195
Eminem: Lose Yourself (Contemporary) 54195
Merle Haggard: Greatest Hits ( RCA) 34244
Morrissey: Kiss Me Kiss Me Kiss Me (Parlophone) 20568
Billy Idol: Charmed Life (Chrysalis) 62204
Pharrell Williams: Happy (Island) 54122
The Freshmen: Greatest Hits (RCA) 12014
Robert Plant: The Best Of (Arista) 11113

START WITH 4 HITS FOR 1¢ NOW! Yes, start with any 4 compact discs or cassettes shown here! You need buy just 1 more hit — not at regular Club prices — but at a whopping 50% off regular Club prices ($8.98 and up for tapes, $14.98 and up for CDs), and take up to one full year to do it. Then choose 3 more FREE! That's 8 smash hits for just half the price you'd expect to pay for just 1 great hit and there's nothing more to buy...ever! This fantastic offer expires February 28th! It's available for a limited time only and will not be repeated! In 1992! (A shipping and handling charge is added.)

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES. You'll receive Club's exclusive consumer magazine highlighting the Featured Selection in your listening category, about every three weeks — 19 times a year. If you want it, do nothing. It will come to you automatically. If you prefer another selection, or none, just say so on the card always provided, and return it by the date specified. You'll always have 10 days to decide, or return the Featured Selection at our expense. As a member in good standing, send no money when you order, we'll bill you later. And you may cancel your membership upon completing your enrollment agreement by writing to us.

FREE 10-DAY TRIAL! Listen to your 4 introductory CDs or Cassettes for a full 10 days if you're not satisfied, return them with no further obligation. You risk nothing! So don't delay. Pick your hits, write them numbers on the postpaid reply card, and mail it today.

A shipping and handling charge is added.
TEST REPORTS

Infinity Infinitesimal Four Three-Piece Speaker System

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

Most of today's popular three-piece speaker systems consist of two small satellite speakers and a "bass module" specifically designed to reproduce low frequencies over a range of one or two octaves, with the crossover to the satellites usually falling in the 150- to 200-Hz range. Most such systems sell for less than $600 and typically provide sound quality equal to, and often surpassing, that of similarly priced conventional speakers.

Infinity's approach to a three-piece system is quite different. Its Infinitesimal Four system, whose price is roughly twice that of most three-piece systems, has satellites good enough to stand alone, with a response rated to extend from below 100 Hz up to 40,000 Hz ± 3 dB. The satellites are, in fact, available separately for use as extension speakers or in applications not requiring deep bass response. Deep bass for the full system is produced by a powered subwoofer whose crossover frequency is adjustable from 50 to 200 Hz and whose response is specified as ± 3 dB from 40 to 200 Hz. Like the Infinitesimal Four satellites, the Servo Subwoofer is available separately.

The Infinitesimal Four satellites, molded from a rigid plastic material, measure about 9 3/4 inches high, 6 inches wide, and 6 3/4 inches deep. Each weighs 5 3/4 pounds. The front panels of the satellites slope slightly backward, and each holds a "woofer" with a 5 3/4-inch injection-molded-graphite (IMG) cone. Above the woofer is a variation on Infinity's ElectroMagnetic Induction Tweeter (EMIT), called the EMIT-R. In its usual form, as found in most higher-priced Infinity speakers, the EMIT resembles a small ribbon tweeter, although its operating principles are somewhat different. The EMIT-R version has a circular radiating area resembling that of a 1-inch dome tweeter, but its diaphragm is actually flat and appears to be driven over most of its area by a spiral conductor.

The satellite woofer operates in a vented enclosure whose small port (about 3/8 inch in diameter) is on the rear of the cabinet. A nonremovable metal grille protects the drivers. The bottom of the cabinet is covered almost entirely by a rubber pad, simplifying its secure placement on a table, stand, or shelf, and the back has holes for wall-mounting brackets.

The Servo Subwoofer is a cube, about 13 inches on a side, finished in black vinyl. Its 10-inch IMG woofer faces forward, behind a removable cloth grille. The rear panel has a power switch and LED pilot light for the built-in 100-watt amplifier, whose heat sink is the metal panel covering most of the back of the cube.

A heavy-duty four-terminal barrier strip provides connections from the left and right channels of the user's amplifier to the subwoofer. The satellites can be wired directly to the amplifier outputs or to the terminals on the subwoofer. The subwoofer's internal driving amplifier receives a feedback signal from the speaker that corrects for any departure from an accurate reproduction of the signal waveform.

The rear of the subwoofer cabinet also has phono-type signal jacks for use with line-level signals from a pre-amplifier output. There are two control knobs, one for adjusting the level of the bass output and one for setting the crossover frequency.

The subwoofer is normally supported by four removable feet that place its bottom surface about 2 to 2 1/2 inches above the floor. The enclosure port, about 3 inches in diameter, is on the bottom of the cabinet. It is possible to place the cube on another of its surfaces to adjust the low-bass level.

Specifications for the Infinitesimal Four satellites include a 5,000-Hz crossover frequency from the woofers to the tweeters, sensitivity of 90-dB sound-pressure level (SPL) at 1 meter, nominal impedance of 6 ohms, and power rating of 10 to 80 watts. Price: Infinitesimal Four satellites, $430 a pair; Servo Subwoofer, $650. Infinity Systems, Inc., Dept. SR, 9409 Owensmouth Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311.

Lab Tests

We placed the Infinitesimal Four satellites on stands about 3 to 4 feet in...
front of a wall and 8 feet apart. The tweeters were 33 inches from the floor. The subwoofer was midway between the satellites (not necessarily the ideal location, but readily accessible for measurements). The installation instructions recommend setting both subwoofer control knobs (level and crossover frequency) initially to their twelve o'clock positions and adjusting them as required for the best overall frequency balance. We found that the initial combination of settings seemed to give the best sound in our installation (the indicated crossover frequency was 85 Hz).

The room response of the satellites was flat within ±4 dB from below 100 Hz to 20,000 Hz (excluding a slight peak at 250 Hz that is a measurement artifact typical of stand-mounted speakers in our test room). The output between 5,000 and 10,000 Hz was slightly less than at lower and higher frequencies.

Close-miked measurements of the subwoofer output showed a maximum output from the port at 40 Hz, and the cone output reached its maximum at approximately the frequency setting of the crossover control. Splicing this curve to the room curve was difficult, since the resulting composite response bore little resemblance to what we heard in our listening evaluations. This is not an unusual problem with three-piece systems, whose bass modules normally deliver their best results when located in places that would be inconvenient or impractical for measurement purposes.

The impedance of the Infinitesimal Four satellites dipped to 4.5 ohms at 65 Hz, 4 ohms at 300 Hz, and 3.8 ohms between 5,000 and 6,000 Hz. The three highest readings were 10 ohms at 42 Hz, 20 ohms at 140 Hz, and 10.5 ohms at 1,400 Hz. Despite the speaker's 6-ohm rating, we would consider it a 4-ohm system (the subwoofer's input impedance, more than 4,000 ohms, has no effect on the overall system impedance).

Sensitivity of the Infinitesimal Four satellites was exactly as rated, 90-dB SPL at 1 meter with an input of 2.83 volts of pink noise. The subwoofer's distortion at that drive level was less than 1 percent at 75 Hz and above. Distortion at the port output reached 2 percent at 60 Hz, 8 percent at 45 Hz.

We measured the horizontal direc-

tivity on-axis and 45 degrees off-axis with a swept random-noise signal. The response change over that range was typically less than 5 dB up to 6,000 Hz, diverging gradually to 8 dB at 10,000 Hz and 10 dB at 20,000 Hz.

The Infinitesimal Four satellites absorbed considerable power without damage. The woofer cone reached its suspension limits with a single-pulse 100-Hz input of 225 watts into its 5.5-ohm impedance. At 1,000 Hz the acoustic output waveform distorted at an input of 650 watts into its 6.2-ohm impedance. The EMIT-R tweeter showed the effectiveness of Infinity's protection system by a sudden drop in its 10,000-Hz output level at an input of 1,200 watts into its 4.1-ohm impedance (the average power delivered to the tweeter was more than 9 watts, sufficient to burn out the voice coil of an unprotected driver). The protection system operated within a second or so of the application of the tone-burst signal, and it automatically restored normal operation a couple of seconds after the level returned to normal. The subwoofer, being driven by its own amplifier, is also fully protected against overload damage.

Comments

Similar in overall design to the company's high-end Modulus system (which we reviewed in June 1990), the Infinity Infinitesimal Four system is clearly among the elite in the three-piece-speaker category. Its styling and construction quality are commensurate with the investment. Most such speakers are sold only as complete systems, with the crossover frequency between bass module and satellites fixed and correctly balanced levels delivered to the various components. If the designer has done his job well, and if the user follows the installation instructions, such a system should be able to deliver as seamless and balanced a sound as the cost of the system allows (clearly, as with conventional speakers, there are sizable differences in sound quality between models).

In the case of the Infinity Infinitesimal Four, the design enables the satellites and the subwoofer to perform well either together or separately. The satellites had an open, slightly forward sound, with crisp, well-dispersed, and extended highs and a smooth lower midrange. In fact, they sounded fine by themselves, as we verified by simply turning down the level of the subwoofer. For their size, the Infinitesimal Four satellites are excellent speakers.

With the Servo Subwoofer operating, the system can deliver almost any desired amount of bottom end. Here is where the user's judgment takes over, and the resulting sound can range from one that's barely distinguishable from the unaided satellites to a heavy, thumping travesty of high fidelity. Assuming that the system is set up with reasonable care, it should hold its own against most comparably priced conventional speakers.

Comparable conventional speakers, however, are usually relatively large pieces of furniture that may or may not complement your home decor. The Infinity Infinitesimal Four, including its subwoofer, can be installed almost anywhere without significant aesthetic or acoustic problems, and the audible results should be completely consistent with the investment.
Introducing a receiver with so much going for it, there's hardly enough room to do it justice.

Due to Yamaha's patented HCA Circuitry, the RX950 delivers pure Class A performance, yet runs exceptionally cool. The amplifier in Yamaha's new audio-dedicated receiver will never degrade to Class AB, no matter how high the output.

A massive 11 lb. 6 oz. power transformer ensures high output power even when driving low-impedance loads. The RX950 features Top-ART. A new system design that virtually eliminates interference between channels and delivers maximum signal purity.

The RX950 delivers 120 watts RMS per channel into 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz at no more than 0.015% THD. Or 180 watts RMS per channel into 4 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz at no more than 0.03% THD.

To keep output impedance to a minimum, speakers are switched in front of their terminals, rather than at the switch position. Ideally suited for multiple speaker installations. Up to six different zones can be controlled at one time through additional amplifiers connected to the two extra pre-amp outs.

For signal purity, exceptionally thick 1.6 mm high quality wire is used to route signals through the amplifier. Dimensions: (W x H x D) 17¾ inches x 6¾ inches x 17¾ inches.

Integrated Multi-Function LCD Display

The thick base of the RX950 has exceptional anti-resonance, anti-magnetic and superior damping characteristics. Offers 4 dedicated audio inputs and 2 video inputs.

Continuously variable loudness control, maintains natural tonality, even at low volume levels.

YAMAHA®

© 1991 Yamaha Electronics
Compare Maxell’s XLII-S to an ordinary cassette. An obvious difference is the size of the windows. Remember: there are no bay windows in rockets, but in houseboats there are.

That tiny little slit of a window allowed us room to build additional support into the cassette shell for greater rigidity and durability.

The shell itself is a compound of ceramic and polymer resins. With 1.4 times the specific gravity of standard cassette shell material, it’s anti-resonant, absorbs vibrations that can cause modulation noise.

Inside, the tape is formulated with Black Magnetite—a higher energy magnetic material harnessed by Maxell engineers.

It contributes to the sound CD Review magazine described like this: “Bass response that doesn’t stop, staggering dynamics, real music.” And in their review of Type II tapes, they

THE HIGHER THE PERFORMANCE,
THE SMALLER THE WINDOWS.

rated XLII-S, "Head, shoulders and torso above the rest."

Of course, an XLII-S cassette is going to cost you more than one with big, low-performance windows and matching sound.

But not so much more that you have to go to Congress for it.

TAKE YOUR MUSIC TO THE MAX.
THE Parasound P/FET-900II is a new version of a preamplifier originally introduced in March 1989. Although the upgrade was directed by John Curl, a well-known designer of "high-end" audio products, the preamplifier remains moderately priced. It uses field-effect transistors (FET's) throughout, as well as premium polypropylene and polystyrene capacitors, which Parasound says improve the sound quality. The phono-preamplifier section has also been revised, and the construction was upgraded by using glass-fiber circuit boards.

The P/FET-900II has six inputs: phono, CD, tuner, auxiliary, and two tape decks. There are two identical line outputs and two sets of tape-recording outputs. Two of the three AC outlets are switched.

Small detented knobs are used for the bass and treble tone controls and the center-detented balance control. Loudness compensation is independent of the volume setting, employing a separate knob that primarily reduces the midrange output as it is rotated counterclockwise, with a lesser effect at low and high frequencies.

The other controls are pushbuttons. Two parallel rows of rectangular buttons independently select the input source and the source supplied to the tape-recording outputs. A green LED above each button lights when it is pressed. Tapes can be dubbed from either deck to the other. A power button and two smaller buttons, marked DIRECT and MONO, complete the front-panel control features. The direct button bypasses the tone-control circuits, and the mono button parallels the two stereo channels to form a mono signal.

Input and output signal switching is done by CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) devices located close to the gold-plated input and output jacks. A small relay provides a 3-second turn-on delay, preventing audible thumps when the system is switched on. The power switch is rated at 10 amperes, and the two switched AC outlets have a 500-watt rating, which should enable the P/FET-900II to control the power to all but the largest power amplifiers.


Lab Tests

At its maximum gain setting, the P/FET-900II had an input sensitivity of 59 millivolts (mV) at the CD input and 1 mV at the phono input (1,000 Hz), for a reference output of 0.5 volt. At standard reference gain settings (high-level input of 0.5 volt or phono input of 5 mV for a 0.5-volt output), the respective A-weighted output noise levels were -91 and -81 dB.

The output clipped at 13.8 volts, and the phono input stage overloaded at inputs from 180 to 200 mV (referred to its 1,000-Hz gain). Although the specifications indicate a high-level input overload of 5 volts, we could not overload the P/FET-900II with our maximum available signal of 10 volts. The phono-input impedance was 48,000 ohms in parallel with 100 picofarads.

Frequency response through the CD input with the tone controls centered was flat within +0, -0.1 dB from 300 to 20,000 Hz and down 0.5 dB at 20 Hz on one channel and within...
Everything Else Is Just An Accessory.

Compared to this receiver, every other component is just an accessory after the fact. The Fisher RS646 Pro-Logic® Receiver provides the power, the control, and the connections to transform your audio and video components into a home theater. With the Fisher RS646 A/V Receiver, everything else is pure entertainment.
+0.1, -0.15 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz on the other. The channel gains differed by 0.5 dB with the balance control centered, and it was difficult to match them with the balance control since the movement required was little more than the width of its detent. With the tone controls bypassed and the levels matched as closely as possible, the CD input's response was +0.2, -0 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz.

Tone-control characteristics were typical, with the treble curves hinged at 2,500 Hz and the bass turnover frequency sliding between approximately 200 and 600 Hz. The loudness contours were adjustable over a wide range, from about 1.5 dB boost at both frequency extremes to a maximum boost (relative to 2,000 Hz) of 9 dB at 20 Hz and 3.5 dB at 20,000 Hz. Even the maximum boost would be considered a moderate degree of compensation by usual loudness-control standards. The RIAA phono equalization was extremely flat from 300 to 20,000 Hz and down about 1.2 dB at 20 Hz.

Total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD + N) at 1,000 Hz was about 0.008 percent at an output level of 1 volt, increasing to 0.02 percent at 3 volts and 0.05 percent at 5 volts. At lower levels, the THD + N readings were higher because of the increasing effect of the noise. A spectrum analysis, which excludes noise from the measurements, showed levels of a number of harmonics up to the nineteenth, with a total rms value of 0.0043 percent, consistent with our THD + N readings.

**Comments**

The measured performance of the P/FET-900II was obviously good, though it showed somewhat more variation between channels than one would expect from a true "high-end" preamplifier. Of course, one would also expect such a unit to sell for several times the price of this one. The P/FET-900II's electrical performance was certainly adequate, and more, for its modest price, and it operated with an overall smoothness and freedom from extraneous noises or mechanical problems that should satisfy the most critical user.

Removing the preamplifier's cover revealed very neat, workmanlike construction. Almost everything is on a single large circuit board, with smaller circuit boards carrying some of the front-panel controls. Interconnections are through parallel-wire cables that plug into the mother board. The RCA-type signal jacks use ceramic insulation, and the preamplifier's overall internal appearance definitely suggests that of some far costlier high-end components.

We encountered a strange problem when connecting our test sample of the P/FET-900II into a music system. The provision of three AC outlets, with the switched ones having a 500-watt rating, encouraged us to use the preamplifier to switch a good 100-watt-per-channel power amplifier, but turning on the system produced only a blown fuse in the preamp. Checking the power connections disclosed nothing out of the ordinary. Fortunately, we had a couple of spare fuses, and we attempted to start the system again, this time the preamplifier and the tuner were using came on.

We suspect that this difficulty was peculiar either to our sample or to the particular setup we used, since another sample at Stereo Review's editorial offices switched an amplifier almost twice as powerful without incident. Like many similar components, the P/FET-900II has a small capacitor bypassing its power wiring. It is conceivable that a switching current surge might have blown the fuses because of some odd combination of power-plug polarities in the system (none of the plugs, including that of the preamplifier, was polarized).

The P/FET-900II sounded just fine, however. It was dead quiet, and its controls were smooth and noiseless. In all, it's an excellent value in a flexible control unit with first-rate sound at a truly affordable price.

---

**FEATURES**

- Only discrete FET circuits used
- Premium polypropylene and polystyrene capacitors throughout
- CMOS solid-state signal switching
- Inputs for CD, tuner, phono, auxiliary, two audio tape decks
- Independent selection of sources for listening and recording
- Dubbing from either tape deck to the other
- Detented bass and treble tone controls
- Continuously variable loudness compensation independent of volume setting
- DIRECT button to bypass tone controls
- MONO button to parallel input channels
- Gold-plated RCA-type input/output jacks
- Two switched AC outlets with 500-watt rating

**LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS**

Output level at clipping: greater than 10 volts

Sensitivity (for a 0.5-volt output): CD, 59 mV; phono, 1 mV

A-weighted noise (referred to a 0.5-volt output): CD, -91 dB; phono, -81 dB

Distortion (THD + N at 1,000 Hz): 0.008% at 1 volt, 0.02% at 3 volts

Frequency response (CD input, tone controls bypassed): 20 to 20,000 Hz, +0.2, -0 dB

Phono-input overload (1,000-Hz equivalent level): 200 mV at 20 Hz, 191 mV at 1,000 Hz, 194 mV at 20,000 Hz

Phono-input impedance: 48,000 ohms in parallel with 100 pF

RIAA equalization error: +0, -1.2 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz

Tone-control range: ±10 dB at 100 Hz and 10,000 Hz

Loudness-compensation range (relative to 2,000-Hz level): 1.5 to 9 dB at 20 Hz, 1.5 to 3.5 dB at 20,000 Hz
This is what looks like.

This is why **BASER** sounds right.

**BASER** is the name of a new subwoofer design that is making some very large waves throughout the audio industry. And now, once again from the advanced audio labs of Hughes Aircraft Company, this amazing technology is available for hi-fi and home theater applications.

The **BASER** can immediately upgrade your entertainment system by adding sonic depth to your musical performances and video action scenes. Increasing low frequency ambience can heighten your perception of 3-D audio realism!

---

Choose a charcoal or modern white version of the beautiful **BASER** to use with any brand of speakers. Hughes ORB™ system speakers feature the patented 180° smooth dispersion baffle. This unique baffle makes them seem to disappear into a wall. All ORB™ models are magnetically shielded and come in black, charcoal grey or white. Match **BASER** with ORB's to create your ideal satellite or the ultimate surround-type speaker system.

---

The **BASER** simply produces more true bass than many similar size competitor models. Surprised? Don't be. Marketing surveys conclude that many audiophiles are not satisfied with the bass levels of compact satellite/subwoofer systems. So, Hughes engineers designed the small footprint **BASER** to meet this popular demand.

Hughes' exclusive Acoustic Piston Chamber™ technology couples two woofers to an air-tight cavity. The push-pull action of the two drivers creates a highly synergistic output. Rich, full bass with minimal power requirements. Transient response is critically controlled by a completely separate damping chamber with optimal tuning.

To satisfy your urge for true bass, audition a **BASER** at your Hughes Audio Products™ dealer. For locations nearest you, please call 1-800-2HEAR-3D.

---

**HYGHERS**

Subsidiary of GM Hughes Electronics

For more information, contact Hughes Microelectronic Systems Division, Hughes Audio Products™, P.O. Box 7000, Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688.

ARGUABLY the most important event in the history of the laser videodisc was the development of the smaller, but otherwise very similar, compact disc. Although the CD carried only audio (at first, anyway), it built up a huge head of steam in the marketplace, rocketing past the older laserdisc format in popularity. Sales of compact disc players grew faster than those of any previous consumer electronics product, including the videocassette recorder—the laserdisc’s great nemesis.

Because CD’s and laserdiscs are so similar physically and operationally, it eventually proved possible to put digital soundtracks on laserdiscs and to build players that could handle both formats. The first combi-player was clunky and expensive, but it worked. Since then, combi-players have become
MODERATELY PRICED CD/VIDEODISC PLAYERS FROM DENON, PANASONIC, AND PIONEER GO HEAD TO HEAD IN LAB, LISTENING, AND VIEWING TESTS.

BY JULIAN HIRSCH AND MICHAEL RIGGS
DENON LA-2000 ($700)

The LA-2000 is the less expensive of two combi-players available from Denon. Like the other players reviewed here, it performs all the basic functions of both a CD player and a laserdisc player, lacking only capabilities that few users would consider essential, such as still-frame with CLV laserdiscs, automatic side change for laserdiscs, and S-video output (which is seldom beneficial on a laserdisc player, anyway). It does include Denon's 20-bit Super Linear digital-to-analog (D/A) converter, however, as well as a feature called Auto Edit that divides playback of a CD into two parts of approximately equal length to facilitate taping. The player can also be set to insert 4-second pauses between tracks to insure proper operation of the music-scan features on many cassette decks.

The LA-2000 can be programmed to play as many as twenty tracks or numbered chapters in any sequence and to repeat a selected portion of a disc, any track or programmed sequence, or the entire disc. Or you can set it to play tracks of a CD in random order. The player provides for fast scanning and track or chapter stepping in either direction, and you can cue directly to any numbered track or chapter by means of a numeric keypad. You can also cue by frame number on CAV laserdiscs and by elapsed time on CLV laserdiscs.

A front-panel display window shows the type of disc loaded, a music calendar of available track numbers, the programmed mode, the current track or chapter number, and elapsed or remaining time. The same information can also be displayed on a video monitor or TV set. Most of the player's front-panel functions are duplicated on a well-organized wireless remote control.

The player has standard composite-video and stereo audio line outputs, plus a front-panel headphone jack with volume control. Although virtually all laserdiscs now have digital audio, the LA-2000 will automatically switch to playback of the analog soundtrack with CX noise reduction if no digital soundtrack is available.


PANASONIC LX-101 ($600)

Although the lowest priced of the three players in this comparison, the LX-101 does not skimp on features. It has two sets of standard audio/video outputs plus an S-video output and a front-panel headphone jack with volume control. Digital-to-analog (D/A) conversion is handled by MASH 1-bit converters, and Y/C separation for the S-video output is via a digital comb filter. The video section also has a digital time-base corrector (TBC) to minimize picture distortion. The LX-101 is the only player reviewed here to have a radio-frequency (RF) output, for connection to a TV set lacking direct A/V inputs. Like other combi-players, it can play the analog soundtracks of old laserdiscs that lack digital audio, with CX noise reduction where appropriate. An audio selector enables you to choose stereo output or to send either channel to both outputs.

A shuttle dial provides easy control of fast-scan speed in either direction. The player also allows for track or chapter cueing to any track or chapter. You can cue by frame number on CAV laserdiscs and by elapsed time on CLV laserdiscs. The LX-101 can select tracks on a CD to fit neatly onto both sides of a cassette.

The player provides front-panel and on-screen displays of chapter and frame numbers for laserdiscs, track number for CD's, and elapsed time. All front-panel controls are duplicated on a wireless remote supplied with the player.

sleeker, more capable, and less costly. Over this same period, the laserdisc format has enjoyed steady growth in popularity as more and more people have come to appreciate its advantage in both audio and video quality over videocassettes, especially when recorded programs are viewed on a large screen and listened to over a wide-range component audio system. In short, the laserdisc has become the medium of choice for home theater.

All current combi-players can handle 3- and 5-inch audio CD's; 5-inch CD-Videos (CD-V's), which combine about 5 minutes of music video with about 20 minutes of straight digital audio; and 8- and 12-inch laserdiscs with either digital or analog soundtracks. They can also play both basic categories of laserdisc: CAV (constant angular velocity) and CLV (constant linear velocity). CAV discs have a single frame of video on every track, regardless of its distance from the center, which makes it easy for players to find a specific frame or to display a still frame, for example. CLV discs use the available real estate more efficiently, packing more information onto the larger outer tracks than onto the smaller inner ones. Breaking CAV's tidy track-to-frame correspondence makes it a lot harder for a player to do special effects, but it also doubles the maximum playing time to 60 minutes per side, which is why CLV discs are so much more common. It is possible to get effects such as slow motion and still frame even with CLV discs, but it requires a digital frame store—a costly feature found only in players with prices beyond the $1,000 barrier.

So among the things the players reviewed here will not do are special effects with CLV discs. The Denon LA-2000 ($700), Panasonic LX-101 ($600), and Pioneer Elite CLD-31 ($700) are priced only slightly above the current $500 floor for combi-players and well below the $2,000 ceiling. The other main thing they won't do that some of the top players will is to move automatically from Side A to Side B of a laserdisc instead of making you get up and turn the disc over. So you don't get off scot-free. What's more impressive, however, is how little else is missing from any of these players in terms of features (as you will see from the individual product descriptions, none of it significant) or even, for the most part, performance.

Lab Tests
Laboratory tests and evaluations of the three players were conducted by Pioneer, which championed the laserdisc for many years when few other manufacturers seemed interested, invented the combi-player, and its long experience with the format is evident in the polished design of the CLD-31—the lower priced of two models in the company's Elite Series of components. On the back panel are two sets of gold-plated audio/video outputs (stereo audio and composite video), two S-video outputs, connectors for an optional JA-RF3L RF modulator, and mini-jacks for System Remote connection with SR-compatible Pioneer components and for CD-Deck Synchro recording with compatible Pioneer tape decks. Like the other players reviewed here, the CLD-31 has a front-panel headphone jack with volume control, but it is the only one to have a digital audio output—via fiber-optic connector—for link-up to a digital recorder or to another component with a digital-to-analog (D/A) converter. The CLD-31's internal D/A converter is a 1-bit design fed by a 20-bit digital filter. When necessary, the player can also reproduce analog soundtracks with CX noise reduction, and you can select stereo, left-channel-only, or right-channel-only playback with either type of soundtrack.

The CLD-31 can be programmed to play as many as twenty-four tracks or chapters in any order or all tracks or chapters in random order. It can repeat a portion of a disc between any two selected points, a track or numbered chapter, an entire side, or a programmed sequence, or you can have it repeat random playback of all tracks or chapters. Dubbing to tape is simplified by a peak-search function, which finds the highest audio level on a disc, and by Compu Program Edit, which selects the sequence of tracks that will best fit onto two sides of a tape of user-specified duration.

The CLD-31 also supports all the usual cueing features: track or chapter skip in either direction, fast scan in either direction (controlled by a shuttle dial), direct cueing to a track or chapter number, cueing by frame number on CAV laserdiscs, and cueing by elapsed time on CLV discs. Still-frame, frame-advance, and slow-speed playback are possible with CAV laserdiscs (with sound muted) but not with CLV discs. An intro-scan function (called Hi-Lite scan by Pioneer) plays approximately the first 8 seconds of each numbered chapter of a laserdisc or about 8 seconds of each track of a CD, starting 1 minute into the track or at another user-specified point.

The player's front-panel display shows the track or chapter number; various permutations of elapsed, remaining, and total time, depending on the type of disc being played and user selection; program functions; and status of operating modes. Some of this information can also be displayed on a video monitor, except when the CLD-31's video circuits are disabled by the Direct CD function, which is supposed to reduce audio noise and disc-startup time when it is playing compact discs.

The most important controls, including the shuttle dial and a digital volume control with a 25-dB range, are duplicated on the player's wireless remote. Dimensions: 16½ inches wide, 4½ inches high, 16½ inches deep. Weight: 17½ pounds. Pioneer Electronics (USA), Inc., Dept. SR, P.O. Box 1720, Long Beach, CA 90801.

PIONEER ELITE CLD-31 ($700)
VIDEO PERFORMANCE

FOR picture quality, it's hard to beat laser videodiscs. True, you can't record on a laserdisc, and yes, Super VHS and HH8 tapes, at their best, can give laserdiscs a run for the money. But a much wider selection of movies is available on disc than on HH8 or S-VHS tape; laserdisc players are less expensive than VCR's in either of the high-resolution formats; and though the margin has narrowed, discs still outpace tapes for both audio and video quality.

Even by the high standards of the laserdisc format, none of the three combi-players reviewed here is less than good in its video performance, but there are differences among them.

One of the key measurements listed in the table on page 55 is video frequency response—an indirect measure of horizontal resolution, which indicates the amount of picture detail you'll be able to see (assuming that your monitor's resolution is at least as good as the player's). Video response is measured with a "multiburst" comprising signals at six frequencies from 500 kHz to 4.1 MHz. (The upper limit of NTSC TV broadcasts is 4.2 MHz, corresponding to a horizontal resolution of approximately 330 lines.) The more extended and uniform the response, the better. Although all three players exhibited satisfactory video response, the Panasonic LX-101 was the outstanding performer.

Horizontal resolution can also be judged directly by viewing a test pattern on a topflight monitor. Results of this test paralleled those from the response measurements, with the Denon LA-2000 coming in at approximately 325 lines compared with 370 to 380 lines for the Pioneer CLD-31 and Panasonic LX-101.

A luminance-level measurement expresses video output from a full-white signal as a percentage of a reference level. The ideal reading is 100 percent, but since video monitors automatically correct for minor discrepancies, the small errors we found on the test bench were not apparent in normal viewing.

Gray-scale (or luminance) nonlinearity indicates how accurately shades of gray are reproduced. It is rare to find a laserdisc player that tracks perfectly throughout the full range, but the Panasonic LX-101 proved an exception. The 10-percent (worst-case) nonlinearity exhibited by the competing players is hard to distinguish when viewing normal signals, however, so we would not downgrade them on this point.

Chroma differential gain is a measure of how color saturation varies with scene brightness. Again, the Panasonic player edged out the competition, but all three were within acceptable limits.

Chroma differential phase indicates how hue (or tint) varies with scene brightness. In this case, all the players tested performed equally well, maintaining chroma phase independent of luminance level.

Chroma level (color saturation) and phase (hue) error are straight measures of color accuracy. Since monitors correct for small offsets in overall chroma level, just as they do for luminance level, the absolute error figure for each of the six hues used in testing (yellow, cyan, green, magenta, red, and blue) is less important than the spread between them. The less difference between the smallest and the largest error, the less discrepancy in color saturation there will be between hues, which is uncorrectable. All of the players performed well in this test. Similarly, a constant error in chroma phase can be corrected by adjusting the tint control on your monitor; so again, it is the spread that matters. All of the players were excellent in this regard.

In our viewing evaluation, using both test and commercial discs, it was difficult to distinguish between the Pioneer CLD-31 and the Panasonic LX-101, both of which rank among the finest laserdisc players we have tested. In this exalted company, the Denon LA-2000 proved somewhat less distinguished with respect to resolution and color noise. But it performed adequately overall, and its relative shortcomings in video reproduction probably would not stand out except in direct comparison with a superior player.

—Edward J. Foster, Diversified Science Laboratories

Hirsch-Houck Laboratories for audio performance and Diversified Science Laboratories for video. Both sets of measurements are summarized in the table at right, and a full analysis of the video results is presented in "Video Performance" at left. Because the AFM (audio frequency modulation) analog audio tracks on laserdiscs have become so completely secondary to the digital tracks, we elected to test only digital performance of the players' audio sections.

All three players exhibited very good basic frequency response, with the Denon LA-2000 producing an exceptionally flat curve. The Pioneer CLD-31's response was only slightly less even, and it also exhibited very low de-emphasis error (although this is important only when playing one of the relatively small number of pre-emphasized CD's). The LA-2000's de-emphasis error was more substantial, and the Panasonic LX-101's deviations in basic response and de-emphasis, though not large in absolute terms and opposite in direction, were by a fair margin the greatest of the lot.

Output channel balance was essentially perfect for the Panasonic and Pioneer players, and the match was very, very close for the Denon unit as well. All three had much more than adequate channel separation—as good as infinite perceptually—but the measurements we got from the Pioneer player were so astonishing that we at first thought something was wrong with our test equipment. Separation reached 140 dB at low frequencies on the CLD-31, and it was still 110 dB at 20,000 Hz.

The Denon and Panasonic players had almost identical figures for signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), about 99 dB, which is respectable for a CD player but no more. The Pioneer CLD-31's 126-dB S/N was more like what we're used to seeing from a topflight CD-only unit. The 1-bit digital-to-analog (D/A) converters in the Panasonic and Pioneer players remained linear down to the lowest recorded levels and generated very little distortion. We were surprised at how poorly Denon's 20-bit converters did by comparison, especially in low-level linearity.

Nonetheless, the electrical performance of almost any decent player that is not malfunctioning is usually good enough not to be a major issue. Relatively mundane characteristics such as shock resistance and the ability to track through and correct for minor disc defects are often more important to user satisfaction. Here, too,
**LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS**

### DIGITAL AUDIO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hirsch-Houck Laboratories</th>
<th><strong>DENON</strong></th>
<th><strong>PANASONIC</strong></th>
<th><strong>PIONEER</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency response</strong></td>
<td>+0.05, −0 dB</td>
<td>+0, −0.87 dB</td>
<td>+0.01, −0.12 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(20 to 20,000 Hz)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>De-emphasis error</strong> (maximum)</td>
<td>+0.34 dB</td>
<td>+0.64 dB</td>
<td>−0.09 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signal-to-noise ratio</strong> (A-weighted)</td>
<td>99.3 dB</td>
<td>99 dB</td>
<td>126.2 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distortion at 0 dB</strong></td>
<td>≤0.1%</td>
<td>≤0.035%</td>
<td>≤0.063%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(THD + N, 20 to 20,000 Hz)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Linearity error</strong> (at 1,000 Hz)</td>
<td>−0.7 dB</td>
<td>−0.1 dB</td>
<td>−0.3 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−60 dB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−70 dB</td>
<td>−1.5 dB</td>
<td>−0.17 dB</td>
<td>−0.15 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−80 dB</td>
<td>−4.8 dB</td>
<td>+0.15 dB</td>
<td>0 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−90 dB</td>
<td>−17.3 dB</td>
<td>+2 dB</td>
<td>+2.2 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Channel separation</strong> (at 1,000 Hz)</td>
<td>91 db</td>
<td>98 db</td>
<td>134 db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Channel balance</strong> (at 1,000 Hz)</td>
<td>±0.16 dB</td>
<td>±&lt;0.01 dB</td>
<td>±0.025 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Defect tracking</strong> (Pierre Verany #2 test disc)</td>
<td>500 micrometers</td>
<td>750 micrometers</td>
<td>2,000 micrometers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Line output</strong> (maximum)</td>
<td>2.01 volts</td>
<td>2.09 volts</td>
<td>2.16 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cueing time</strong> (CD, maximum)</td>
<td>2.5 seconds</td>
<td>1.5 seconds</td>
<td>3 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impact resistance</strong> (top and sides)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VIDEO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diversified Science Laboratories</th>
<th><strong>DENON</strong></th>
<th><strong>PANASONIC</strong></th>
<th><strong>PIONEER</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Video frequency response</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at 2.0 MHz</td>
<td>−2.5 dB</td>
<td>−1.5 dB</td>
<td>−2.3 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at 3.0 MHz</td>
<td>−4 dB</td>
<td>−2 dB</td>
<td>−3 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at 4.1 MHz</td>
<td>−8.5 dB</td>
<td>−4 dB</td>
<td>−6 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Luminance level</strong></td>
<td>102%</td>
<td>108%</td>
<td>107%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gray-scale nonlinearity</strong> (worst case)</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chroma level</strong> (low to high)</td>
<td>−7.5 to −6.3 dB</td>
<td>−4.8 to −4 dB</td>
<td>−2.5 to −1.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chroma phase error</strong> (low to high)</td>
<td>+6°</td>
<td>+6°</td>
<td>+3° to +4°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chroma differential gain</strong></td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chroma differential phase</strong></td>
<td>below noise</td>
<td>below noise</td>
<td>below noise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

we found significant differences, particularly in defect tracking.

Although the Denon LA-2000 worked fine in normal operation with clean, well-made CDs, it stumbled quickly under the more adverse conditions presented by the Pierre Verany #2 test disc, and the Panasonic LX-101's performance in the test was only fair. The Pioneer CLD-31's defect tracking, on the other hand, was up with the very best we have seen from any CD player. All three players skipped when they were tapped lightly on the top or sides, perhaps because the large disc trays used in combo players cannot be made as rigid as the smaller ones of CD-only models. The Panasonic unit proved exceptionally fleet in cueing—about twice as fast as the Pioneer player and almost that much faster than the Denon as well.

**Conclusions**

Although none of the players under test was less than satisfactory on its own merits, we were somewhat disappointed with the Denon LA-2000's showing relative to the others. For the same money or less, the Panasonic LX-101 and the Pioneer CLD-31 were a cut above it in both features and performance. Choosing between those two is more difficult. Although the LX-101's video performance outstripped the CLD-31's by a slight margin on the test bench, they came in dead even when playing normal program material. If you don't mind paying a little more, we think the Pioneer player's overall design and superior audio performance tip the balance in its favor. If you do mind, the LX-101, which was a very close second, is a terrific value.
Improving listening-room

ACOUSTICS
or, how to get the best

Extreme examples of "live" and "dead" rooms, acoustically speaking, are depicted on the opposite page. The top room is sparsely furnished with sleek, modern pieces and has large expanses of hard flooring and windows, all of which reflect and diffuse sound. The overstuffed couch, plush settee, carpet, and thick draperies in the lower room absorb sound and reduce reflections.

by Rich Warren

Anarchic and unpredictable as these processes may seem, they are subject to the laws of physics, which means they are both understandable and, to some degree at least, controllable. Just as a subtle change in the curve of a mirror can substantially alter the reflection you see, so can small modifications in decor and furnishings noticeably alter the sound of a room—to the better if you know what you are doing.

Your first concern, however, should be to get a good start. Loudspeakers can have quite different sound qualities of their own, which are in turn affected by the environments in which they are placed. It is important that the speakers you choose have essentially good sonic performance and that they mate well with basic acoustics of the room in which you plan to use them. Consequently, you should be careful about choosing a speaker by the way it sounds in a dealer's listening room, which is unlikely to resemble your own. The best course is to arrange with the dealer for a trial listening period, so that you can determine the compatibility of the speakers with your room before you make a final commitment to buying them.

Once you've settled on the speakers, you can go to work modifying the room for the best possible sound. If you're building or remodeling a home, consider listening-room acoustics in your initial plans and then fine-tune the room with your speakers in place. Measures as small as moving a chair or buying drapes can sometimes improve your sound quality more than hundreds of dollars for better speakers.
sound right where you live
Three characteristics determine the sound of a room: reflection, absorption, and diffusion. The size and shape of the room, and where you place the speakers in relation to the room surfaces, affect the relationship of these properties. In general, you want some reflection, preferably away from the immediate area of the speakers, a fair amount of absorption, and plenty of diffusion. Too little reflection and too much absorption make a room sound “dead” or “dry.” This may increase the precision of the stereo image, but at the expense of liveliness. Too much reflection blurs the image and usually accentuates the high frequencies, giving the sound a “pingy” quality. Diffusion breaks up and scatters sound waves randomly, resulting in a more natural, pleasing quality. It’s better to treat a live, reflective room by increasing diffusion than by adding excessive absorption.

Ideally, room surfaces should not be parallel. Designers of recording studios and concert halls usually avoid parallel walls and even floors and ceilings that are parallel. But most homes have box-shaped rooms in which every surface is parallel to the one opposite it. This results in the barber-shop mirror effect of endless reflections, which are known in acoustical terms as resonances. The room dimensions dictate which frequencies will be acoustically significant below the highest frequencies, though they’re better than nothing.

Cover your windows. Pleated draperies are excellent sound absorbers. Venetian blinds provide diffusion. Exposed glass is usually the last thing you want acoustically.

Furnishings also play a major role. A large, overstuffed couch absorbs plenty of sound. A modern Scandinavian style, on the other hand, with sleek, bare wood, reflects and diffuses sound. Avoid placing furniture between where you listen and the speakers, especially any with a broad, flat surface, such as a table. Furnishings with irregular surfaces—an antique spinning wheel, say—increase diffusion. Lamps and light fixtures also help break up sound waves. By moving these objects around you can subtly tune the room.

Tall bookcases filled with irregularly sized books or a mixture of CDs and cassettes work well as diffusers. Instead of placing similar-size books on each shelf, use an assortment of books of different depths to create an irregular surface. Place the bookcases against the walls with the worst reflection problems.

If you’re really serious about high-quality sound reproduction, you might want to take the last dramatic steps to a great listening room. Start with the

“Chesky Jazz Sampler” CD, which includes a series of Listening Environment Diagnostic Recordings (LEDR). Use these to assess such things as the stereo image in your room and make the basic adjustments accordingly. Then hire a professional acoustical consultant. This costs from $100 to $400 for a complete room analysis.

Consultants use a battery of measuring equipment. One of the most popular and effective is time-delay spectrometry (TDS), best known by Techron’s TEF (time-energy-frequency) trademark. These measurements can then be used as the basis for professional treatment of your room's sonic shortcomings. Treatment costs range from a hundred to a few thousand dollars, depending on the severity of the problems. In the long run it’s a better investment than buying even more extravagant speakers.

A company named RPG Diffusion Systems (RPG originally stood for reflection phase grating) manufactures custom-tuned diffusers that hang on the wall. It also makes absorbers and “Abfusers,” which adjustably combine absorption and diffusion. You can also buy ASC Tube Traps, passive columns that both absorb and diffuse specific frequencies. These are usually placed in corners and are especially good for taming boomy bass.

Phantom Acoustics, founded by Threshold’s Nelson Pass, has developed a new concept in room treatment. The Phantom Acoustics Active Low Frequency Acoustic Control looks deceptively like a simple columnar absorber/diffuser. But within the Phantom column are a special pressuresensing microphone, signal-processing circuitry, a high-power amplifier, and a 15-inch woofer. The Phantom Shadow, sold in pairs, “reads” the room to find low-frequency resonances. It then radiates an inverted-phase correction signal back into the room to smooth the response by acoustically canceling those resonances—a more benign and effective approach than traditional electronic equalization.

Using the Chesky LEDR tests and your ears, you can improve the sound of your room at minimal expense. Appropriate choice and placement of furniture and wall coverings can benefit a $1,000 audio system as much as a $10,000 system. And if you do plan to spend as much as $10,000 for a system, you owe it to your ears to allocate a quarter of that budget for acoustical room treatment. This relatively small investment can make your equipment sound like a million.
You pretty much expect to like Marshall Crenshaw, even before you meet him. After all, what’s not to like about a slight, balding, bespectacled, thirty-seven-year-old guy who writes songs about cynical girls and his favorite wastes of time? You expect him to be soft-spoken, just a bit sardonic, on the intellectual side: no glitz, no punk, just the right amount of attitude.

And you’re not likely to be disappointed. Crenshaw arrived for my interview at the New York City offices of his record company—MCA, which had just released his sixth album, “Life’s Too Short”—looking and sounding the way you’d expect: slightly disheveled, wearing a silly hat, about 20 minutes late and only vaguely apologetic. But he was more guarded than you might think, a little less articulate—maybe, he said later, because he believes the press has so often portrayed him as a “geek” (“They always make fun of my glasses”). Maybe that’s why he’s perfected a trademark hipster act—he says “That’s cool” so often that you start expecting him to add “I can dig it.”

But then Crenshaw has been slightly out of step with the times from the beginning, or at least since the release of his debut album, “Marshall Crenshaw,” in 1982. Coming in an era that

“I’d be a liar if I said I didn’t want people to pay attention to me.”

by Sara Nelson
celebrated pompous, anonymous arena-scaled corporate rock, Crenshaw was writing simple, subtly crafted pop songs that owed more to late-Fifties rock than to Me Generation anthems. Music was always in his blood, he told me; his father’s family was “musically inclined,” and his cousin, Carrie Evans, sang with Loretta Lynn and Ronnie Milsap. As a kid growing up in Detroit, he heard music all around him, although he admits that he was a little too young to really appreciate the Motown groups that were happening about ten miles away from his neighborhood. “I like to think that if I had been ten years older I would have hung around there and picked up on them,” he said wistfully. “But I was wasting my time going to school.”

Even so, Crenshaw picked up on a certain “Detroit sensibility,” which he described as “idiosyncratic, full of elements from lots of different places; powerful and with a blackness to it.” His first musical experience came at age ten, he said, when he taught himself to play the guitar: “Actually, I started playing because I wanted to hang around with my cousin Chuck, and he played guitar. If I wanted to be like Chuck I had to do what he did.”

But Chuck soon gave way to the Beatles as a primary influence. “Once the Beatles appeared,” Crenshaw said, “everything changed overnight.” Up to this point he “had been the only kid in my class at school who knew what rock-and-roll was. Then there was the Ed Sullivan show, and the next day, everybody wanted to be the Beatles.”

CRENSHAW was one of the few who got the chance. Although he had been playing in local bands in Detroit, he was not “high profile” in any way. But his long-standing obsession with the Beatles—“their music has become my generation’s folk music,” he said—paid off in 1978 when he made a home tape of himself as John Lennon, singing I Should Have Known Better, and sent it off to the producers of the Broadway megahit Beatlemania!

“By this time, Beatles nostalgia was big business,” Crenshaw recalled. “People were still so hungry to see the Beatles. It was an obsession. And the people who did Beatlemania! had figured a way to cash in. It was a reasonably low-cost show to produce, and it was guaranteed to rake in the bucks.”

When Crenshaw sent his tape, the producers were getting ready to form a road company; they were impressed enough to travel to Detroit to audition him. Almost immediately he found himself beginning a year-and-a-half stint as Lennon in the L.A. company, and later on the road (an experience Crenshaw described as “character building”).

Finally, early in 1980, he wound up in New York City, and though he was a bit too old and too much of a traditionalist to make a convincing New Waver, he found himself intrigued nonetheless by the rock movement revolving around downtown clubs like CBGB. Forming a band with his brother Robert on drums and Chris Donato on bass, he slogged through the clubs, attracted favorable press attention almost immediately (reviewers invariably compared him to Buddy Holly), and in short order found himself signed with Warner Bros. His 1982 debut album, produced by Richard Gottehrer (Blondie, the Go-Go’s), sold respectably and made the year-end Ten Best list of nearly every critic in the country.

Four other albums, all with different producers, followed over the next several years—“Field Day” (Steve Lillywhite), “Downtown” (T-Bone Burnett), “Maryanne and the Twelve Others” (Don Dixon), and “Good Evening” (the Bangles’ producer, David Kahne). All were well received, if not megasellers, as were numerous concert appearances where Crenshaw cemented his rep as a thinking person’s pop singer/songwriter.

Prior to Beatlemania!, however, Crenshaw had never really thought of himself as a performer. “I’d never had any love of being on stage,” he told me. “When I’d been in bands, I’d kind of hide behind the microphone stand when I wasn’t singing.”

Still, his unpretentious stage act eventually led into his second celebrity-imitation role, as Buddy Holly in the hit 1987 film La Bamba. Crenshaw’s one-song/two-scene appearance as the doomed rock pioneer was so convincing, in fact, that the producers-to-be of the recent Broadway musical Buddy were soon knocking on his door. “I turned that part down twice,” Crenshaw said, noting that accepting it would have typed him and “cut me off from doing anything else.” The producers were adamant that he see the script, however. “And after I read it, I said, ‘Now you really can forget it.’”

“Well,” he added, “maybe I should have talked to them about money. Maybe then I woulda done it.” He’s kidding, of course. Or is he? That’s the Crenshaw conundrum: He makes a statement, then doubles back to contradict himself. On the one hand, for example, he says he likes being a kind of demi-celeb, likes being able to take his career in any direction that suits him. He prides himself on not selling out. And yet he claimed that You’re My Favorite Waste of Time is one of his favorite songs because he “made a lot of money on it” (the song has been covered by Bette Midler, among others). He said he became a musician out of a “real desire to make music,” but then admitted, “I’d be a liar if I said I didn’t want people to pay attention to me.”

A notorious perfectionist, Crenshaw recently changed band personnel as well as record labels (brother Robert and Donato are long gone). “I started to feel frustrated after a while,” he said, explaining why he has put together a new band (which includes his long-time idol, Kenny Aronoff, John Mellencamp’s drummer). “I don’t like to feel locked into situations.” That’s also why he and his wife, lone, moved from New York’s East Village to upstate Woodstock. “At the time I kind of blew off that there were crack dealers on my corner saying the same things to me every time I walked by. But I went back there recently, and I realized it’s really nerve-racking.” And then he backtracked: “But it was a really cool neighborhood. I do get a little cabin fever in the country.”

Maybe, Crenshaw suggested, all these changes in his life—even, or especially, the ones he can’t articulate—are reflected in his music. “I accumulate songs one at a time,” he said. “I have a singles mentality that was formed by Top 40 radio. But after I get a bunch of songs together, I can sort of look at them and say, ‘Oh yeah. That’s what I was thinking about.’ I think every album really strongly reflects the atmosphere in which it was conceived.”
The Breakthrough.

The original Adcom GFA-555 power amplifier.
The New Br

ot long after its introduction, the Adcom GFA-555 power amplifier was widely considered a breakthrough in audio technology. Its performance was rated superior to amplifiers costing two and three times as much. Indeed, some critics had difficulty in naming a better sounding component at any price.

While the GFA-555 "...went on to become one of the best-selling amplifiers of all time"*, Adcom designers expanded their search for sonic perfection by investigating several new improvements. Using the GFA-555 as their model, they experimented with new circuits and component parts to see how close they could come to creating an even more desirable, upgraded GFA-555.

Now, after years of working on improving what was already one of the finest amplifiers available, Adcom announces the GFA-555II, a new breakthrough in performance and value. Rated at 200 watts per channel,** the new GFA-555II offers greater stability, superior heat dissipation and less distortion, even when driving complex speaker loads. It is everything the famous GFA-555 is known for, and more.

High Current: High Performance

While it is to be expected that an amplifier will perform well under predictable laboratory conditions, it is more important that an amplifier is capable of high performance during real-world operating conditions. Driving the complex and varying loads of today's
advanced speakers with musical signals supplied by
the newest, most dynamic software, is the task of the
world’s best amplifiers.

A speaker rated nominally at 8 ohms may represent
an actual load of between 60 and 2 ohms depending
upon the frequencies it is reproducing. Some esoteric
speakers actually present as little as 1 ohm at certain
frequencies. In such cases, excessive demands are put
on an amplifier’s output stage to deliver more and
more current. When these demands are pushed to the
limit, lesser designs may distort, shut down or self
destruct.

To meet the extraordinary requirements of today’s
musical source material and speaker systems, the
GFA-5551I’s newly designed triple Darlington output
stage is capable of delivering more than 75 amps of
peak current per channel into low impedances safely
and with a high degree of stability. Additionally, each
channel has been given a larger single, contoured heat
sink to improve heat dissipation, allow for better bias
tracking, and allow easier handling during installation.

Adcom also takes advantage of direct coupling its
amplification stages to eliminate the use of coupling
capacitors (and their inherent problems), which can be
responsible for a variety of signal anomalies and
distortions. The GFA-5551I also eliminates coils
in the output circuits which are known to induce
frequency-response irregularities and lower damping
factor. Direct coupling keeps damping factor high at all
frequencies, lowers phase shift and improves
performance into all speaker systems including
electrostatics.

(Over please)
A Mighty Power Supply

In order to provide for the enormous demands of its output stages, the Adcom GFA-555II has a newer, even more potent power supply. Its larger potted toroidal transformer assures superior heat transfer from its core and better overall regulation. This improved regulation translates into a more stable and reliable amplifier.

Specially designed filter storage capacitors with a total capacitance of 60,000 microfarads provide the tremendous power reserves needed during the highest dynamic demands of music. An impressive way of demonstrating the strength of this reserve power is to unplug the AC line cord of the GFA-555II after playing your system for awhile. You'll hear the music continue for several seconds with the power disconnected!

The new, mightier power supply of the GFA-555II enables its superior output stages to operate at their fullest potential, minimizing distortion at even the lowest of frequencies and providing astounding dynamic power across the entire audio spectrum.

Cool & Safe In All Conditions

The Adcom GFA-555II runs reasonably cool even under quite demanding operating conditions. Its potted power supply transformer and one-piece, larger heat sinks allow for better heat dissipation. More cooling vents on the standard cover and chassis also contribute to its consistent, reliable operation.

Sustained and unusually high-power operation may activate a thermal overload protection circuit which will be indicated by an LED on the front panel. When the amplifier cools to a safe temperature, its operation is automatically restored. Under most home conditions its optional ventilating fan is unnecessary, but it is available for special applications which may cause an unusually high operating temperature.

To protect the GFA-555II from very large overloads such as an output short circuit, readily accessible, rear mounted DC power supply fuses are used. Overall, the GFA-555II is a stable, dependable operator which should outlive many other components in your music system.

Instantaneous Distortion Alert

To instantly warn you of the approach of any form of distortion including THD, IM, TIM or SID which exceeds 1 percent, separate channel, front panel LEDs will illuminate.

These highly accurate indicators, activated by Adcom's unique circuitry monitoring the activity in the internal feedback loop warn you of the dangers of excessive distortion well before clipping.

The New Breakthrough In Performance And Value

Adcom has built its reputation by offering more sound for less money. Perhaps the leading example of Adcom's high performance, high value products has been the GFA-555. Year after year, it has received an unprecedented amount of critical acclaim, winning industry design awards and rave reviews throughout the world.

Instead of resting on its reputation, Adcom has created the beginning of a new generation of amplifiers. The GFA-555II marks a new standard for performance at a reasonable price, giving more and more music lovers the opportunity of experiencing the thrill of sonic perfection without the shock of exorbitant costs.

Visit your Adcom dealer. Ask for a demonstration of the new GFA-555II. Then ask its price. You'll hear how good this new breakthrough sounds.

*John Atkinson

**Power output, watts/channel, continuous both channels driven into 8 ohms, at 1 kHz < 0.003% THD.
It's in his most optimistic projections could John Koss have anticipated the impact of his plans in 1958 to offer the first commercial stereo headphones. Bundled with the Koss Model 390 portable phonograph, the SP3 Stereophone was simply a hook to reel in customers. The gimmick worked, but with a twist: Most of the interest was in the headphones, not the record player. Three months later, the phonograph was scratched from the company lineup, and Koss concentrated on filling a fast-growing demand for stereo headphones.

Thirty-four years later, consumers are more than ever taken with the idea of private hi-fi. With headphones, music lovers can turn on and tune out without disturbing anyone else in the room, in the next apartment, or on the next blanket at the beach. There are now several hundred models to choose from, with a variety of designs and styles and prices to fit every budget.

You can spend anywhere from under $10 for a pair of earbuds on a wire to about $8,000 for a set of ultra-high-end electrostatics. Most models, however, use moving-coil dynamic drivers, sell for between $50 and $300, and plug into a standard headphone jack on an amplifier or source component.

The two basic types of headphones are circumaural and open-air. Circumaural phones have earcups that fit around the ear, enclosing you in sound while blocking out ambient noise. They usually have better low-bass response than open-air headphones, but they also shut out almost all outside sounds unless the back is vented in some way. If you want to be able to hear the telephone or doorbell while listening to music, closed-back phones are not a good choice, and they’re not appropriate for jogging, biking, or driving: You need to be able to hear horns, sirens, or screeching tires. You probably wouldn’t want to walk around with closed-back headphones on your head anyway, since they’re heavier and more cumbersome than open-air models.

Open-air phones rest lightly on the ears, which makes them comfortable for jogging or sitting for extended periods of time. Many open-air models now come with miniplugs for connection to the ¼-inch jacks on a personal cassette or CD player and ¼-inch adaptors for connection to a home stereo system. (Adaptors are also sold at electronic-parts stores.)

Electrostatic headphones usually require external amplification and attach to a special coupler that connects to the speaker terminals on an amplifier. They’re for the serious audiophile, and prices typically start in three figures and can go up to several thousand dollars. Wireless phones, as the name implies, require no fixed connection to a program source. Audio signals are sent by infrared or radio frequencies (RF) from a transmitter that’s connected to a source component, preamplifier, or receiver; the signal is amplified in the phones (usually powered from a battery). At least one RF model can receive at up to 130 feet away from the transmitter, even through walls. Infrared models must operate within line of sight from the transmitter up to a distance of about 25 feet.

Headphone specifications such as frequency response and sensitivity, like loudspeaker specs, can suggest such performance limits as low-bass capability or power draw (an important consideration when you’re running off batteries), but the real test is in the sound and the feel. Headphones should be evaluated the same way you would evaluate a speaker: Is the sound free from distortion? Is the bass deep and clean? Are the upper frequencies crisp without sounding tinny? But just as important is how headphones feel. Do you prefer an open or enclosed feeling? Do they have enough padding? Are they too heavy?

The headphones shown on the next three pages are representative of the wide variety available for home use. But remember, no matter which headphones you choose, listening to them at high volume can damage your hearing—permanently. Take care of your ears by listening at reasonable levels.

by Rebecca Day
1. At a list price of $400, the Stax SR Gamma electrostatic headphones, which come with an energizing adaptor to power them, are among the company's least expensive models.

2. Sennheiser's HDC-450 phones ($899) feature Active Noise Cancellation circuitry to block unwanted sounds from outside.

3. The Memorex EDM-770 ($120) is a circumaural headphone that claims response stretching from 5 to 30,000 Hz.

4. The Koss Pro/450 ($175), a hybrid design incorporating a piezoelectric tweeter and a moving-coil bass driver, is said to have better bass response and wider dynamic range than conventional phones.

5. Aiwa's HP-X500 headphones ($75) have a glass-fiber-reinforced baffle and a 24K-gold-plated plug and adaptor.

6. Recoton's HTS 60 phones ($80), one of four models in its Home Theater Sound (HTS) line, feature drivers with titanium diaphragms and samarium-cobalt magnets.

7. The Beyer Dynamic IRS 690 wireless headphone system ($400) includes the open-backed DT 690 phones, an infrared transmitter, and a power supply.

8. Grado's SR300 ($275) has a rated frequency range of 10 to 30,000 Hz and a sensitivity of 94 dB. The 8-ounce headset has a 7-foot round cord with a ¼-inch plug.

9. Azden's DM-70 ($80) uses 40-millimeter drivers with copper-clad aluminum voice coils. Rated for a frequency range of 6 to 24,000 Hz, the phones can accept a maximum input of 500 milliwatts.

10. Realistic's Pro 70 ($70) has titanium diaphragms, samarium-cobalt magnets, and a built-in volume control on its 8-foot cord.
11. Stanton's ST-10 ($110) uses a closed-back, dual-driver design that is said to isolate the listener fully. It is equipped with a 7-foot cord and a gold-plated adaptor plug.

12. Sony's MDR-CD850 ($200) features large driver diaphragms (50 millimeters) and ceramic-composite housings.

13. Nady's WH-95 wireless phones ($220) claim a range of over 150 feet. The RF transmitter accepts up to three sources.

14. AKG's K 1000 ($895) is designed so that the headphones "float" next to the ears without pressing on them.

15. Audio-Technica's ATH-M4X ($50) is an open-backed headphone set claiming a response range of 20 to 20,000 Hz.
Optimus creates a new musical equation: The new SCT-50 combination CD player/auto-reverse cassette deck. Now you can get outstanding CD and cassette performance—plus one-touch CD-to-tape dubbing—in a single component. The 20-memory CD section has 4x oversampling and dual 16-bit D/A converters for exceptional sonic accuracy. The cassette deck has Dolby B™ NR plus Dolby HX Pro, a system that actually records more signal without adding distortion. Bottom line of the equation: The SCT-50 delivers audio quality with the energy and emotion of a live concert. Like all Optimus® brand equipment, it's technology that performs for you. Hear it today.
Kay, I'll admit it: I'm a sucker for James Taylor. I like the painstaking craftsmanship of his songwriting. I like the velvety quality of his voice. I like the quiet resolution of his moral vision. I like the sly humor that tempers his starchy piety. Hey, I even like the slightly dorky way he transports himself around a stage.

Nevertheless, I can admit further that all James Taylor albums are not created equal. While always tasteful and sincere, his music has tended in recent years to be a little too restrained.

Which is why his latest album, "New Moon Shine," is such a treat. The album doesn't give us a brave new James Taylor, but it does show him performing with greater intensity. By focusing on a few social problems, Taylor seems to have stoked his creative fires. Native Son takes an unflinching look at soldiers coming home after a war—presumably the Persian Gulf conflict—and trying to put their lives back together. Slap Leather attacks the shortsightedness of spending money on weapons for cops and soldiers rather than on schools and housing. And Down in the Hole puts us inside the head of a homeless man. In these tunes you feel Taylor's urgency; the songs, like the issues behind them, truly matter to him.

But there's more here than just current affairs. Taylor's literary tendencies have produced a nostalgic collaboration with novelist Reynolds Price in Copperline, a sweet but not sappy look at growing up rural. And on his own, he's concocted a delightful yarn, The Frozen Man, about a nineteenth-century man who has been thawed back to life after being frozen at sea. These songs get their strength from the details—the ramshackle former home in Copperline, "all spec house and plywood," that is now "tore up and tore up good," or the uniformed nurse who greets The Frozen Man after he's been revived ("She was all in white at the foot of my bed/I said angel of mercy I'm alive or am I dead?").

Musically, Taylor ranges a little wider here than usual. Of course, the dominant style is folk-rock, and there is the usual r- & b remake, in this case Sam Cooke's Everybody Loves to Cha Cha Cha. But the deeply moral Shed a Little Light kicks off with an a cappella church choir, and Slap Leather whips up a tart, Chuck Berry-like groove. The traditional song The Water Is Wide gets a traditional treatment, an uncluttered, melancholy sweep of acoustic instruments (violin, guitar, piano, dobro). The pristine performance, the last in "New Moon Shine," rounds off this well-balanced album and brings it to an exquisite rest.

Ron Givens

JAMES TAYLOR: New Moon Shine. James Taylor (vocals, guitar); Danny Kortchmar (guitar); Mark O'Connor (fiddle); other musicians. Copperline; Down in the Hole; (I've Got to) Stop Thinkin' 'Bout That; Shed a Little Light; The Frozen Man; Slap Leather; Like Everyone She Knows; One More Go Round; Everybody Loves to Cha Cha Cha; Native Son; Oh Brother; The Water Is Wide. COLUMBIA ® CK 46038 (48 min), © CT 46038.
Barenboim's Warmhearted Bruckner Symphony No. 9

The Chicago Symphony Orchestra, of which Daniel Barenboim is now music director, was the vehicle for his first recorded performance of the Bruckner Ninth Symphony, a well-received one for Deutsche Grammophon in 1976. So it is a minor irony that his second go-round, a Teldec recording made at an October 1990 concert, should feature not the Chicago Symphony but the Berlin Philharmonic.

Those who find the readings of Christoph von Dohnányi on London, Herbert von Karajan on Deutsche Grammophon, and Georg Solti, also on London, too cyclopean and tough-fibered for their taste will respond very positively to this one by Barenboim, who makes the most of Bruckner's long-spanned melodic lines—in the outer movements especially. The opening is Feierlich, misternaso in every sense of those words, and with the presence of an audience (very quiet), the huge climaxes in the finale have weight but less of the edginess that occasionally characterizes the acoustics of the Philharmonie when it is empty.

In the awesome and always deeply moving valedictory third movement, Barenboim brings out the music's kinship with Wagner's Tristan. If he does not quite achieve shattering impact in the dissonance that leads to the conciliatory close, neither does he slight the score's rugged elements. The outer sections of the scherzo—a fantastic dance of primeval giants—has just the right pace and weight, and the unexpectedly skittery middle section, with its reminders of Hugo Wolf's Italian Serenade (Wolf and Bruckner were on good terms), comes off with both elegance and strength.

On its own terms, then, here is a recorded realization of the Bruckner Ninth that does credit to all concerned—conductor, orchestra, and production staff. 

David Hall

BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 9, in D Minor. Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Daniel Barenboim cond. TELDEC ® 9031-72140-2 (63 min).

Lloyd Cole Gets a Little Weird

Anybody out there interested in an album that sounds like a cross between Bob Dylan and Jack Jones? Well, apparently Lloyd Cole is. The first half of his remarkable new Capitol album, "Don't Get Weird on Me, Babe," is guitar-driven folk-rock, and its second half consists of moody, pop/cabaret songs with gorgeous orchestral accompaniments.

Of course, I'm kidding about the Jack Jones impressions—up to a point. The orchestral songs—scored by Paul Buckmaster, arranger of the Stones' Moonlight Mile and about a zillion Elton John records—don't really sound like Las Vegas: they're far more reminiscent of one of the oldest of Sixties artifacts, Love's "Forever Changes." The Dylan comparison is also a bit overstated. Cole's singing here (more assured than I recall from his earlier albums) has a boyishness and delicacy all its own, although the songwriting clearly reflects the Bard of Hibbing's influence, as the opening track, Tell Your Sister, makes abundantly clear with its "Rue Morgue Avenue" refrain. In any case, the folk-rock songs have a more obvious jumping-off point—Television's singing, twisty two-guitar approach, replicated here with considerable flair by Cole and New Wave guitar hero Robert Quine.

Comparisons aside, however, the album is a fairly adventurous piece of
work coming out of a record industry that's uncomfortable with any product that isn't cloned from somebody else's recent success. So it helps that Cole's new songs are mostly as accessible and tuneful as can be. True, the rock stuff seems more genuinely felt than the pop numbers, which have a whiff of formalist exercise about them, though Buckmaster's adroit arrangements manage to pull you in with fascinating touches recalling everybody from Gilbert Becaud to Glenn Campbell to Isaac Hayes. But when you double back to rockers like "She's a Girl and I'm a Man," you notice not only that Cole, Quine, and company are playing the very devil out of them, but that the songs themselves are often ineffably touching. And somehow everything seems to hang together.

The bottom line? "Don't Get Weird on Me, Babe" may not sell in Madonnna-like numbers (reportedly, Cole is titling his next album "Can't Get Arrested"), but it certainly deserves to. At the very least, it's one of the most genuinely nervy and idiosyncratic major-label rock albums of the year.

---

LLOYD COLE: Don't Get Weird on Me, Babe. Lloyd Cole (vocals, guitar); Rob- ert Quine (guitar); Fred Maher (drums); orchestra, Paul Buckmaster arr. and cond. Tell Your Sister: Weeping Wine; To the Lions; Pay for it; The One You Never Had: She's a Girl and I'm a Man: Butterfly: There for Her; Margo's Waltz; Half of Everything: Man Enough; What He Doesn't Know. CAPITOL © CDP 96077-2 (48 min), © C 96077-4.

---

Mozart for Two Pianos

MURRAY PERAHIA completed his cycle of the Mozart piano concerto cycles with the English Chamber Orchestra some time ago, and he has even remade two of the works with the Chamber Orchestra of Europe. It is only now, however, that he has gotten around to the two concertos for more than a single piano—K. 365 in E-flat and K. 242 in F Major—on a new Sony Classical disc with the English Chamber Orchestra and the pianist Radu Lupu, who is himself one of the most highly regarded Mozarteans of our time. Lupu had, in fact, recorded the K. 365 concerto earlier, with André Previn as his fellow soloist and conductor. He has also recorded Mozart's Two-Piano Sonata, K. 448, and Schubert's four-hand Fantasy in F Minor with Perahia, and that release indicated the very special sort of complete partnership that is confirmed in this new recording of both double concertos.

Sony has confusingly labeled the CD "Mozart: Concertos for Two & Three Pianos," but there are actually only two pianists involved. Mozart did indeed compose K. 242 for three pianos, but after he settled in Vienna five years later, he revised the work for two pianos—having in the meantime composéd the altogether superior K. 365 for two pianos from the beginning. The misleading labeling is the only complaint anyone with working ears could possibly raise about the recording, however, which may not be the most ambitious of the hundreds of releases for the Mozart year but is surely one of the most treasurable.

There have been more than a few attractive recordings of K. 365 over the years, and some that have stood out, but none that has so fully realized the remarkable character of this work. The music is more than ingratiating; it is downright delicious, full of playfulness, tenderness, and elegance, and with a stunning poignancy in the slow movement. Its overall substance and depth are still widely underacknowledged. Not in this case, though; it is all here, and K. 242 actually comes across as a worthy companion piece—just as Mozart knew it might be when he decided to fold the original three solo parts into two.

Another curiosity in the labeling is that no conductor is specified: the two soloists' names simply appear below that of the orchestra. One might assume Perahia conducted, since we are accustomed to his filling the dual role in his Mozart cycle, but the two pianists may have shared that responsibility, as they did every other phase of the musicmaking so radiantly pre-served on this disc, which includes not only the two concertos but also the four-hand Variations, K. 501, and the Fantasia in F Minor, K. 608. The Fantasia, originally for a clockwork organ, was arranged for two pianos by Busoni, and the portions he left out have been restored by Perahia and Lupu. These pieces are by no means mere encores; they, too, are music of substance—the Fantasia in particular one of those masterworks of pure inspiration beyond regard for its performing medium—and nothing less than revelatory here.

---

RICHARD FREED
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"AT LOWER LEVELS THE SOUND CHARACTER OF THE PN5+ SYSTEM WAS AMAZINGLY CLOSE TO THAT OF OUR REFERENCE SPEAKERS WHICH COST NEARLY TWENTY TIMES AS MUCH!... QUITE REMARKABLE...!

— Julian Hirsch, January 1988

"THE LARGER PN8+ WAS SHOCKINGLY GOOD FOR THE MONEY..."

— Peter Mitchell, April 1990

"FOR LISTENERS WANTING LOTS OF LOW SOUNDS AT LOW PRICES, THE PINNACLE MAY BE TOPS."

Hans Fantel, October 21, 1990

"GOOD SPEAKERS FOR LESS THAN $200 ARE HARD TO FIND. THE PINNACLE PN5+...BOASTS TRUE HIGH FIDELITY SOUND IN SMALL CABINETS."

Cary Lu, September 1990

"HEAR THE PN8+...ESPECIALLY IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR AN EXCEPTIONAL VALUE IN A SPEAKER."

Julian Hirsch, July 1990

Unsurpassed Value in Bookshelf
"MODELS LIKE...THE PINNACLE PN8+ SHOW A DEGREE OF SONIC REFINEMENT UNHEARD OF IN SPEAKERS OF SIMILAR SIZE TEN YEARS AGO."
E. Brad Meyer, August 1990

"PINNACLE LOUDSPEAKERS HAS ACHIEVED WONDERS WITH ITS PATENTED VERSION OF A BASS REFLEX ENCLOSURE."
Hans Fantel, October 21, 1990

"...THE PN6+ IS A MUST HEAR MODEL FOR YOUR AUDITION LIST."
Robert Lang, November 1989

Heard Enough?

Speakers PINNACLE®
255 Executive Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803 (516) 576-9052
Model PN8+
There's a school of music lovers that doesn't care what audio equipment looks like as long as it sounds good. And another that doesn't really care what it sounds like as long as it looks good.

Denon is proud to announce that, with the introduction of the D-Series Personal Component Systems, the sound-conscious and the style-conscious have been gracefully united—once and for all.

Although the D-Series systems are less than 1/2 the size of conventional systems, each consists of genuine hi-fi components, not mere look-alikes. They are constructed with strong metal chassis and front panels, high-current power supplies, and wide-bandwidth, low-noise circuitry, all hallmarks of high performance audio gear.

In the spirit of separate components, you can choose a D-Series system (D-120, D-150 or D-200S) that's exactly right for you, giving you the option of a 6-disc CD changer; a horizontal-loading, auto-reverse Dolby® cassette deck; powerful, super sensitive AM/FM receivers and high performance, magnetically-shielded compact speakers.

With the Denon D-Series, the definition of style goes far deeper than appearance: not only do they all offer integrated remote control, they add such intuitive operational control as one-touch source selection and one-touch recording.

The Denon D-Series. The high fidelity components that are a joy to be heard and to behold.
Recent discs and cassettes reviewed by
Chris Albertson, Phyl Garland, Ron Givens, Roy Hemming, Alanna Nash, Parke Puterbaugh, and Steve Simels

MARIAH CAREY: Emotions. Mariah Carey (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Emotions; And You Don't Remember; Can't Let Go; Make It Happen; If It's Over; and five others. Columbia @ CK 47980 (47 min), © CT 47980.

Performance: Fine singing
Recording: Very good
When Mariah Carey is singing at her peak, she all but dares you not to listen. The lustrous texture of her voice, with its appealingly breathy quality, is enough to invite attention, but it is her startling high notes, far beyond the range of most vocalists, that inspire awe—not since the late Minnie Riperton have we heard a pop singer produce such dazzling birdlike effects. But in spite of all her splendid singing in this new album, Carey seldom inspires the sort of deep emotional response that is the mark of a truly significant artist.

The fault is largely with the material. Carey wrote all the songs herself, with the help of some of the top pop writers of the moment. But songs like If I Could Give You More, a prime example of Carey's updated Sixties strategy, with synth hooks and a solid, danceable beat enveloping a dynamic chorus and potent vocal arrangement, are an anomaly. The rest isn't consistently terrific, but songs like If I Plead Insanity and Little Black Book gain presence with repeated exposure. Carey's influences are apparent in a few places: The vocals and twelve-string guitar in Loneliness Game beg comparison with the B-52's Dry County, and You're Nothing Without Me owes more than a little to Love's kinetic, flamenco-style Alone Again Or. But that's how it went back in the Sixties; musicians borrowed from one another and tried to make something fresh through the art of synthesis. "Live Your Life, Be Free" isn't the most original or consequential album I've heard, but it's a fun piece of popcraft.

LLOYD COLE: Don't Get Weird on Me, Babe (see Best of the Month, page 72)

HARRY CONNICK, JR.: Blue Light, Red Light. Harry Connick, Jr. (vocals, piano); other musicians. Blue Light, Red Light (Someone's There); A Blessing and a Curse; You Didn't Know Me When; Jill; With Imagination (I'll Get There); If I Could Give You More; and five others. Columbia @ CK 48685 (59 min), © CT 48685.

Performance: Evocative
Recording: Excellent
Connick's pop throwback never sounds corny, either (an accomplishment in itself). Connick also demonstrates some depth when he settles into a more introspective mood. The ballad Jill, which he sings with cushioning sincerity, is beautiful and affecting by any measure, as is Sonny Cried, where his vocals are accompanied only by Russell Malone's guitar.

While the emphasis here is on Connick's singing, he deserves equal credit for how the songs are arranged. The clustered harmonies and instrumental colorings in the title song, for example, are Ellingtonian, but it is apparent that Connick has also listened well to scores most members of his generation are addicted to rock, rap, and rhythm rather than romance. In "Blue Light, Red Light," Connick sings a dozen original compositions in his own big-band arrangements. The whimsical lyrics depict a less complicated world where things always work out for the best, a time and place that might have been lifted from Frank Capra films. The very flavor of some of his more lighthearted numbers, such as the title song, You Didn't Know Me When, and If I Could Give You More, are delightfully evocative of the Forties and Fifties. The love he sings of never sinks to bumping and grinding. No drugs, booze, and blowouts here. But he
by such fine arrangers as Billy May, though nothing seems merely imitative. The thrust, cohesion, and driving energy of Connick and his band are nothing less than thrilling when they let loose in the concluding number, Just Kiss Me. This stunning performance is a fitting finale for an album that should cement Connick's stature as more than just another pretty voice.

ROBERTA FLACK: Set the Night to Music. Roberta Flack (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. The Waiting Game; Set the Night to Music; When Someone Tears Your Heart in Two; Something Your Heart Has Been Telling Me; You Make Me Feel Brand New; Unforgettable; My Foolish Heart; and other new songs are not much better, the one goodie being a duet with Maxi Priest in the appealing title ballad. There are several standards, but Mardin has treated them inappropriately, too. The Victor Young classic My Funny Valentine is descanted by a pop beat—at times Flack sounds like she's racing to catch up with the orchestra. In You Make Me Feel Brand New she's locked into another inappropriate tempo and offers a stilted reading. Much the same happens with Unforgettable. Only at the very end of this set does Flack lead from her strength with a lovely and pensive rendition of Always. If she had started where she ended, this could have been a far more rewarding album.

RICKIE LEE JONES: Pop Pop. Rickie Lee Jones (vocals); Robben Ford (acoustic guitar); Dino Saluzzi (bandoneón); David Was (background vocals); other musicians. My One and Only Love; Spring Can Really Hang You Up the Most; Hi-Lili Hi-Lo; Up from the Skies; Second Time Around; Dat Dere; I'll Be Seeing You; Bye Bye Blackbird; and four others. Geffen © GefD-24426 (50 min), © GFEC-24426.

Performance: Schizoid
Recording: Very good

It isn't until the eleventh cut in this bizarre mish-mash of jazz standards, Broadway tunes, and covers of Sixties rock tunes that you remember why you swooned to Ricki Lee Jones in the first place. In that cut, Love Junkyard, co-written by the project's producer, David Was, and John Keller, Jones veers away from her usual bluesy, beatnik affectations in an earnest little-girl-lost fashion, giving a performance that could have fit nicely into her head-turning 1979 debut album. But Love Junkyard fits into the rest of this program—stocked with warmed-over renditions of I Won't Grow Up from Peter Pan, Spring Can Really Hang You Up the Most, and an unrecognizable cover of Jimi Hendrix's Up from the Skies—as smoothly as oil mixes with water.

The overall idea for the album was apparently to expand Jones's jazz-standard repertory via sparse backings hung together by Robben Ford's nylon-string acoustic guitar. At times, a nontraditional voice and style like Jones's in a shopworn standard can make the song seem fresh and contemporary. But her painful slur of an ending in Spring Can Really Hang You Up the Most and embarrassing veering off the musical track in Hi-Lili Hi-Lo tend to make her look less like a seeker of romance and afterglow than a young woman armed with enough freedom to make a fool out of herself. Aside from the occasional seductive saxophone solo and one semi-erotic tune, Dat Dere (about, surprisingly, a quizzical kid), "Pop Pop" is mostly slop, slop, an almost totally forgettable foray into what for Jones is dangerous territory. Did I say forgettable? We can only hope. A.N.

KENNY LOGGINS: Leap of Faith. Kenny Loggins (vocals, acoustic guitar); Sheryl Crow (duet vocals); Smokey Robinson, Mavis Staples (cameo vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Sweet Reunion; Coming Home; Mama I'm Coming Home; Change the World; Mama I'm Coming Home; Changing My Mind; Leap of Faith; The Real Thing; Conviction of the Heart; If You Believe; I Would Do Anything; Sweet Reunion; and five others. Columbia © CK 46140 (66 min), © CT 46140.

Performance: Spiritual fog
Recording: Very good

Remember when Kenny Loggins wrote melodies? When he came up with hummable stuff like Danny's Song, Footloose, Whenever I Call You Friend, and This Is It? That's the old Kenny Loggins. The new one is more concerned with integrating pop, world music, and adult contemporary, and in a less than memorable fashion.

Loggins is to be commended for attempting to write this entire album about the two things that occupy his heart—love for the planet and love among the human kind. But aside from the dreamy title song and two he wrote for members of his family (Cody's Song, for his second son, and My Father's House, a poignant spilling of the soul to his dead parent), he gets bogged down in predictable Earth Day lyrics, thoughts that are too personal and enigmatic (The Real Thing), and rhythmic experiments that veer off into the stratosphere. The singer may be working through a personal crisis—Too Early for the Sun, for example, details his recent "radical life shift," when "love entered"—but with little more than his positive, spiritual attitude and supple falsetto to lead the way, it may take a leap of faith, indeed, for his audience, New Age or otherwise, to follow.

A.N.

OZZY OSBOURNE: No More Tears. Ozzy Osbourne (vocals), other musicians. Mr. Tinkertrain; Don't Wanna Change the World; Mama I'm Coming Home; Desire; No More Tears; and six others. Epic © ZK 46795 (57 min), © ZT 46795.

Performance: Kinder, gentler Ozzy
Recording: Fine

The reformed Ozzy Osbourne heard in "No More Tears" sounds less like Jack the Ripper than like a lovable, avuncular eccentric. Apparently in a recovery phase as regards his drinking and debauchery, Osbourne tempers the metal din in favor of something more melodic and thoughtfully constructed. You can practically hear an army of dumbfounded kids griping, "Sellout, man," but Ozzy truly sounds like he's (dare I say it?) maturing. Try playing Mama I'm Coming Home, a largely acoustic number boasting some nifty harmonies, for a cynical friend and ask him or her to guess the artist. The next sound you hear should be that of a body hitting the floor in disbelief.

Okay, most of "No More Tears" still
Almost Free CD Offer

(You only pay $3.99 shipping & handling)

**Shanachie First Family Of Reggae**

This 67 minute, 15 cut CD Reggae sampler contains songs from your favorite performers. Featuring Bunny Wailer, Rita Marley, Judy Mowatt, Linton Kwesi Johnson, Joe Higgs, Augustus Pablo, Mutabaruka, Culture, Eek-A-Mouse, Yellowman, Alpha Blondy, Luck Dube, Ras Michael, Dennis Brown and Gregory Isaacs. Ya Mon! (64557) CD Only

To get your almost Free Shanachie Reggae Sampler CD, fill out the coupon below and send it along with $3.99 for S&H per disc or call 1-800-451-BOSE.

More Almost Free CDs

Besides Shanachie First Family Of Reggae you can request any of these additional CD samplers.

- **Rykosdisc – Steal This Disc 1.** 72 minute sampler with Johnny Adams, Devo, Jimi Hendrix, Frank Zappa and more. (34554) (Please enclose $3.99 per disc for S&H.)

- **Rykosdisc – Steal This Disc 3.** 72 minutes, 23 tracks. Features Nils Lofgren, Jimi Hendrix, Frank Zappa, Badfinger, DEVO, David Bowie and more. (55328) (Please enclose $3.99 per disc for S&H.)

- **JVC – World Sounds Catalog.** 40 cuts with music from all over the world. Includes selections from China, Bali, Zaire and more. (49063) (Please enclose $3.99 per disc for S&H.)

- **Teldec – Classic International.** This 69-minute CD contains 22 tracks, highlighting Teldec's Spring 1991 releases. Includes selections from Wagner, Haydn, Tchaikovsky, Mozart, Strauss, Copland, Bach, Beethoven and more. (61539) (Please enclose $3.99 per disc for S&H.)

- **Naxos – The Best Of Naxos 4.** 12 cuts featuring Beethoven, Telemann, Rachmaninov and more. (66358) (Please enclose $3.99 per disc for S&H.)

**The World's Largest CD & Tape Catalog**

Order a copy of our catalog along with your CDs. The Bose Express Music Catalog is like having an enormous record store all to yourself. You can shop for the music you want, when you want it. We carry everything in Rock, Jazz, Blues, Pop, Country & Classical...you'll find it all here in our 240 page, 50,000-title source book.

The catalog is only $6.00 (refundable on your first order from the catalog). Ordering your music from us couldn't be easier. Call our 800 number, or send the order form to us by fax or post. There is no purchase obligation or unrequested shipments.

**FREE CD OFFER**

- Send me the Shanachie CD Sampler. (Enclosed is $3.99 S&H.)
- Send me the CDs checked on this ad. (Enclosed is an additional $3.99 S&H per CD.)
- Send me the attached list of recordings reviewed or advertised in this issue. Please include artist and title. Enclose $8.99/CA or $12.99/CD plus $3.99 S&H per order.
- Send me the annual 240-page catalog. Enclosed is $6.00 (refundable on my first order from the catalog).
- Check or Credit Card Visa MC AMEX
  (Outside U.S. Credit Card Only, Please)

CC# Exp Name
Address
City State Zip

CALL 1-800-451-BOSE (2673)

OR MAIL WITH PAYMENT TO:
BOSE EXPRESS MUSIC
The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701
Fax: 508-875-0604
aims toward rafter-rattling frenzy, but of a kind that anyone who found merit in Led Zeppelin should be able to appreciate. Osbourne's latest hotshot-guitarist discovery, Zakk Wylde, mixes finesse and melody with the de rigueur pyrotechnics. Don't Wanna Change the World and Desire boast jaw-dropping runs, but they go somewhere other than in circles. For instance, the lyrics for Don't Wanna Change turn the tables on those who claim a special rapport with the divine to justify passing judgment on others: "Tell me I'm a sinner, I've got news for you/I spoke to God this morning and he don't like you."

Osbourne and company get ambitious in the extended production number No More Tears and kick out the jams for a boisterous, unflinching account of lost years in Zombie Stomp. Amid a hail of saw-toothed guitar riffs and an indomitable rhythmic pulse, Hellraiser finds Ozzy wondering if all the hassles of the rock-and-roll life are worth it-and unequivocally deciding they are. The question itself reveals a previously hidden capacity for reflection. "No More Tears" just might be heavy metal's "Sgt. Pepper." It's certainly the pinnacle in Ozzy Osbourne's career and a respectable piece of work by anyone's yardstick. Who would've thought it possible?  

PEARL JAM: Ten. Pearl Jam (vocals and instrumentals). Once; Even Flow; Alive; Why Go; Black; Jeremy; Oceans; and four others. EPIC/ASSOCIATED © ZK 47857 (53 min), © ZT 47857.

Performance: Challenging
Recording: Good

When I heard Pearl Jam in a club last summer, I almost lost all sense of time and space—not just because they were loud, but because they played as if their lives depended upon it. Now Pearl Jam's debut album, called "Ten" for reasons I don't understand, has captured much of the power I experienced that night. This band sounds larger than life, producing a towering inferno of roaring guitars, monumental bass and drums, and from-the-gut vocals. When these same elements are combined by your average heavy-metal band, they sound like cliches, but Pearl Jam knows better than to always take them over the top. The tunes here surge, ebb, and surge again, building up tension until an explosion can't be helped. "Ten" is a soundtrack of the dysfunctional life, taking on—with intelligence and rage—such subjects as mental illness, homelessness, divorce, and heartbreak. The anger and confusion in these songs seems postadolescent. In the song Alive, for example, a young man asks if he deserves to be alive: "Is that the question/And if so... if so/Who answers?" Even when Pearl Jam's lyrics try to be profound and end up pretentious, they're delivered with unshakable conviction by lead singer Eddie Vedder. The musicians backing him up share equally in the forcefulness of these performances, ripping away when things get hot and pulling back into jittery restraint when they cool off. Lead guitarist Mike McCready, in particular, plays with both fury and discipline. Like the rest of the band, he knows how to turn it off as well as turn it on. The push-pull of Pearl Jam is irresistible.  

R.G.

PROCOL HARUM: The Prodigal Stranger. Procol Harum (vocals and instrumentals); other musicians. The Truth Won't Fade Away; Holding On; Man with a Mission; (You Can't) Turn Back the Page; One More Time; A Dream in Ev'ry Home; and six others. Zoo © 72445-11011-2 (52 min), © 72445-11011-4.

Performance: Dramatic
Recording: Good

Procol Harum hasn't recorded as a band since the middle Seventies, but, bless 'em, they still know how to make it big. Way back when, a slightly different ver-

**Looks small. Sounds BIG!**

We moved our 10" woofer to the bottom of the Design Acoustics PS10a, not just to make it look smaller, but to make it sound much better.

The compact front baffle creates a smaller acoustic source, reducing diffraction for superior definition and clarity, and more precise stereo imaging.

High-efficiency bass, radiated from the unique slot-loaded down-firing woofer, is consistently smooth and powerful anywhere in the room.

To learn more about the unique Point Source™ difference of the PS10a, write or call 1-800-933-9022 for literature and dealer list today.

**PS10a Point Source™ 3-Way Loudspeaker System**

Available in Oak and Contemporary Black Ash Finish
Limited Edition

Classic Rock Fine Art Prints

Created from the Original Record Album Cover Art and Plate-Signed by the Original Artists

A Most Important Art Form

Record album cover art has been called one of the most important graphic art forms of our time. Yet, with the advent of the tape cassette and the compact disc, this art form has all but vanished. But now, The Record Art Collection™ preserves some of the best of this art.

Own A Piece Of Rock -And- Roll History

The Record Art Collection™ is a treasure trove of nostalgia as well as a unique collection of fine art. Spanning thirty years of rock-and-roll history, it is the first comprehensive series of limited edition lithographic prints ever derived from vintage rock-and-roll record album covers. Only 9,800 prints of each work will be created for worldwide acquisition, after which the printing plates will be destroyed.

A Superb Collection of 18 Prints:


CALL 1-800-825-5888

Order Form

Mail To: Record Art, 192 Mission Land Road, Dept. SR, Pine Island, NY 10969.

<table>
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<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Framed</th>
<th>Unframed</th>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td>Tommy</td>
<td>$195.00</td>
<td>$145.00</td>
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<tr>
<td>Led Zeppelin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipping: Add $22.50 Per Print</td>
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</tr>
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(For residents, please add 8.25% sales tax)

Charge My: Visa MasterCard American Express or Send Check or MO payable to "Record Art"
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SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 30-Day Return Policy.
CAN TUBES WARM UP CD SOUND?

How a very old technology can make a brand new compact disc player sound extraordinarily good

Our ultra-advanced new SD/A-490t includes two vacuum tubes whose classic design has remained unchanged for over 35 years. We and many other critical listeners believe that this anachronistic addition to an already excellent CD player design significantly enhances its sound.

THE AMPLIFIER THAT DOESN'T AMPLIFY.

Between a CD player's D/A converter and external outputs is circuitry called a buffer amplifier which actually doesn't boost the signal strength at all. Instead, the buffer amp is a unity gain device which increases output current, and acts as a sort of electronic shock absorber, isolating the relatively fragile D/A chip set from the nasty outside world of demanding analog components.

TUBES VERSUS SOLID STATE.

More than 98% of all CD players use solid state devices for buffer amplifiers. A handful of hard-to-find, esoteric designs in the $1200 to $2500 range employ one or more tubes instead. As does our readily-available $699 SD/A-490t.

In ultra-expensive preamplifiers and power amplifiers, tube sound is subjectively described as "mellower", "warmer", "more open and natural" or simply "less harsh than solid state". Objective, it's safe to say that tubes: 1) Produce even-order distortion versus transistors' odd-order distortion, particularly 3rd harmonics which are especially unpleasant to the ear; 2) Act as a pure Class A device when used in a buffer stage (Class A output is considered the optimal amplifier configuration); 3) "Round off" the waveform when they clip, while over-driven solid state devices cut off sharply, causing audible distortion.

THE SD/A-490t'S OUTPUT SECTION.

Our new CD player uses two 6DJ8 dual triodes placed between the digital-to-analog converter and a motorized volume control. Operated at less than 30% of their maximum capacity, the tubes achieve a highly linear output voltage with very low static and transient distortion while providing very high dynamic headroom.

And because they're "loafing" at 1/3 their rated current capability, the SD/A-490t's tubes are designed to last the life of the CD player without replacement or need for adjustment.

AN ARRAY OF FEATURES AS RICH AS ITS SOUND.

We've designed the SD/A-490t to be both useful and easy-to-use. 21-key front panel or remote programming. Fixed and variable output. Programming grid display. Random "shuffle" play. Variable length fade. Automatic song selection to fit any length of tape. Even index programming for classical CD's.

Plus our proprietary Soft EQ circuitry which compensates for variables in spacial (L-R) information and midrange equalization found in many CD's mastered from analog tapes.

BRING YOUR TWO BEST CRITICS TO A CARVER DEALER.

It's tempting to further regale you with how well we think the SD/A-490t's tubes and Single Bit D/A circuitry improve the sound of a compact disc. But your own ears should be the final arbiter of quality. Bring them to a Carver dealer and compare tube output with solid state designs costing $1000 or more. Suffice it to say that almost all critical listeners not only are able to hear a difference, but prefer the sound of the remarkably affordable SD/A-490t's dual triode transfer function.

THE SD/A-490t

- Dual 6DJ8 Vacuum Tube Output Stage
- Over-sized Disc Stabilizer Transport
- 24-Track Programming with Music Calendar Display and 21-key front panel and remote input
- Indexing
- Random Play
- Motorized Volume Control
- Time Edit/Fade Taping Feature with user-variable time parameters
- 2 to 10 Second Variable Length Fade
- Optical and Coaxial Digital Outputs
- Exclusive Carver Soft EQ

CARVER
CARVER CORP., LYNWOOD, WA, U.S.A.
Call 1-800-443-CAVR for information and dealer listings.

sion of this band recorded an album with a real symphony orchestra. Today, Procol Harum uses modern technology to fill out the arrangements. Synthesizers imitate strings on many of the tracks here, which may plod along but nearly always sound compelling anyway. Lead singer and pianist Gary Brooker—with the occasional help of organist Matthew Fisher and a few others—has written some strong, if somewhat portentous melodies, and the delicate interplay of Brooker’s decorative piano and Fisher’s atmospheric organ creates an intimate counterweight. Guitarist Robin Trower snaps off some urgent, impassioned staccato of the Kinks. Only in the title track and You Don’t Miss Your Water, a William Bell tune best remembered for the Gram Parsons rendition (replicated
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**STEREO REVIEW PRESENTS THE BASIC REPERTORY ON COMPACT DISC**

In response to readers’ requests, the noted critic Richard Freed has chosen the best available CD recordings of the standard compositions in the classical orchestral repertory. Hundreds of recordings of symphonic works from Bach to Wagner!
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BBE Reveals all the Sound You’ve Never Heard

“New layers of detail were revealed... the soundstage was deeper and more three dimensional... proved totally addictive to these ears!”

André Everard, High Fidelity, UK

Available at fine retailers such as:
- Tops Appliance, NJ
- Sound City, NJ

Or order direct: (800) 233-8346

BBE Sound 1500 Rotalo Ave., Suite 248, Huntington Beach, CA 92648. Send me BBE 1002 unit(s) at $229 each. Measures: 16.5" X 9" X 17.0", 13 lbs. (U.S. only). Cali. residents add sales tax. Includes UPS ground charges. UPS overnight: $15, 2nd day: $10.

Enclosed is a check for $.

Enclosed is a charge of $.

Charge to my Visa MasterCard American Express

**AIWA®**

Audio products featuring BBE® High Definition Sound.

Visit your local electronics store and hear the superb new AIWA® audio products featuring BBE® High Definition Sound. Hear the BBE car stereo model at auto sound specialists.

**Stereo Review presents a critical discography**
here), does Stumey step out of the incense fog. He has a transcendent quality — he’s able to take you places. Whether you’ll remember that you’ve been there is another matter entirely. A.N.

THE STYLISTICS: Love Talk. The Stylistics (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. Love Talk: Me — U = Blue; Hang Your Teardrops Up to Dry; I Don’t Need This; (Medley) Becca, by Golly, Wow! You Are Everything/I’m Stone in Love with You/You Make Me Feel Brand New: and four others. AMERICAN STEREO @ AMH 94404 (45 min), © AMH 54404.

Performance: Sweet soul music
Recording: Very good

Maybe I’m old-fashioned for liking the Stylistics as much as I do, but if so, I’m proud of it. Back in the Seventies, when the trio was among the best of a generation of fine male groups, it was easy to take them for granted. They were known for the exceptional sweetness of their vocal blend, with a high lead tenor lending a special airiness.

“Love Talk” presents the Stylistics in a winning combination of memorable oldies — Becca, by Golly, Wow! You Are Everything, I’m Stone in Love with You, and You Make Me Feel Brand New — and the other melds Goin’ Out of My Head and You Make Me Feel Brand New — and the other melds Goin’ Out of My Head and Can’t Take My Eyes off You.

If you want to know where the Bee Gees got the inspiration for the popular falsetto singing of their Saturday Night Fever period, just refer back to the source: the Stylistics. P.G.

DONNA SUMMER: Mistaken Identity. Donna Summer (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Get Ethnic; Body Talk; Work That Magic; When Love Cried, Heaven’s Just a Whisper Away; and seven others. ATLANTIC © 82285-2 (55 min), © 82285-4.

Performance: In top form
Recording: Very good

Donna Summer has been so closely identified with dance music that it’s easy to forget what a broad-based singer she is. She can massage the emotions as well as the body, and she does both in this new album. Dance tunes such as Get Ethnic, Fred Astaire, and the title track are immediately captivating, and rather than settling into a single groove, she mixes up the rhythms — moving, for example, into an undulating beat in When Love Cried, one of the best numbers here. The ballads are no less effective, especially Heaven’s Just a Whisper Away, which features Summer in the sort of mellow mood that made her recording of Last Dance an all-time favorite. She even offers the inspirational Let There Be Peace, with superb backing by the McClendon Choir.

Summer wrote or co-wrote ten of the twelve numbers here, and she and producer/arranger Keith Diamond know how to showcase her talents. The results fit her voice and style like a stylish body stocking. P.G.

JAMES TAYLOR: New Moon Shine (see Best of the Month, page 71)

TIMBUK3: Big Shot in the Dark. Timbuk3 (vocals and instrumentals); other musicians. God Made an Angel; Sunshine; Two Medicines; The Border Crossing; Big Shot in the Dark; Mudflap Girl; and six others. I.R.S. © X2-13094 (47 min), © X4-13094.

Performance: Woolly
Recording: Good

Timbuk3 may or may not think of themselves as politically correct. They do, however, have the forthright courage of their convictions, enough to snap on the title track at a neo-con who has changed his liberal ways in middle age: “You had it right the first time.” They take an anti-authoritarian stance against guards at The Border Crossing for “paranoia” about odd-looking travelers. And in the new-agey Two Medicines they suggest laughter and tears as the cures for many ailments. Balancing out these seriously held cultural attitudes is a good deal of whimsy. In The Little Things they confess that they “just love the name” of Delaware, and in Wake Up Little Darlin’ they make gentle observations about small children and bad dreams.

On the whole, Timbuk3 tackles the kinds of stuff that must concern them in their everyday, postcollegiate lives, setting their fretfulness or amusement to tunes that are snappy but understated. An electric guitar might noodle a counterpoint here or grill slightly there, or even make a brisk run once in a while, but the music never gets riled up. “Big Shot in the Dark” offers the firmly held vision of gentlefolk who wouldn’t think of making a rude noise, no matter what the provocation.

R.G.

TRIP SHAKESPEARE: Lulu. Matt and Dan Wilson (vocals, guitar, piano); John Munson (vocals, bass); Elaine Harris (drums, percussion). “none of the regular rules were true . . . .”: Lulu; Bachelorette; Your Mouth; Will You Be Found; and nine others. A&M © 75021 5372-2 (58 min), © 75021 5372-4.

Performance: Cute
Recording: Okay

The really, really smart ones never want to make it simple. No, they want very much to make pop music in their own very special ways, toying with the music and the words enough so that we’ll understand just how smart they are. You can tell how much Trip Shakespeare likes the poppiness of pop when you hear the perky, retro bounciness of their making-out-in-the-car song, Bonneville. But these folks are easily bored by convention, so they go against the grain by concocting obtuse lyrics — “Your mouth is my apartment in the evening”— and tossing in odd, barely related intros, bridges, codas, and outros. As much as I admire the imagination behind all this effort — especially in Bachelorette, where the tune’s sweetness meets the self-effacing lyrics head on — I wish Trip Shakespeare had used a little more self-restraint.

R.G.

Collection


Performance: Imaginative
Recording: Good

Last year a song by Suzanne Vega, Tom’s Diner, was given a full “house” remodeling job by a British dance-music duo, DNA. It became an unlikely hit, inspiring a spate of unconventional versions and interpretations (shades of the mid-Eighties Roxanne mania). “Tom’s Album” collects a dozen of them and adds DNA’s latest treatment of a Vega tune, Rusted Pipe. The twelve tracks all hark back to the folk-protest era, when songs were a way of singing the news or signifying points of view. They cross lines of gender, language, politics, and music. One is about an unwanted pregnancy, and another disses the war in the Persian Gulf. There are versions in French and German. The song gets reggaeied, scatted, sung a cappella, and turned into a homage to the TV show I Dream of Jeannie. Michael Stipe runs
Musical Articulation. Detail. Elusive qualities of superior sonic reproduction that are rarely found in even the most expensive subwoofers.

Until now! M&K's new MX subwoofers bring you these high-performance qualities—in a smaller cabinet and at a lower price.

In a cabinet the size of a bookshelf speaker, two new proprietary 12" subwoofer drivers produce the massive amounts of bass only expected from much larger cabinets. Better yet, M&K's Push-Pull design produces a much higher quality of bass by virtually eliminating even-order harmonic distortion.

MX-100, MX-90, MX-80 & MX-70
Four MX models, with internal amplifiers between 75 and 203 watts RMS, provide an ideal match for your system.

Building On Excellence
Seventeen years of M&K experience in Satellite-Subwoofer systems comes together again to create a new subwoofer performance standard. And with the 18" x 10" x 13.5" MX-70, M&K creates a new compact subwoofer standard.

The Ideal Choice
The unprecedented musical articulation and "ultra quick" sound of the MX subwoofers make them the perfect choice to complete any audio or audio/video system.
Why This Ad Is Making The Other Loudspeaker Company Nervous.

We think the Ensemble II speaker system by Henry Kloss is better than the BOSE AM-5 Series II. And because Cambridge SoundWorks sells direct...it's half the price.

Audio Hall of Fame member, Henry Kloss
All Cambridge SoundWorks products are designed by our co-founder and chairman, Henry Kloss, who created the dominant speakers of the '50s (AR), '60s (KLH) and '70s (Advent). Our high performance, high-value speakers and systems are all manufactured in our factory in Newton, Massachusetts.

Ensemble II performance for half the Bose price.
Ensemble® II is the latest version of the subwoofer-satellite speakers Audio magazine said "may be the best value in the world." Unlike the Bose® system, it uses two-way satellite speakers and acoustic suspension subwoofers (with 35% more cone area). It can sound identical to our original Ensemble system.

Audio experts on call 365 days a year.
Our helpful, knowledgeable audio experts (not clerks) are on duty for advice, hook-up information or orders, 8AM-midnight, every day, including holidays. They don't know the meaning of the phrase "hard sell!" A customer wrote "The quality of your product is matched by your attitude towards your customers."

We've eliminated the expensive "middle-men."
All Cambridge SoundWorks components and systems are sold factory-direct to the public, eliminating huge distribution expenses. Don't be fooled by our reasonable prices—our products are very well made, with premium quality components throughout. With our 30-day satisfaction guarantee, you can't lose.

FREE catalog—Pioneer, Philips, Denon and more.
Our full-color catalog is loaded with systems and components from top name brands, including our own. Our systems deliver a lot of performance for the money, especially our Dolby Surround systems, which we feel are the best values in the country. For your free catalog, call 1-800-AKA-HIFI, 24 hours a day.

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
A new kind of audio company, with factory-direct savings.
154 California St., Suite 102, Newton, MA 02158 1-800-AKA-HIFI (800-252-4434)
Fax: 617-332-5936 In Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Switchboard: 617-332-5936

Jazz

JIM HALL AND FRIENDS: Volume 2, Live at Town Hall. Jim Hall (guitar); Steve LaSpina (bass); Terry Clarke (drums); other musicians. Hide and Seek, How Deep Is the Ocean, Sanctity, My Funny Valentine: Careful. MUSIC MASTERS © 01612-65066-2 (45 min), © 01612-65066-4.

Performance: Fine
Recording: Excellent remote

Guitarist Jim Hall has enhanced performances by some of the finest jazz musicians of this and past eras. He has made enduring records with pianist Bill Evans ("Interplay") and the Chico Hamilton Quintet. He helped Sonny Rollins get over "The Bridge," and few 1957 jazz fans weren't moved by his mesmerizing locomotion in The Train and the River, a Jimmy Giuffre Trio number that graced an Atlantic album, the film documentary "Jazz on a Summer's Day," and television's most glorious tribute to jazz, "The Sound of Jazz." In the past thirty years, Hall has also made noteworthy appearances as a leader, and that beat goes on into the Nineties. "Jim Hall and Friends, Volume 2" was recorded at New York City's Town Hall, which has been the scene of great jazz concerts since the Forties. The concert, part of the 1990 JVC Festival, features the guitarist in quartet and trio surroundings and with a nine-piece group that includes vibist Gary Burton and fellow guitarist Mick Goodrick, John Abercrombie, Peter Bernstein, and John Scofield. There is also a delicate, skillfully interwoven Goodrick-Abercrombie duet in My Funny Valentine. It all adds up to 45 minutes of smooth, timeless jazz that is gentle to the ear while rich in substance. This album is a must for guitar fans, and you might also wish to check out Volume 1, which has Hall in the impressive company of Burton, Ron Carter, Bob Brookmeyer, and Gerry Mulligan.

RÉNÉE MANNING: As Is. Rénee Manning (vocals); Ron Tooley (trumpet); Earl McIntyre (bass trombone); Ralph Lalama, Dick Oatts (reeds, flute); Billy Butler (guitar); Rufus Reid (bass); Kenny Washington (drums); other musicians. I'm on You; Tell Me You'll Wait for Me; Deed I Do; Joe Louis Blues; Crazy About You; I Stand Alone; Bye Bye Black...
bird: and six others. Ken ® 013 (58 min)
Ken Music, 301 W. 57th St., Suite 26A,
New York, NY 10019.
Performance: First-rate
Recording: Excellent

If you have heard Renée Manning sing with the Mel Lewis orchestra—which she did for some five years—or with any of the other jazz groups in the New York City area, this is probably an album you have been waiting for. "As Is" features Manning with nine superb musicians, performing a wide-ranging program of both original and familiar songs. Her delivery may not be anywhere near as distinct as Billie's, Sarah's, Dinah's, or Ella's, but she compensates for that with a rich, commanding voice over which she has complete control. In an age when volume has become the yardstick by which even the formerly discriminating Apollo Theatre audiences measure an acceptable performance, it is a pleasure to hear any singer who can carry a tune. But Manning goes far beyond that. Her album is a lesson in good taste, from her performance to the choice of material, band, and arranger. The charts are by trombonist Earl McIntyre, who also contributes two excellent songs, Joe Louis Blues and a moving solo called All Alone. The musicians include pianist Ronnie Matthews, saxophonist Dick Oatts, and guitarist Billy Butler, all of whom solo expertly, and the backbone of the rhythm section is provided by bassist Rufus Reid and drummer Kenny Washington. With a supporting cast like that, the singer had better be good, and Manning is. I would be remiss if I didn't mention that Manning also composed three of the songs—It's on You, May's Whispers, and As Is—and they warrant the attention of other vocalists.

DAVID SANBORN: Another Hand. David Sanborn (alto saxophone); Bill Frisell, Marc Ribot, Al Anderson, Dave Tronzo (guitar), Charlie Haden (bass); Marcus Miller (bass guitar); Leon Pendavris (organ); Mulgrew Miller (piano); Jack DeJohnette (drums); Don Alias (percussion); other musicians. First Song; Monica Jane; Come to Me, Nina; Hobbies; Weird from One Step Beyond; and five others. ELEKTRA MUSICIAN ® 61088-2 (58 min), ® 61088-4.
Performance: Uneven
Recording: Satisfactory

After several years of commercial success and public acclaim as a pop-jazz fusion star, alto saxophonist David Sanborn is apparently intent on establishing his reputation as a legitimate jazz artist. The release of this new album coincided with a series of public appearances during which he performed with artists whose jazz credentials are impeccable. The problem is, the album touches on so many kinds of expression that it suffers from the lack of a cohesive center.

Sanborn's strength is in the gritty, full-bodied, and fluid sound he is able to project through his horn. He is, more than most jazz soloists, dependent on his back-up musicians to flesh out the basic ideas he puts forth. When he joins forces here with the idiosyncratic composer-guitarist Bill Frisell, his own identity seems to wither away, and his solos seem thin and unfocused when he performs with bassist Charlie Haden.

Sanborn is at his best in "Another Hand" when he avoids experimentation and settles into a highly melodic and deliciously rhapsodic groove, as in Marcus Miller's Dukes & Counts, by far the best selection. With Mulgrew Miller on piano, Jack DeJohnette on drums, and Marcus Miller on bass guitar, Sanborn delves into the luscious center of the composition and lets its beauty flow freely. He should avoid pseudo-intellectual efforts and do what he does best, which is to play as prettily as he can, straight from his heart.

NORMAN SIMMONS: 13th Moon. Norman Simmons (piano); Jimmy Owens (flute, tenor saxophone); Frank Wess (tenor saxophone); David Samuels (vibraphone); Lisle Atkinson (bass); Roberta Davis (vocals); other musicians. 13th Moon; Bag's Groove; So Sad; Willow Penn for Me; and five others. MILIJAC ® MJP-1003 (48 min). Milijac Publishing Co., 315 Seventh Ave., New York, NY 10001.
Performance: Good stuff
Recording: Fine sound

You may not be familiar with the name, but if you listen to jazz with any regularity, there is only a slight chance that you haven't heard Norman Simmons play. His piano has provided a foundation for some of the greatest horn players in modern jazz, and he has worked as accompanist to a wide variety of vocalists, ranging from Carmen McRae and Anita O'Day to Joe Williams and Betty Carter. For many years I expected to see him break away and give us the full measure of his talent. He did emerge in a 1977 Spotlite album called "Ramira the Dancer," as well as in three mid-Eighties albums on his own small Milijac label. Now the Milijac records are out on CD, and I urge all devotees of good, unpretentious jazz to lend them an ear or two.

"13th Moon." the third album, is simply superb. The supporting cast is stellar, with trumpeter Jimmy Owens and saxophonist Frank Wess up front, Lisle Atkinson on bass, and Al Harewood or Gurry King at the drums. There are other participants, including Latin percussionists and an appealing vocalist, Roberta Davis, but the centerpiece is the leader's lyrical piano. Simmons is not a flashy pianist, but he will dazzle you with his gentle touch and invention. Perhaps bassist Red Mitchell put it best: "When Norman says what he has to say, it's real honest jazz, like something between a seance and a church service. Amen.

C.A.
The tenor Jerry Hadley is much in demand these days, both onstage and for recordings. Last fall alone he was featured in Leonard Bernstein’s Candide on Deutsche Grammophon, Kismet on Sony, and Mozart’s The Magic Flute on Telarc and Il Re Pastore on Philips. Hadley also portrays Paul McCartney’s alter ego in the recent EMI Classics recording of McCartney’s Liverpool Oratorio for soloists, chorus, and orchestra. Based on McCartney’s youth in postwar Britain, the 90-minute work was arranged by Carl Davis, who conducted the world premiere in Liverpool—as well as the subsequent London performance where the recording was made. Other soloists are Kiri Te Kanawa, Sally Burgess, and Willard White.

In the liner notes for his new Paisley Park/Warner Bros. album, “Diamonds and Pearls,” Prince proclaims, “A family is born and God bless us cuz we fonky!” The “family” is his new band, the New Power Generation, a group of eight musicians and performers making their recording debut. The album marks the superstar’s first non-film-related record since 1988, and it’s especially notable for his return to a full-band sound reminiscent of his “Purple Rain” days with the Revolution. According to Prince it was a matter of timing: “Everyone else went out and got drum machines and computers, so I threw mine away.”

Rock-and-roll pioneer Fats Domino garnered a remarkable sixty-six chart hits between 1949 and 1963. Now EMI has collected all of them (and more) in “They Call Me the Fat Man: Antoine ‘Fats’ Domino, the Legendary Imperial Recordings.” The four-CD, one-hundred-track set includes such classics as “I’m Walkin’”, “Blueberry Hill”, and “ Ain’t That a Shame,” as well as previously unreleased performances and first-time stereo appearances of otherwise familiar songs. An accompanying booklet contains detailed session notes, a discography, rare photos, and reminiscences from the Fat Man himself.

Dmitri Hvorostovsky, the young Siberian-born baritone, makes his first appearance in a complete opera recording as Alfio in Tchaikovsky’s Eugene Onegin and Rodrigo in Verdi’s Don Carlo (also with Norman). Hvorostovsky’s big break in the West came in 1989 when he won the BBC’s Cardiff Singer of the World Competition. Since then Philips has released two solo albums, the first a selection of arias by Tchaikovsky and Verdi, the second a recital titled “Russian Romances” (appropriate for a man named one of “the fifty most beautiful people in the world” by People magazine). His next solo album, due out in the spring, will be a collection of Russian folk songs.

To coincide with the fortieth anniversary of one of the most popular television series of all time, Sony Music Video has released “Babalu Music! I Love Lucy’s Greatest Hits” on videocassette and laserdisc. Produced by “Weird Al” Yankovic, the video features live performances by Desi Arnaz (a.k.a. Ricky Riccardo) and his orchestra at the Tropicana, as well as other musical moments from the show. Columbia Records simultaneously released a CD/cassette version that includes eight tracks not on the video, among them rare performances from Arnaz’s 1951 radio show, “Your Tropical Trip.” On the other hand, the video boasts five cuts absent from the audio version. The highlight of both, however, is undoubtedly the title track—Ricky Riccardo’s signature song, Babalu—presented in a remixed and ex-
Midori at Carnegie Hall

tended medley form complete with sampled vocals.

FIVE years after his last solo album, Canadian rocker Bryan Adams has returned with “Waking Up the Neighbors” on A&M. The album includes the international hit (Everything I Do) I Do It for You from the soundtrack of the film Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves. The song, cowritten by Adams and producer Mutt Lange, has been the biggest-selling single since 1985’s We Are the World. Adams and his band begin touring Australia and Japan this month, returning for North American performances in March.

LAST year marked the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Monkees, and to honor the Pre-Fab Four, Rhino Records is presenting “The Monkees: Listen to the Band,” a four-CD/four-cassette boxed set spanning the group’s entire career. All of their biggest hit singles are included, as well as a dozen or so previously unreleased tracks, alternate mixes, and outtakes. An accompanying illustrated booklet features interviews with the band members, rare photos, and complete session credits (musicians who played on Monkees sessions include Buddy Miles, Ry Cooder, Neil Young, and Carole King). Meanwhile, Monkee Micky Dolenz has been signed by Kid Rhino, the label’s new children’s division. His first release is “Micky Dolenz Puts You to Sleep,” a collection of pop tunes from the Sixties and Seventies reinterpreted as modern-day lullabies. Among the songs in the set are the Beatles’ Fool on the Hill and Blackbird, Neil Young’s Sugar Mountain, John Lennon’s Beautiful Boy, and (of course) the Monkees’ Pillow Time.

The Pre-Fab Four Go CD

The violinist and conductor Vladimir Spivakov and his Moscow Virtuosi have won fans in the West with their spirited recordings of Baroque and Classical music, including a well-received Four Seasons last year. They haven’t overlooked Russian composers either, recording CD’s of works by Shostakovich, Stravinsky, and Prokofiev for RCA Red Seal. Now Spivakov demonstrates his own virtuosity as a soloist in a new RCA recording of violin showpieces called “It Ain’t Necessarily So,” released on both CD and cassette. It ain’t all Gershwin, though. Other composers include Ravel, Bartók, Debussy, and the Russians mentioned above.

G R A C E N O T E S. Columbia Records, which released Canadian singer/songwriter Bruce Cockburn’s latest album, Nothing But a Burning Light” in the fall, is also in the process of reissuing Cockburn’s entire back catalog on CD—nineteen albums, the earliest dating from 1970. . . Warner/Reprise Video is releasing some classic TV performances of pop music, including “The Judy Garland Christmas Show” (from 1963) and “The Incomparable Nat ‘King’ Cole” (culled from various episodes of his short-lived Fifties series). Teldec issued its first complete set of the Beethoven symphonies in September in a specially priced five-CD set conducted by Nikolaus Harnoncourt. Although widely known for his recordings using period instruments, the conductor chose to record the Beethoven project with modern instruments, claiming that “period instruments are not my first priority . . . the music itself is more important than anything else.”
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**Receivers**

- **Shenwood RA-1140**
  - Stereo Receiver with Surround Sound
  - 25-watts per channel • Mattle surround sound • Video sound input • 4-way headrest • Closed-locked AM/FM tuner with 20 presets • LED power indication • Headphone jack
  - Price: $199.95

- **Shenwood RA-1142**
  - 60 watts/channel, surround sound
  - 119.95

- **Technics SA-GX500**
  - 40 watts/channel, remote
  - 159.95

- **Teac AG-500**
  - 50 watts/channel, matrix surround
  - 169.95

- **Teac AG-1000**
  - 100 watts/channel, surround remote
  - 229.95

- **Technics SA-GX505**
  - 110 watts/channel, Dolby Pro Logic
  - 349.95

**Cassette Decks**

- **Teac AD-3 CD/Cassette Combo**
  - CD features: 16-bit, 4 X oversampling • Dual D/A converter • 2-way digital output • Cassette features: auto-reverse recording, Dolby B/D, Dolby NR, Pro: • Micro input: Base filter tuning • Jet check • Remote scan
  - Price: $199.95

- **Teac V-750**
  - Dolby B & Dolby NR
  - 179.95

- **Teac V-900XK**
  - Stereo & C.R. inputs, fine bias control
  - 199.95

- **Teac V-510**
  - Dolby C/NK Pro: full logic
  - 129.95

- **Teac R-A50**
  - Auto-Bowens, Dolby B/CX
  - 129.95

- **Technics RS-BK46**
  - 50 watts/channel, CX
  - 189.95

- **Technics JQV-D554**
  - A/B, X, CX, CX/K, CX/K
  - 249.95

**Double Cassette Decks**

- **Teac W-S80R**
  - Dual Cassette deck
  - 249.95

**Turntables**

- **Technics SL-BD20**
  - Bell Drive Semi-Automatic Turntable
  - 189.95

- **Technics SL-BD20**
  - 189.95

- **Technics SL-BK100**
  - CD Changer, Digital rotary, remote
  - 189.95

- **Gemini X1-441**
  - 8 x oversampling, remote
  - 199.95

- **Technics JX-M55**
  - 20 watts/channel, PRO order
  - 279.95

**Loudspeakers**

- **Bose 301 Series II**
  - Direct/Reflecting Speakers
  - 2-way polypropylene drivers, 2-1/8 inch woofers with two 3-inch tweeters in Free Space Amps
  - Price: $299.95

- **Technics SL-PG300**
  - Remote Compact Disc Player
  - Price: $149.95

- **Shenwood CD-1000C**
  - CD Changer, Digital rotary, remote
  - 199.95

- **Technics SL-PG500**
  - Digital D/A converter: 20 disk play
  - 129.95

**Turntables**

- **Technics SL-PG500**
  - Digital D/A converter: 20 disk play
  - 129.95

- **JVC TDV-541**
  - CD player, 180 watts/channel
  - 299.95

**Mini Speakers**

- **Pinnacle PSN + Oak Compact Speakers**
  - Price: $99.95

**AudioCare**

- **AudioSource EQ-E Nine Computer Memory Equalizer**
  - 50 -band, 100 -band, 200 -band, or 6400-channel memory: Mute, Pro: • Front panel displays, tape and equalizer
  - Price: $199.95

**AudioCare**

- **Stanton PMC-909**
  - Headphone lock
  - 249.95

**Discount**

- **Memorex WM-200**
  - 16-bit, 4 x oversampling
  - 199.95

- **Bose 301 Series II**
  - Direct/Reflecting Speakers
  - 199.95

- **JVC TDV-541**
  - CD player, 180 watts/channel
  - 199.95

- **AudioSource EQ-E Nine Computer Memory Equalizer**
  - 50 -band, 100 -band, 200 -band, or 6400-channel memory: Mute, Pro: • Front panel displays, tape and equalizer
  - Price: $199.95

- **Stanton PMC-909**
  - Headphone lock
  - 249.95
**Super Specials!**

**Audio Add-Ons**
- AudioSource SS-Three Surround Sound Processor
  - Daisy Chain: Surround circuit used in receiver
  - Front center: Front left
  - Subwoofer: 4-channel output
  - Wood: Speaker: 4-channel output
  - Wood: Speaker: 2-channel output
  - Video: Sound Effects Makers
  - Produces 3D digital sounds
- Target: TTSSA
  - Master Equipment Back, Subwoofers

**Camcorders/Televisions**
- Panasonic PV-4160
  - Hi-Fi stereo
  - VHS tape
  - VHS video
  - VHS audio
  - VHS tape
  - VHS video
  - VHS audio

**Video Cassette Recorders**
- Panasonic PV-4160
  - Hi-Fi stereo
  - VHS tape
  - VHS video
  - VHS audio
  - VHS tape
  - VHS video
  - VHS audio

**Remotes/Antennas**
- Sony D-33 Discman
  - Portable Compact Disc Player
  - Allows you to play 3-speed modes
  - Requires 4 AA batteries

**Cameras**
- Sony Mavica
  - Electronic Still Image Camera
  - Records pictures electronically
  - 3-inches on the image
  - Photos: 5-megapixel resolution
  - Photos: Hi-Speed Imaging
  - Photos: 30-frames per second
  - Photos: Memory Card: 32-gigabyte capacity
  - Photos: Memory Card: 256-gigabyte capacity

**Blank Tape**
- TDK DA-D120
  - Digital Audio Tape
  - Contains 8-inches on the tape
  - Photos: Hi-Speed Imaging
  - Photos: 30-frames per second
  - Photos: Memory Card: 32-gigabyte capacity

**Headphones**
- Koss JCK-200
  - Kordless Stereo Phonograph
  - Closed back design
  - Closed back design
  - Closed back design

**Tape**
- Scotch T-160EG
  - High grade Magnetite VHS tape
  - High grade Magnetite VHS tape
  - High grade Magnetite VHS tape

**VHS Specials**
- Toshiba CFT-131
  - Closed Color TV screen
  - Closed Color TV screen
  - Closed Color TV screen

**MUSIC WORLD**
- J&R Music World
  - Super Stereo Systems
  - Super Stereo Systems
  - Super Stereo Systems

**Super Specials!**
- Panasonic PV-4160
  - Hi-Fi stereo
  - VHS tape
  - VHS video
  - VHS audio
  - VHS tape
  - VHS video
  - VHS audio

**Audio Add-Ons**
- AudioSource SS-Three Surround Sound Processor
  - Daisy Chain: Surround circuit used in receiver
  - Front center: Front left
  - Subwoofer: 4-channel output
  - Wood: Speaker: 4-channel output
  - Wood: Speaker: 2-channel output
  - Video: Sound Effects Makers
  - Produces 3D digital sounds
- Target: TTSSA
  - Master Equipment Back, Subwoofers

**Camcorders/Televisions**
- Panasonic PV-4160
  - Hi-Fi stereo
  - VHS tape
  - VHS video
  - VHS audio
  - VHS tape
  - VHS video
  - VHS audio

**Remotes/Antennas**
- Sony D-33 Discman
  - Portable Compact Disc Player
  - Allows you to play 3-speed modes
  - Requires 4 AA batteries

**Cameras**
- Sony Mavica
  - Electronic Still Image Camera
  - Records pictures electronically
  - 3-inches on the image
  - Photos: 5-megapixel resolution
  - Photos: Hi-Speed Imaging
  - Photos: 30-frames per second
  - Photos: Memory Card: 32-gigabyte capacity

**Blank Tape**
- TDK DA-D120
  - Digital Audio Tape
  - Contains 8-inches on the tape
  - Photos: Hi-Speed Imaging
  - Photos: 30-frames per second
  - Photos: Memory Card: 32-gigabyte capacity
## LOUDSPEAKERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TECHNICS SBL-40</td>
<td>$499.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHARFEDALE DIAMOND II</td>
<td>$399.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBL LX-44</td>
<td>$599.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLISON CD-6</td>
<td>$129.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBL 421</td>
<td>$169.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## CASSETTE DECKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEAC V-200</td>
<td>$199.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RCX-610</td>
<td>$249.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## RECEIVERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TECHNICS SA-GX550</td>
<td>$899.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RX-505S</td>
<td>$349.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RX-S50V</td>
<td>$299.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## CD PLAYERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TECHNICS SL-P030</td>
<td>$129.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC XLM-505</td>
<td>$219.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC-XL-611</td>
<td>$279.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## TECHNICALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEAC V-200</td>
<td>$199.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RX-505S</td>
<td>$349.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RX-S50V</td>
<td>$299.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## CALL FOR PRICE

- JBL PRO P505
- SONY WM-FX33
- PANASONIC LX-200
- TECHNICS SL-GD33
- TECHNICS SL-P030

## SALE

- AM/FM Stereo Radio: $49.95
- CD Player: $89.95
- Cassette Deck: $99.95
- Receiver: $199.95
- CD Player: $99.95

## PORTABLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SONY WM-FX33</td>
<td>$139.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RCX-610</td>
<td>$129.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RX-505S</td>
<td>$119.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## VIDEO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic LX-200</td>
<td>$499.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONY SLV-S58</td>
<td>$426.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONY SLV-S58</td>
<td>$349.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## HEADPHONES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAXELL MXS-90</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC CS-6000</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONY MDR-CD6</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## CALL FOR PRICE

- SONY C-33
- SONY CD-600
- JVC CD-600
- TECHNICS SL-800

## MIDI SYSTEMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic SC-CH10</td>
<td>$499.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONY MHC-1600</td>
<td>$799.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## DVD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Philips DVD-100</td>
<td>$249.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONY MDR-75F</td>
<td>$79.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## AUTO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DeLorean Port</td>
<td>$297.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONY CD-50</td>
<td>$139.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONY MDR-CD6</td>
<td>$79.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKG K-45</td>
<td>$139.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONY C-33</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONY MDR-CD6</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## RETURN POLICY

Equipment received within the first 14 days from date of shipment may be returned to us for repair or replacement of no additional charge. After the 14 day period it is the manufacturer's responsibility to repair or replace an item through their U.S. warranty. NOTE: Certain manufacturer's require all returns to be processed directly through them and not through us to please call when making your purchase. All cancellations are subject to a service charge. Does not include shipping fees.

**NOTE:** Prices in this ad are for reference only. Freight charges not included in prices. All merchandise sold is brand new, factory fresh with full warranty. Not responsible for typographical errors. Prices and availability subject to change.

**CALL FOR PRICE**

- SHERWOOD CD 1192
- SONY CFD-50
- JVC SL-2000
- TECHNICS SL-P030
- TECHNICS SL-F900

**SALE**

- JBL T-900
- AUDIOVOX 2060
- SHERWOOD SCP-1002BP

**Call for Price**

- Panasonic CQ-DP 30
- JVC RX505
- Teac S100

**List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JBL 421</td>
<td>$169.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RX505S</td>
<td>$249.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RX-S50V</td>
<td>$349.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JBL 421</td>
<td>$169.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RX505S</td>
<td>$249.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RX-S50V</td>
<td>$349.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JBL 421</td>
<td>$169.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RX505S</td>
<td>$249.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RX-S50V</td>
<td>$349.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JBL 421</td>
<td>$169.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RX505S</td>
<td>$249.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RX-S50V</td>
<td>$349.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JBL 421</td>
<td>$169.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RX505S</td>
<td>$249.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RX-S50V</td>
<td>$349.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JBL 421</td>
<td>$169.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RX505S</td>
<td>$249.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RX-S50V</td>
<td>$349.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JBL 421</td>
<td>$169.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RX505S</td>
<td>$249.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC RX-S50V</td>
<td>$349.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Recent discs and cassettes reviewed by
Robert Ackart, Richard Freed, David Hall, George Jellinek, Eric Salzman, and David Patrick Stearns

BACH (arr. Respighi): Passacaglia and Fugue in C Minor; Three Chorale Preludes; Sonata in E Minor for Violin and Continuo; Prelude and Fugue in D Major.

BACH (arr. Elgar): Fantasia and Fugue in C Minor. Ilkka Taivla (violin); Seattle Symphony, Gerard Schwarz cond. DEL-OSS DE 3098 (57 min).

Performance: Solid
Recording: Good

Thanks to Walt Disney’s Fantasia, heavy-breathing, heaven-storming symphonic Bach is forever associated with Leopold Stokowski. But back in the Twenties and Thirties, the master orchestrator of Johann Sebastian was—of all people—Ottorino Respighi. Although you’d barely suspect it from The Pines of Rome, the biggest influences on Respighi’s own music were Gregorian chant and Bach. And his arrangements of Bach kept his name before the public for many years, until the fashion changed.

The greatest transcriber and arranger of all was, of course, old Bach himself. And no one has been more arranged than Bach. Liszt and Busoni did it. So did Schoenberg, Berg, and Stravinsky. We’ve had Play Bach, Switched-On Bach, the Swingle Singers’ Bach, rock Bach, and so on, ad infinitum. Why not have another listen to Respighi’s Bach? Arrangements are quietly slipping back into favor, and, in the long history of updating Bach, Respighi’s orchestrations do not emerge badly at all. His version of the Passacaglia and Fugue is stronger and more powerful than Stokowski’s Toccata and Fugue in D Minor, and the Three Chorale Preludes are stunning. The Sonata in E Minor is an early, lesser arrangement for violin and strings that he probably wrote for himself to play (he was originally a violinist). The D Major Prelude and Fugue is, surprisingly, a witty and playful tour de force.

Edward Elgar was also reputed to be a great lover of the music of J. S. Bach, but his arrangement of the C Minor Fantasia and Fugue is heavy-handed and even grotesque. Unlike Respighi, he violates the letter without remaining true to the spirit.

This unusual album of “Symphonic Bach” comes from an unexpected place. The Seattle Symphony under Gerard Schwarz is perhaps not the orchestra to reel these arrangements off with easy virtuosity, but the playing is solid, and the recording goes a long way toward recreating past glories. E.S.


Performance: Outstanding
Recording: Excellent

It would have been reasonable to assume that this release contains the same ”Eroica” as Gunter Wand’s six-disc set of all the Beethoven symphonies; that performance, after all, was recorded as recently as 1985. But this is a newer and altogether more vital one, recorded live at the end of 1989. The two performances follow the same general outline (the timings for the respective movements vary only a little), but the new one has a heightened inner tension and drive.

Wand’s orchestra plays with even greater technical assurance here than in the earlier recording. One senses the committed involvement in the wind phrasing in the opening of the final movement, in the string playing and the solo horn in the first movement’s development, in the fire and depth of the ”Funeral March,” in the alertness of the horns in the scherzo’s trio. The recording itself is crisper and brighter than the earlier one, too, with greater immediacy and impact, its live setting betrayed only by minimal (and remote) audience noise between the last two movements. What it all comes down to is an ”Eroica” to match the most memorable versions of the past, with the benefit of the most realistic contemporary sound. Wand’s Leonore Overture No. 3 is no mere make­work, either, but is ablaze with the same intensity and dramatic sweep that enliven his new ”Eroica.” R.F.

BORODIN: Symphony No. 1, in E-flat Major; Symphony No. 2, in B Minor. Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestra, Valery Gergiev cond. PHILIPS 422 996-2 (66 min).

Performance: Mostly excellent
Recording: A-1

For all its echoes of the Schumann ”Spring” Symphony in the finale and a touch of Berlioz’s ”Queen Mab” in the scherzo, the Borodin First Symphony is a charmer, especially in this alertly played and beautifully recorded performance under the baton of Valery Gergiev, who has been associated with the Kirov Ballet. The Second Symphony, completed almost a decade later, is redolent of the operatic epic Prince Igor, on which Borodin was also working at the time. The heroic cadences of the opening movement are splendidly set forth here, and the prestissimo scherzo is neatly turned by the Rotterdam players. The finale is a blaze of color and rhythm, but the crown of the symphony, its slow movement, disappoints by virtue of a
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leaner than we're used to. The result is a more "radical" rethinking than in his previous recordings—of early Romantic works by Schumann and Mendelssohn.

The common idea that a slower performance is more emotional than a fast one is completely contradicted by Norrington's treatment here of the opening bars, which are as relentless and harrowing as they've ever been even at the faster than usual tempo. Norrington refuses to fuss over the music and pack it with inflections the way many conductors do, achieving more immediacy by choosing a single tempo for an entire movement and letting the music work its own magic. The effect is refreshingly natural and lacking in portentousness.

While many historic-instrument recordings lose their novelty after a few listenings, this one grew on me. The woodwinds and the less glossy sound of the gut-string violins are rather addictive, especially in the "Haydn" arrangements. And with so few conductor's fingerprints on the performances, repeated listening draws you more into the music. D.P.S.

BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 3; Symphony No. 4. Scottish National Orchestra, Bryden Thomson cond. CHANDOS @ CHAN 8917 (60 min).

Performance: Often magical
Recording: Demonstration quality

Though there's no shortage of Martinu's symphony recordings, the late Bryden Thomson's set of the six symphonies on three CDs may establish a lasting standard. That's particularly apparent in this installment, which pairs two of Martinu's most problematical compositions, both written during his World War II exile. The Third Symphony (1944) is a somewhat terse, three-movement work created in reaction to reports of Nazi atrocities in Martinu's homeland, Czechoslovakia, and the more sprawling Fourth Symphony (1945) is his highly extroverted reaction to the Allied victory. Both can be difficult to hold together, but Thomson was alert to the scores on so many levels that the performances unfold with a feeling of inevitability. Despite somewhat relaxed tempos, there's a strong underlying pulse. But Thomson's greatest strength was his radiant sense of sonic color, which is far more than just a surface embellishment in these works: Many of the orchestral effects reveal the very core of Martinu's music. They also point out the cross references between his symphonies, which are so numerous among Nos. 1 through 5 that they often seem like continuations of each other.

In short, these symphonies come alive here in all of their wildly mixed emotional states, eclectic references, and ironies piled upon ironies. You're not always sure what you're feeling while listening to them, but with such attractive recordings, you'll be willing to return to them again and again. D.P.S.

MOZART: Clarinet Concerto in A Major (K. 622). Richard Stoltzman (clarinet); English Chamber Orchestra under Alexander Schneider is now on a midprice RCA CD. This new performance is essentially a repetition—marginally less crisp in the orchestra, but marginally smoother in the solo playing—and it benefits from a consistently brighter and richer sound. It benefits further from a far more appropriate coupling than the earlier one. Mozart's Clarinet Quintet instead of a gratuitous clarinet adaptation of his Bassoon Concerto. Stoltzman does not appear to have recorded the quintet before, and this is, not at all surprisingly, a lovely account of the work. My own loyalty to the classic recording of the concerto by Gervase de Peyer with Peter Maag conducting on London remains undimmed, even if the sound quality does not, and Antony Pay, with Christopher Hogwood conducting, scores a point or two in his version on L'Oiseau-Lyre by playing a basset clarinet, the instrument for which Mozart composed the concerto. In the quintet, there's De Peyer again, with the Melos Ensemble (and with a glorious Brahms quintet filling out the midprice Angel disc), and there's an especially fresh recent version by Eduard Brunner and the Hagen Quartet (with the Weber quintet) on Deutsche Grammophon. But for the Mozart Clarinet Concerto and Clarinet Quintet on a single disc, I don't think there is a match for the new Stoltzman recording. R.F.

MOZART: Concertos for Two Pianos; Fantasia in F Minor; Andante and Variations in G Major (see Best of the Month, page 73)

MOZART: Opera Arias (see Collections—Carol Vaness)

POULENC: Humoresque; Nocturnes Nos. 1-8; Suite for Piano; Theme and Variations; Improvisations Nos. 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, and 14; Three Intermezzi; Villageoise; Presto in B-flat Major. Pascal Rogé (piano). LONDON @ 425 862-2 (63 min).

Performance: Elegant but hurried
Recording: Excellent

Pascal Rogé takes a focused, highly specific approach to Poulenc's piano music. He plays down its nostalgia and sentimentalities and emphasizes its humor, brilliance, rowdiness, and swift sleights of hand with playing that is colorful and
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The Symphony of a Thousand

Leonard Bernstein

The first part is a setting of the medieval Latin hymn, *Veni Creator Spiritus*. Cast essentially in sonata pattern, it is a polyphonic tour de force culminating in a brilliant double fugue. The nearly hour-long second part sets the entire visionary final scene of Goethe’s *Faust*, Part II. Here Mahler’s music harks back to the nature mysticism of the Third Symphony and looks forward to the transparent contrapuntal writing of the last compositions—the Symphony No. 9, *Das Lied von der Erde*, and the unfinished Symphony No. 10.

Bernstein’s Salzburg performance boasts a splendid assembly of soloists who come to the fore most spectacularly in the *Faust* scene. Hermann Prey is a superbly passionate *Pater Ecstasyus*, and José van Dam is no less effective in the evocation of elemental earth forces by *Pater Profundus*. The demands made on the tenor soloist, as *Doctor Marianus*, constitute cruel and unusual punishment. Kenneth Riegel shows the strain at times in his upper register, but not disastrously so, and he handles himself creditably throughout. The women are excellent, one and all, especially Judith Blegen, who portrays *Una Poenitentium*/*Gretchen* with warmth and tenderness. In the so-called minor roles, contralto Agnes Baltsa as *Maria Aegyptiaca* is particularly impressive.

No praise can be sufficient for the choral singers, who give unstintingly in terms of vital attacks and sustained phrasing in both high-powered and delicate episodes. The Vienna Choir Boys come through gloriously in the Chorus of Blessed Children. The Vienna Philharmonic plays superbly, with tremendous intensity in the strings and trumpet work that can only be described as celestial.

Bernstein was never willing to go along with the conjectural completions of the Tenth by Deryck Cooke and others, and thus he chose to perform only the uncannily beautiful Adagio. His performance here, after a world-weary beginning, bespeaks tenderness and reconciliation. There is no attempt to exaggerate the *Angst* exemplified by the one terrifyingly dissonant episode that precedes the serene conclusion.

Technically, these recordings are of the very first order. I have no idea how much post-mixing has entered into the final result, but the sonic imaging in the Eighth Symphony is magnificent, both in terms of depth illusion and in the “placement” of the choral groupings in the lateral plane. The balance of vocal soloists with the choruses and orchestra is very well carried out on the whole. My only minor beef is the rather undernourished organ sound. Among the notable past recordings, I would rank with this one only Georg Solti’s 1972 version on London, done in the Vienna Sofiensaal with the Chicago Symphony, Viennese choral forces, and a fine team of soloists, and Klaus Tennstedt’s 1986 Angel recording with the London Philharmonic and British choristers.

The Robert Shaw version of the Mahler Eighth on Telarc marks the seventy-fifth birthday of the Atlanta Symphony’s founder and conductor emeritus. Three days of recording at the Woodruff Memorial Arts Center has produced, on a single CD (a technological first), a recorded performance that, if not notable for subtlety or a sense of mystery, does have the vigor and thrust one would expect from its predominantly collegiate choral forces and soloists whose careers blossomed during the late 1980’s. I like the darkly colored bass of Kenneth Cox as *Pater Profundus* and the bright yet warm soprano of Margaret Jane Wray as *Una Poenitentium*. Deborah Voigt is in splendid voice as the *Magna Pecatarum*, and so is Delores Ziegler as the *Mulier Samaritana*. The choral work has the body and precision one associates with Shaw, and the orchestra is on its toes throughout. Telarc’s recording captures to the full both the multifarious detail and elemental weight of Mahler’s scoring. The imaging seems more closely focused than in the Bernstein, Solti, and Tennstedt recordings, but without in any way seeming cramped. If maximum musical and sonic “bang for the buck” is your major consideration, Telarc certainly has come up with a best buy.

David Hall
Schubert's "Great C Major" Symphony

Recording:

own recordings of selected improvisations suggest, however, that such severity isn't in order. My first choice remains Paul Crossley's thoughtful, atmospheric performances in his three-CD CBS set of Poulenc's complete piano music. D.P.S.


Performance: Glossy

Romeo and Juliet is most often heard in one of the three familiar concert suites. This well-filled CD of excerpts from Prokofiev's full-length ballet judiciously picks through the score, with its surging lyricism and rich palette of orchestral effects, to present something that follows the progression of the narrative while maintaining many of the ballet's thematic cross references. As a result, it offers the most complete listening experience of the work outside of a recording of the entire ballet. But that's not the only reason why this new recording justifies itself amid so many other fine versions of Romeo and Juliet. The Montreal Symphony's vividly colored playing and the resonant acoustics of its recording venue, St. Eustache Church, have rarely been put to such good use.

Though conductor Charles Dutoit offers nothing particularly revelatory in his tempos or phrasing, he's alert to all of the score's sensual and emotional pleasures while also digging deep into the orchestration to find relevant details that are usually obscured. Like Herbert von Karajan, Dutoit is occasionally guilty of applying excess surface polish, but he has such a strong affinity with Prokofiev's sound world that most of the incidents of orchestral wizardry here have a clear purpose in conveying the ballet's story and characters. In many ways, this recording is an ideal introduction to one of Prokofiev's greatest scores. D.P.S.

SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 9, in C Major (D. 944). Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra, Kurt Masur cond. PHILIPS 426 269-2 (60 min).

Performance: Glowing

Recording: Full-bodied

The Gewandhaus Orchestra introduced Schubert's "Great C Major" Symphony to the world in 1839 under Felix Mendelssohn, who performed the work with several cuts, as seemed necessary in view of its unusual length. In this bracing performance recorded a hundred and fifty years later, Kurt Masur takes all the repeats, as more and more of his colleagues have been doing in the last few decades. No one today is likely to feel the length is excessive. Masur happily avoids the temptation to monumentalize; he finds the natural pace for every movement and keeps the music moving with a minimum of gear-shifting. The playing itself, both from the orchestra as a whole and in the numerous solo passages for the various wind instruments, fairly glows, and the fine, full-bodied recording makes the most of this quality without neglecting definition. There are other versions—by Szell, Bernstein, Toscanini, Furtwängler—that exhibit still more power, or intensity, or individuality, but the strong combination of musical and technical virtues in this new version must command a place for it among the half-dozen or so most satisfying accounts of this work that are available now. R.F.

STRAVINSKY: Pulcinella (1965 revision); Rag-time for Eleven Instruments; Renard the Fox; Octet for Winds (1932 revision). Yoko Miwa (soprano); John Aler, Nigel Robson (tenor); David Wilson-Johnson (baritone); John Tomlinson (bass); London Sinfonietta, Esa-Pekka Salonen cond. SONY CLASSICAL SK 45965 (73 min).

Performance: Super stylish

Recording: Vivid

This recording constitutes a miniature history of Stravinsky's evolution from exotic Russian folklorist to Neoclassicist. Renard, written in 1916, between Rite of Spring and Story of a Soldier, is a barnyard fable about a stupid rooster who has to be rescued (twice) from a wily fox by a cat and a goat. The quirky score is Stravinsky's imagined transformation of remembered Russian folk music hammered out (in Switzerland) on a Hungarian cimbalom imitating the Russian guzla. Rag-time (1918) was inspired by some American sheet music and that self-same cimbalom, now interpreted as an out-of-tune barroom piano. In 1919, Diaghilev commissioned the composer to write a piece based on the old Italian commedia dell'arte and what was then thought to be music of Pergolesi. Pulcinella turned out to be no mere arrangement but a sparkling and creative transformation of the spirit of the eighteenth century. The Wind Octet, stemming from 1922-1923, is full-blown Neoclassicism, the great tradition brought up to date in a stylish and witty manner.

Stylish and witty can also describe these performances under Esa-Pekka Salonen. There is real spirit, humor, and animation in the way this young Finnish conductor and the British musicians bounce off a rhythm, articulate a color, turn out a phrase, and lay down the longer lines. The singers are first-rate, too, although in these early works they are merely leading players in an equal ensemble of voices and instruments; in any case, the fun-and-charm awards go around equally. E.S.


Performance: Mostly good

Recording: Comfortable

Claudio Abbado now needs only the First Symphony ("Winter Dreams") to complete his Chicago Tchaikovsky cycle. His reading of the balletic Third Symphony—a five-movement affair written just before Swan Lake, its later opus number notwithstanding, is long on lyricism and elegance. Except for the polonaise-style finale, it lacks the snap and panache of Marius Jansons's glittering Oslo performance on Chandos.

The 1812 Overture is a neat, musically well-shaped reading with well-executed bells and cannon dubbed in, but for the right amalgam of musicality and sonic excitement, I still prefer the versions by Riccardo Muti and the Philadelphia Orchestra on Angel and by Georg Solti and the Chicago Symphony on London. The new Sony recording seems to use a fairly close microphone placement, which
Ivan the Terrible was the second collaboration between Prokofiev and the great Soviet filmmaker Sergei Eisenstein. Nevsky was a huge success, and Ivan was planned on an even bigger scale as a two-part film. When the Germans invaded—this was in 1941—the Mosfilm studios and the Ivan team were moved from Moscow to Central Asia, and, far from cutting back, they projected a third part.

Nevsky was a nationalist and anti-German saga calculated to stir up patriotic fervor. But if Stalin saw Ivan as a glorification of himself, he was, in the end, disappointed. Part I won a Stalin Prize, but Part II showed up Ivan—and, by implication, Stalin—as a ruthless despot. Eisenstein called it his “suicide note.” It was never released in the lifetime of the principals, and the projected Part III was abandoned, but at least the filmmaker and composer suffered nothing worse than rejection.

Prokofiev’s role in both Ivan and Nevsky went far beyond background music or underscoring. Some of the music was, in fact, written first so that the film could be shot and edited according to the score. There is a lot of vocal music—choruses, songs, even arias—throughout the score for Ivan; ten of the thirteen numbers in the concert version on the new Chandos recording employ voice, mostly powerful choruses.

After Prokofiev and Stalin died—on the same day!—Abram Stasevich, the conductor of the original soundtrack, made a long and unsuccessful concert version of Ivan with a speaker and extensive stretches of the underscoring. The English Prokofiev scholar Christopher Palmer created the “Concert Scenario” used for the Chandos disc by taking out the narrator and the smaller bits and concentrating, in some cases restoring, the larger numbers. It’s still a solid hour of music, but far more concise and dramatic.

Ivan emerges here with its musical power intact. It is, as Palmer points out in his informative notes, a work that is full of Russian folk style and obviously influenced by Mussorgsky (there is even, shades of Boris, a scene at the Polish court). Granted. Yet it is also the most Prokofievian of works, fully as powerful and evocative as Nevsky, and, in this form, it works without the film. If anything, it is even more panoramic than its predecessor. These pictures from Old Russia are incredibly three-dimensional.

Music’s power to transport the listener—in time, in space, and in feeling—has rarely been so well demonstrated. Because of the way music was used and because of the composer’s genius, the score transcends the idea of mere underscoring or scene music as few theatrical or film scores ever have.

I am not exactly sure how the Estonian conductor Neeme Järvi managed to recreate such an ultra-Russian work in London with a presumably English cast of singers and instrumentalists (the excellent baritone is Russian, but he has exactly one number). I am not a Russian speaker, but the sense of the work as a true Russian epic and the hammer-blow power and vividness of the expression are quite overwhelming. This edition, performance, and recording put Ivan the Terrible back at the center of Prokofiev’s work as one of the major epic creations of the century.

Will some young Russian Prokofiev or John Adams now be inspired to take on Stalin himself?

---

**PROKOFIEV (ed. Palmer): Ivan the Terrible, Concert Scenario.** Linda Finnie (contralto), Nikita Storoge (bass-baritone), Philharmonia Chorus and Orchestra, Neeme Järvi cond. CHANDOS © CHAN 8977 (59 min).
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CALL FOR PRICE
To Place An order please send cashier's check, or postal money orders.

**PROTON**

- **Model 650**, Model 850
- CALL FR 38Hz - 32kHz, Nom Imp 4 ohms
- White or Oak.

An amazing thing happens while you're listening: the speakers stage with natural placement and depth. An amazing thing happens while you're listening: the speakers stage with natural placement and depth.

**Rockford Fosgate**

- **RF 2000 Power Amplifier**
- Powerful, stable, and musically accurate
- 345 watts into 8 ohms, 565 watts into 4 ohms
- 16 MOSFET outputs devices per channel
- 1150 watts dynamic power into 2 ohms

**ALL NEW 1992 MODELS**

Rear Projection Up To 70" 8", 10", 13", 20", 27", 32" & 35" Picture Tubes

**BBE Sound Inc.**

- **3020B Sonic Maximizer**
- New layer of detail was revealed; the soundstage deeper and more three dimensional, 'the first name in digital audio'

**DENON**

- **DT-400**
- AM/FM Hi-Fi Stereo Radio w/2nd speaker
- Quartz clock w/ radio alarm
- 5 station presets for each AM & FM
- The DT-400 represents a successful blend of sonic performance and sensible ergonomic design.
- Power rated at 25W/chan

**MB Quart**

- The 350 s excels in stereo imaging, that illusion of a real sound stage with natural instrument placement and depth.

---

To Place An order please send cashier's check, or postal money orders. Personal checks need 14 days to clear before merchandise shipped. Credit card please have your card ready when ordering.
the engineering tends to submerge his ample tones in orchestral overkill. By contrast, Cheryl Studer's Gutrune is ideal. Finally, three exquisite Rhinemaidens bring this long opera to an ethereal close. This recording is worthy to stand beside Solti's pioneering, gracefully aging, but still magnificent-sounding London set.

**Collections**


Performance: Sensitive, enjoyable Recording: Very good

Sanford Sylvan is a youngish American baritone, one of the principal singers in Peter Sellars's operatic productions. Recently heard in the title role of John Adams's The Death of Klinghoffer, he makes a welcome recital debut here with important song cycles by three distinguished American composers.

The Eight Epitaphs of Theodore Chanler (1902-1961) are likely to be the most generally appealing songs on the disc. Walter de la Mare's lyrics are concise, mordant, and memorable, and they come across irresistibly in Chanler's accessible and highly polished idiom. Sylvan brings to them a sophisticated manner that suggests a deceptive calm concealing turmoil beneath.

Samuel Barber's Hermit Songs use Irish monks as translated by several modern poets. His settings are invariably singable, surrounded by elaborate piano writing that occasionally obscures the vocal line. The Copland cycle is a highly original work that will grow on the listener with repeated hearings. Unlike Barber and Chanler, Copland does not strike me as a natural vocal composer. There is an angularity to his style suggestive of piano techniques. It is not surprising that the piano writing frequently draws the listener's attention away from vocal lines that are rarely appealing in themselves. But Copland successfully found the musical key to Dickinson's complex emotional world, and the musculature of his writing counteracts the occasional coyness of the poems.

Sylvan appears to be an intelligent and cultivated singer with a light voice that he uses with skill and imagination. The piano contribution of David Breitman is valuable, and the recording—aside from giving undue presence to the piano on occasion—is clear and resonant.

CAROL VANESS: Mozart Opera Arias. Cosi Fan Tutte: Come scoglio; Per pietà. La Clemenza di Tito: Deh, se piacer: Parto ma tu ben mio; Non più di fiori. Le Nozze di Figaro: Porgi, Amor; Dove sono. Don Giovanni: Non mi dir dir; Idomeneo: Idol mio; Zeffiretti; D'Oreste, d'Ajace. Carol Vaness (soprano); Munich Radio Orchestra, Leopold Hager cond. RCA Victor © 60562-2-RC (71 min).

Performance: Outstanding Recording: Bright, clear

In recent years, Carol Vaness has increasingly demonstrated her mastery of Mozart's operas—of his roles, his style, his special feeling for melody suffused with drama. And she has the requisite accuracy of pitch and vocal technique to make his music unalienably hers. Judging by the present recording, Vaness can take her place beside such famous Mozartians as Lisa Della Casa and Elisabeth Schwarzkopf.

If the "Coso scoglio" here is a little "straight" for my comic sense, it is nonetheless beautifully sung. The "Per pietà" is a lesson in sustained and seemingly effortless singing. The same may be said of both pieces from Le Nozze di Figaro; the final section of "Dove sono" is especially moving. But no more so than Donna Anna's "Non mi dir," which is performed not only with emotional conviction, but also as Mozart wrote it, including the vocally hazardous ornamentation rarely attempted in opera-house performances.

The lesser-known selections from La Clemenza di Tito and Idomeneo maintain the high level of artistic integrity and dedication that distinguish the recital. The accompaniment by Leopold Hager and the Munich Radio Orchestra, both thoroughly imbued with the Mozart performing tradition, add significantly to this highly recommended recording.

**Soprano Carol Vaness**

(piano). ELEKTRA NONESUCH 79259-2 (54 min).

Performance: Sensitive, enjoyable Recording: Very good
COMPETITIVE PRICING ... CALL NOW FOR YOUR BEST DELIVERED PRICE!

COMPACT BOOKSHELF STEREO
UX-1, MX-90, MX-70, MX-50
- ACTIVE HYPER-BASS CIRCUIT
- CD PLAYER w/ PROGRAM PLAY OF UP TO 20 TRACKS

CALL FOR PRICE!

PORTABLE CD COMPACT STEREOS
STARTING AT $149

DISC PLAYERS
- PORTABLE CD
- SONY WALKMAN $129

DOLBY® PRO-LOGIC HOME THEATER
DIRECT VIEW TV's
- 30" MTS ................................ $739
- 32" PIP/MTS, STEREO ............ $1250
- 35" DIRECT VIEW .................. $1599

Rear Projections
- Toshiba Hitachi $399
- Sony JVC $599 & more!

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
- BOSE®
  - LIFELIKE SOUND
  - VIRTUAL INVISIBILITY
  - ALL MODELS AVAILABLE
  - CALL FOR BEST PRICE
  - THE LOWEST PRICE EVER FOR PATENTED BOSE ACOSTIMASS SPEAKER TECHNOLOGY!

SUPER VHS & BETA SPECIALS of the MONTH
- 4.2 SUPER VHS HI-FI MTS Super Fly $499
- BETAMAX ............. $299
- 8mm PLAYER ......... $269
- SONY PS520 2V (2 Hour, 8mm).......... $149
- JVC ST210 (Super VHS) ............ $169
- EVAPORATED E6120 8mm .......... $159

HI-FI RECEIVEIVERS
- DOLBY® PRO LOGIC 100 Watts Per Channel .......... $299
- DOLBY® SURROUND 85 Watts Per Channel Remote ... $199
- 40 WATTS PER CHANNEL, STEREO ........ $149

VIDEO PRINTERS
DIGITAL SPECIAL EFFECTS
- Picture in Picture
- DIGITAL SPECIAL EFFECTS - MULTIPRINTS 41-16 or 25 Different Images on 1 Print
- HIGH QUALITY IMAGE PROCESSING
256 Color Gradations, Nearly 17 Million Colors $799

ALL BRAND NAMES AVAIL.

PORTABLE CD COMPACT STEREOS
STARTING AT $149

CAR STEREO
- AM/FM CASSETTE
- CD PLAYER w/ REMOTE
- AM/FM/CD PLAYER
$199
- $279
- $359

VIDEO LASER PLAYERS
- VIDEO LASER DISC DIGITAL STEREO .......... $299
- VIDEO DISC DIGITAL STEREO w/ Auto Reverse .... $549
- LASER DISC w/ Special Effects & Optical Output $780

HI-FI RECEIVEIVERS
- DOLBY® PRO LOGIC 100 Watts Per Channel .......... $299
- DOLBY® SURROUND 85 Watts Per Channel Remote ... $199
- 40 WATTS PER CHANNEL, STEREO ........ $149

VIDEO LASER PLAYERS
- VIDEO LASER DISC DIGITAL STEREO .......... $299
- VIDEO DISC DIGITAL STEREO w/ Auto Reverse .... $549
- LASER DISC w/ Special Effects & Optical Output $780

35" JVC Super Input Mts.

SUPER VHS & BETA SPECIALS of the MONTH
- 4.2 SUPER VHS HI-FI MTS Super Fly $499
- BETAMAX ............. $299
- 8mm PLAYER ......... $269
- SONY PS520 2V (2 Hour, 8mm).......... $149
- JVC ST210 (Super VHS) ............ $169
- EVAPORATED E6120 8mm .......... $159

VIDEO LASER PLAYERS
- VIDEO LASER DISC DIGITAL STEREO .......... $299
- VIDEO DISC DIGITAL STEREO w/ Auto Reverse .... $549
- LASER DISC w/ Special Effects & Optical Output $780

CAMCORDERs
- SONY E08
- CANON E08

AUTHORIZED SALES CENTER
SONY, CANON, RCA, JVC, PANASONIC
- THIS MONTH's SPECIALS —
- JVC / GR570U .................. $789
- GR577U ............. $895
- 8mm PALM SIZE .......... $499
- 8mm 8x200m ........... $599

CALL for LATEST PRICE on ALL BRANDS

INFORMATION & ORDERS:
(800) 950-4080

CONVENIENT FAX #(201) 633-1476
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Laserdisc Roundup

Despite the poor state of the economy, laser disc players are reportedly selling well, probably because of the wide variety of program material now available on the discs. The major classical record companies have gotten into the video act and have released some very tempting laser discs with their most famous artists.

London's audio recording of the world's three leading tenors in the Baths of Caracalla in Rome in July 1990 is thought to be the best-selling classical album of all time. That performance is now on a London laser disc, "Carreras Domingo Pavarotti in Concert" with Carlos Kleiber conducting the Vienna Philharmonic in a traditional program. The Strauss polkas and waltzes don't get much better than this.

Philips presents Kleiber conducting the Concertgebouw Orchestra in a video recording of Beethoven's Symphonies Nos. 4 and 7 that is a model of restraint with camera work that never detracts from the music. In much the same way, beautiful photography and the absence of visual gimmickry make it possible to enjoy repeatedly the high quality of the performances on two Sony Classical laserdiscs produced in Japan. They are Georg Solti conducting the Chicago Symphony in Mozart's Symphony No. 35, the "Haffner," and Mahler's Symphony No. 5 and Seiji Ozawa conducting the Boston Symphony in Brahms's First Symphony and Strauss's Also Sprach Zarathustra.

The above are all "live" concerts before well-behaved audiences. Teldec offers several laserdiscs of the pianist/conductor Daniel Barenboim performing music of Mozart and Beethoven in luxurious period rooms in European palaces with no audience present. I especially enjoyed the disc of Beethoven's "Waldstein" and "Appassionata" Sonatas, which is as beautiful to look at as to listen to.

Producers of solo-piano videos tend to move the camera around a bit more than I like. Aside from that I have no complaints about "Murray Perahia in Performance" (Sony Classical), a stunning recital from Aldeburgh, England, that includes music of Beethoven, Rachmaninoff, Schumann, and Liszt.

The darling of the piano world at present is the young Russian Evgeny Kissin. RCA has released his first video, an all-Chopin recital filmed in Yokohama in 1986 when he was only fifteen. Sony has issued a 1987 recital from Tokyo in which he plays Rachmaninoff, Prokofiev, Liszt, Chopin, and Scriabin. In both he seems to be a dour, astonishingly gifted kid, but both will be treasurable souvenirs of a young artist at the start of what promises to be a great career.

To celebrate the one hundredth anniversary of Carnegie Hall, RCA released "A Place of Dreams," a charming documentary about the history of the hall. The combinations of documentary with performance that Christopher Nupen has produced for Teldec are not always to my taste. I was disappointed in his film "The Trout" (featuring Schubert's famous quintet) with Barenboim, Perlman, Mehta, Jacqueline du Pré, and Pinchas Zukerman. There was too much gee-whiz talk and too much horseplay among the performers.

But Nupen's "The Song of the Guitar," a tribute to Andrés Segovia with performances in the Alhambra in Granada, pleased me enormously. I found it touching and beautiful, and the documentary interludes are in separate chapters that can be skipped easily if you wish. Segovia describes Granada as "very close to Paradise," and the disc supports his claim visually.

The most original recent laserdisc is "The Loves of Emma Bardac" (Sony Classical), a French impressionist docudrama that relates the life of the mistress of Gabriel Fauré and Claude Debussy through a mosaic of music, photographs, re-enactments, and great paintings. This ingenious narrative method enlarges the "envelope" of the video medium and suggests that it still has some surprises for us. The duo-pianists Katia and Marielle Laferque play music of BIZET, Debussy, and Fauré, and the technical brilliance of this video, originally recorded in high-definition TV, will make you glad you bought a laserdisc player.
ATTENTION STEREO REVIEW ADVERTISERS

The STEREO REVIEW Mall Order Mart is an ideal forum to reach interested audio/video enthusiasts who are active buyers themselves, and who advise others on stereo and video purchases. The Mall Order Mart is an exclusive section designed to showcase your advertising in STEREO REVIEW. To place your ads, or for further information call Toll Free at:

1-(800) 445-6066 9am. to 5pm. est

BEFORE YOU INVEST YOUR MONEY, SPEND SOME TIME WITH US.

Be well informed before you make a major purchase.

Our staff of knowledgeable professionals will guide you through today's maze of state-of-the-art components, as we help you design a system that is perfect for your environment and lifestyle.

We feature the latest in audio & video technology at affordable prices. We offer fast, convenient shipping and provide unparalleled service after the sale to make your investment a sound one.
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RECORDS
RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES REPLACEMENT JACKETS, inner sleeves, 78 rpm sleeves, CD boxes, etc. COMPLETE CATALOG: Cabaco, Box 6212, Room 640, Columbus, Ohio 43210.

SERIOUS MUSIC DOESN'T HAVE TO COST SERIOUS MONEY. The latest ROSE RECORDS catalog features a wide selection of classical, jazz, and rock recordings of music, plus new and used LP's, cassettes and CDs at bargain prices. ROSE RECORDS, Dept. SRT 214, W. Chicago, IL 60604, 800-562-0668.
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DENON AUTHORIZED DEALER

The mark of a true Denon.

This sticker tells you who is an authorized Denon dealer and who isn't.

Some people who offer Denon products are not authorized dealers. That can lead to problems.

First, only authorized dealers offer you the protection of a Denon warranty with your purchase; at other dealers, you may have no warranty at all.

Authorized Denon dealers stock only components designed for the U.S., and have the training to help you select the one right for you.

Authorized dealers know Denon technology inside and out and stock factory parts for your Denon to preserve true Denon sound.

So before you buy your Denon, look for this Denon Authorized Dealer Sticker.

It assures you of the authentic Denon technology and support you expect. And nothing less.

To find your nearest AUTHORIZED Denon Dealer call:

1-210 755-7810
(9:00 am -5:00 pm EST)

DENON


ONE SWITCH DOES IT ALL! TURN ON-OFF ENTIRE LARGE STEREO SYSTEM AND ACCESSORIES BY REMOTE CONTROL WITH A HEAVY DUTY AC OUTLET STRIP WITH BUILT-IN LINE SURGE PROTECTOR. OPERATES FROM EXISTING RECEIVER, PRE-AMP, CONTROL AMPLIFIER, ETC. HANDLES UP TO 30 AMPS. WORKS WITH ALL MODERN SYSTEMS WITH REMOTE CONTROL. ALL PLUG-INS. NO WIRING NECESSARY. WRITE OR CALL. Milt Thornton, Midland, TX 79701. PHONE (915) 664-2699

COMPACT DISCS


THE BINAURAL SOURCE! -- World's exclusive catalog of true binaural CD cassettes for starting headphone experience...also speaker-compatible! Classic music, music for architecture sounds. Visa/MC accepted, new catalog $1.00/15 foreign, re-funded first order (P.O. Box 72529, Box CA 4952, (415) 687-9050. COMPACT DISC PRICES STARTING AT $5.99 SEND $2 FOR CATALOG. REFUNDABLE WITH ORDER. HARRIS HOUSE OF MUSIC. BOX 388750. DEPT 61C, Chicago, IL 60638

STORADISC - See why CD Review packed our Library Series as their "top choice." Fine furniture, quality in a variety of finishes and sizes. Call or write Davidson-Whitehall, 555 Whitehall St., Atlanta, GA 30303. 1-800-645-9871

LASER VIDEO

USED LASER DISC CLEANSER. WE BUY & SELL TRADE FREE CATALOG. VISA, MASTERCARD PROSPECT #291, SAN JOS, CA 95109

WANTED TO BUY

LPS & CDs BOUGHT & SOLD! Classics Rock, Jazz, Audophile, etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tuttle St, Princeton, NJ 08540 (609) 921-0811

MISCELLANEOUS


KARAKOE

WANT THE SINGING SOURCE?

KARAKOE SING-ALONG SYSTEMS: The latest rage in home, commercial and mobile DJ entertainment! We carry a complete line of Karaoke Sing Along Hardware & Software. Laser Disc Compact Disc - Graphics, Audio & VHS Cassette Systems from Pioneer, Nikodko, JVC, Denonel and others in stock! We also provide Karaoke shows & parties nationwide! Next day delivery available. Visa, Master Card & C.O.D. FREE INFO Call KARAKOE SYSTEMS, inc. at 1-800-866-SING IN CA call 714-752-8756

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS' EXCHANGE™ Nationwide link between unmatched music lovers. Write OMLE, Box 31, Pelham, NY 10803. (800) 233-CMRS

Audio/video Storage

Store 300 CD's behind glass doors. Price adjustable shelves with brass brackets; holds single & multiple CD's, Videos and Cassettes -- in any combination. Comes in Solid Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry. Can stack or wall mount.

FREE. Literature and Prices.
Call 1-800-432-8005
FAX 1-210-748-2592

Soric

P.O. Box 74-7 Nutley, NJ 07110

CAST STEREO

SALE! CD & VIDEO STORAGE. FREE GIFT OFFER. CALL NOW! M.W.P., 14 CEDAR ST., AMESBURY, MA 01913. (800) 553-3455.
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To order-call: (718) 997-6644
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of a room curve to insure that the system provides flat acoustical response, or any other sort of response the listener wishes. The process is essentially automatic and entails fourteen digital filters per channel. As the user watches passively, after having punched in a few settings for objective parameters, the computer gradually sorts the jumble on the display screen into something gratifyingly close to a straight horizontal line. Although the microprocessors employed are extremely fast, handling data blocks at a rate exceeding 13 million per second, the device takes an appropriate amount of time with these complex adjustments and may be chugging away at the job a full 10 minutes after it has been put to work. Also, although the display is reminiscent of what you'd expect from an analog graphic equalizer, the digital filters are not fixed in their characteristics but are custom-created on the spot for the sorts of correction needed, without hazard to phase integrity. There is a 10-dB upward limit on response adjustment, however; the strict headroom ceiling imposed by digital technology still applies.

Meandering through other AX-1000 functions, we find three-band parametric equalization, similar in use but not in internal operation to analog devices; reverberation injection, to which the above remarks also apply; a "Digital Movie Surround" function, which decodes Dolby Surround soundtracks; a stereo-separation control, something not seen in audio products for some time, that goes beyond the expected by being able to increase separation above what is in the recording; and another anachronism, a digital record-scratch filter, which works infinitely better than any other such device I've heard.

There is also a headphone-imaging function that attempts to banish the localization anomalies usually experienced with headphones, getting the sound image out in front. It can be set for optimum results with six headphone models, three of which are from Siax, to give you an idea of the level of quality and price being assumed. And there is a dynamic-range expander/compressor that appears to have a unique degree of adjustability, even to the point of permitting selection of response and release times. Finally (almost), the display also operates as a twenty-seven-band real-time analyzer when it's not otherwise occupied.

Considering all the fun to be had with the AX-1000's analysis facilities and signal generators, you may wonder why you'd need music to enjoy it. Well, music will be required for full appreciation of the concert-hall simulations. Eight famous halls are encapsulated in the computer's read-only memory (ROM), some of which don't even sound like the AX-1000's programs any more because of acoustical renovation. An example is London's Royal Albert Hall, a huge space whose expansive dome created an echo that, in some seats, was approximately 9 dB louder than the direct sound. I never heard the hall in this condition. My first visit coincided with acoustical treatment that tamed the echo quite well. Listening to the AX-1000, however, I could easily believe I was back in the old, untreated hall, and the experience was miserable. (David Birch-Jones, Marantz's inimitable marketing manager, suspects that the inclusion of the old Royal Albert Hall was deliberate. Bad or good, real is real, and Marantz intends to be in the business of realism.) A presentation of Boston Symphony Hall was excellent, however, easily the best sound I've heard from any of the hall synthesizers available. I suspect this result was due to the great number of reflective iterations of which the AX-1000 is capable, and its fine control of them. Based on a 32-bit architecture, with 24-bit resolution and enormous speed, it can be expected to create illusions that defy simpler mechanisms.

I don't really expect the AX-1000 to be encountered by very many audiophiles in their local salons, but I could be wrong. This is a product that belongs on a trolley, to be wheeled between demo room and demo room in a well-furbished audio emporium. Its internal memories will store a goodly number of equalization programs applying to each room, and its presence during demonstrations will certainly fix the Marantz name in the customer's mind. Perhaps that is what Marantz has been aiming at from the beginning.
This is what looks like.

This is why \( \text{ORB} \) sounds right.

\( \text{ORB} \) is the symbol for the Optimum Radiation Baffle loudspeaker that heightens your perception of 3-D audio realism. And now, once again from the advanced audio labs of Hughes Aircraft Company, this amazing technology is available for hi-fi and home theater applications.

\( \text{ORB} \)'s can immediately upgrade your entertainment system by actually seeming to disappear. After all, you really want to hear your music, not your speakers!

The smooth 180° dispersion pattern of an \( \text{ORB} \) gives you performance that rivals large, esoteric speaker arrays in a compact affordable cabinet. The beautiful modern form is pure function. Imaging is superb. And, the \( \text{ORB} \) simply eliminates the over-emphasis of sounds, "hot spots", that beam from the center of conventional speakers. More of the original ambience is restored!

This ingenious design avoids the uncontrolled radiation of sound to the rear of the room, which can, by way of spurious reflections, introduce acoustic problems to the listening area.

To hear your music for the first time without listening to speakers, visit your HUGHES AUDIO PRODUCTS™ dealer to audition a pair of \( \text{ORB} \)'s. For the dealer nearest you call 1-800-2-HEAR-3D.

\( \text{ORB} \)s deliver deep, rich, and airy sound even in odd-sized rooms. Mount them anywhere with the compatible OMNIMOUNT® system. Fully magnetically shielded for hi-fi, television, and multimedia computer applications. Available at different price points and in various color tones. Can be matched with efficient, high output Hughes BASER™ subwoofers to create your ideal satellite system or the ultimate surround-type speaker system.

Exclusive 180° dispersion baffle

For more information, contact Hughes Microelectronic Systems Division, Hughes Audio Products™, P.O. Box 7000, Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688.

\( \text{ORB} \) and HUGHES AUDIO PRODUCTS are trademarks of Hughes Aircraft Company, a subsidiary of GM Hughes Electronics, © 1991.
Wanted Dead Or Alive: Your AM/FM Receiver.

$100 Reward!
Adcom wants to put an end to the obsolete receiver. Because with the superior performance and reasonable prices of our separate components, there is no reason to listen to the compromise of a common receiver. Adcom is making a limited time offer that puts an end to compromising sound.

Now through January 31, 1992, bring your receiver to your participating Adcom dealer. Buy any combination of an Adcom power amplifier and preamplifier or preamp/tuner and get a $100 trade-in allowance on your receiver. It’s time to put an end to compromising sound. Just listen to Adcom separate components. And take us up on our rewarding offer. Adcom. As always, giving you more sound for less money.